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ABSTRACT

Black Male Teachers Speak: Narratives of Corps Members
in the NYC Teach for America Program

Marcelle Mentor

Black men make up roughly 2% of the national teaching corps, and as
Brockenbrough (2012) reminds us, there are recurring themes within Black Masculinity
Studies that are central to bear in mind when looking at the lived and teaching
experiences of these Black male teachers. The major one is to recognize and
acknowledge the unique psychological, emotional, and spiritual toll of Black male
marginality on Black men. “Oft-cited statistics on incarceration, homicide,
unemployment, high school dropout, and HIV infection rates, among other chronic
blights (Dyson, 1993; Noguera, 2003), illustrate not only the systemic marginality of
Black men in American society, but also their distance from patriarchal definitions of
manhood that rely on White supremacist and capitalist power to reinforce male
domination” (p.5).
The intention of this study was to engage with these Black male teachers’
narratives, stories, and commentaries and learn from their life and teaching experiences
as Black men. The aim was to gain insight into how they were recruited, how they were
supported, and also what their understandings and thoughts are around retaining Black
male teachers in the classrooms.
This is a small qualitative study is a sample of four Black Male teachers within the
2013 Teach for America Corps in NYC. As Lewis (2006) suggests, many of these Black
male teachers consider their role bound to some form of social justice. This inquiry aimed
to talk across the struggles and challenges of Black men in the NYC corps of the TFA

program and to reach an understanding of their lived and teaching experience, and of the
ways ideologies and narratives are negotiated and navigated in schools and classrooms.
The questions of inquiry were aimed to provide insight into the recruitment, retention,
and professional support of the Black male teacher, both in TFA and outside this
program. Participation in this study was limited to Black male educators with one year of
elementary or middle school teaching experience, in order to draw on and speak to the
greater presence of male teachers at those levels to help teacher preparation programs
navigate toward better recruitment processes, and supporting and sustaining more Black
males in the classroom.
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Chapter I
BACKGROUND

I was awakened by the University of the Western Cape (UWC) to the political
struggle in South Africa; a struggle my parents had kept me ignorant of, and perhaps
were ignorant of themselves; but I soon found what the “struggle” was about when I was
chased on campus by the police brandishing their sjamboks (whips), their dogs close at
my heels, all because we had attended an “illegal” gathering. It was not uncommon in
1988, my first year of college, to be stopped by police blockades when entering campus
and then have textbooks and notes confiscated and torn up. It was with this experience
and training, both academic and socio-political, that I entered the arena of teaching. There
were different education departments for every racial group, and as such I could only
apply to a school for Coloured1 children. In my capacity as high school teacher, I became
“subversive” and introduced my students to the Black Consciousness movement and
Steven Bantu Biko; waxed lyrical about Nelson Mandela, whose name it was a crime to
mention in a public space, taught poetry from banned anthologies by banned poets like

1It should be noted that there has always been considerable debate among mixed-race peoples
concerning the validity of the term Coloured. Some have suggested placing quotation marks
around the term in order to connote its artificiality as an Apartheid creation. Others insist on using
a small “c” at the beginning of the word to indicate the absence of full cultural authenticity;
finally, many like to employ the term “so-called” as a prefix to the label Coloured. I use the term
Coloured minus quotations, lowercase letters, and prefixes, since it is my belief that whatever
mixed-race people of the Cape should or should not be called, the fact remains that they are an
identifiable group with their own unique mixture of cultural, religious, and language practices
(Anderson, 1998, p. 17).
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Wally Serote and Oswald Mtshali, and used topical protest newspaper and magazine
articles as comprehension texts.
It is with this socio-political background that I did and continue to approach all my
teaching and interaction with teachers and students in the education arena. This is also, I
realize about myself as teacher educator, what I expect of the teachers I work with: to
have an understanding of and for the students they teach. In 2000, I was appointed the
first teacher of color in a previously Whites-only boys high school in Cape Town, where I
was culturally and racially the outsider. Too often I still feel like an outsider – I feel like
an outsider because I am African, because I am Black, because I am fat, because I sound
different.... It is heavy on my soul when I walk into an academic place of learning, and I
feel I have to represent – on so many levels – my race, my gender, my age, my situation,
my privilege, my disadvantage; the list goes on. I have always felt like this, throughout
my education – that there was no room for mediocrity – not as a Coloured girl raised in
Apartheid South Africa. And so it is with a heavy heart that I sometimes find myself back
in the position of fear – the fear of failing, of not living up to potential, the fear of falling
into a despair of being misunderstood and undervalued, the fear of “what if people’s
perceptions are right about me,” the fear of “what if I just can’t cut it?”
I like to believe that my history and my teaching and life experiences give me a
window into my students’ experiences. I was born and educated in Apartheid South
Africa and classified at my birth as a Coloured. I was schooled, teacher-trained, and
began my teaching in South Africa during Apartheid. As an undergraduate student in
1988 and as a first teacher in 1992, I was a subject of and a participant in the struggle
against Apartheid. Historically, during Apartheid, the regime drove members of the
radical leftist Teachers' League of South Africa to employ critical pedagogy with a focus
on non-racialism in Cape Town schools and prisons. I remember my high school English
teacher to be such an educator. These teachers collaborated loosely to subvert the racist
curriculum and encourage critical examination of religious, military, political, and social
2

circumstances in terms of spirit-friendly, humanist, and democratic ideologies. The
efforts of such teachers are credited with having bolstered student resistance and
activism, and I have often wondered if we as students were transformed by what we were
being taught; but I only really learned and understood later as a teacher that I was so
often transformed by my teaching and the circumstances of the environment in which I
taught and learned. Paulo Freire (1998) emphasizes this point for me when he simply
states, “Whoever teaches learns in the act of teaching, and whoever learns teaches in the
act of learning” (p. 31).
As a student doing my teaching certification diploma at the UWC, (noted by the
Apartheid Media and Resistance as the Intellectual House of the Left), I was awakened to
the idea of using texts, poetry, and other literary devices as a means of teaching protest.
Many of the academics (across the racial spectrum) who mentored me used this means,
and I was always jolted by how the choice of an appropriate text could be thoughtprovoking and stimulating enough to provoke one to question the political situations and
current events inside South Africa.
As I write this long prelude to illustrate my close association with the Black
experience of marginalization, I am reminded that when one is culturally and/or racially
the outsider, there are many feelings of insecurity – constructed by the racial and cultural
norms of the society we live in. I feel that my experience as a teacher who was
considered an outsider allows me at least to draw some parallels between the teachers I
taught and my own experience when teaching in the high school arena. Some of the
obvious parallels are race and the fact that we taught students with similar socioeconomic backgrounds; but we also have different genders and taught on two different
continents, and so even though we have some aspects of our teaching life that are the
same – there are also certain aspects where we are so different.
When I started teaching the Adolescent Literacy course to Teach for America
(TFA) students at Pace University in the spring of 2007, I became aware that, through the
3

narrative writings and journals of the TFA teachers I taught, they revealed the many
challenges they were faced with that needed addressing before teaching and learning
could take place in their classrooms. For a research paper, I chose to follow closely the
writings of two of my TFA teachers over two years in the TFA program, reading their
written journals and speaking with them informally about their experiences with teaching
and learning. I was particularly interested in looking at the concept of alternative teacher
training programs – in this case, specifically TFA – and to what level these teachers felt
they were or were not prepared for coping in an educational environment they were not
traditionally educated for.
The brainchild of Wendy Kopp, Teach for America started as an undergraduate
thesis proposal. Kopp was certain that many people of her generation wanted to make a
significant social difference, especially in the education field. She believed that top
college students – those in Ivy League and high-ranking state schools – would choose
teaching over more lucrative opportunities if a prominent teacher corps existed. At the
age of 21, Kopp raised $2.5 million of start-up funding, hired a skeleton staff, and
launched a grassroots recruitment campaign. In 1990, TFA started off with 500 corps
members, who began teaching at low-income communities across the country.
As my studies progressed, and as I researched the TFA program more intentionally,
I became interested in a voice not often highlighted in the TFA sphere – that of the Black
male teacher. Currently, in 2015, about 2% of the USA teaching corps is made up of
Black2 male teachers. In 2011, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan launched his
“Black Men to the Chalkboard” campaign, which arose from the dearth of Black male
teachers, especially in urban areas. The aim of this campaign was to recruit 80,000 new
Black male teachers by 2015. I wondered what the impact of such a campaign is on an

2

I used the term Black for these men who self-identify as non-Hispanic coming from across the
African Diaspora.
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urban population where the Black male image is often criminalized and demonized,
especially in reference to the New York City Stop and Frisk3 policies that were rampant
in recent years. I started considering the number of Black male teachers in the TFA corps
in NYC when I started teaching in the program in 2007, and I began to reflect on what
brought them to this journey of teaching. What led them to TFA? How do Black males
experience TFA?

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to look specifically at a small sample of the Black male
teachers in the 2013 TFA corps in New York City, examining their commentary, stories
and narratives about themselves as Black men and as teachers; and to ask what we can
learn from this examination to increase and sustain the numbers of Black male teachers in
public schooling, specifically in NYC. The intent is neither to prove that the Teach for
America program is effective or ineffective, nor is it to argue the validity of an alternative
teacher certification process. Instead, this study aims to talk across the struggles and
challenges of Black men in the NYC Corps of the TFA program, examining some of their
lived and/or teaching experiences and the factors that influence these experiences, in
order to learn how to maximize recruitment and retention strategies in support of Black
men in the classrooms.
It is my hope that more understanding will be gathered from the data revealed after
engaging with the participants, so that teacher educators and other key players in teacher
education may be better equipped to offer support to Black male teachers.

3

The NYPD’s stop-and-frisk practices raised serious concerns over racial profiling, illegal stops,
and privacy rights. The Department’s own reports on its stop-and-frisk activity confirmed what
many people in communities of color across the city have long suspected: The police are stopping
hundreds of thousands of law-abiding New Yorkers every year, and the vast majority are Black
and Latino.
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Research Questions
This study was guided by the following three questions:
(1) What are the lived experiences of four Black men in the 2013 Teach For
America corps in New York City?
(2) Who and what influences them as Black male teachers?
(3) How can their experiences inform practices around recruitment, support, and
retention of Black male teachers in the New York City classroom?

The Rise of Alternative Certification Programs
According to Grossman and Loeb (2010), the number of teachers prepared through
alternative certification programs has grown significantly; in 1985, there were 275
teachers, in 1995, the number had grown to 6,932, and in 2005, the number had increased
almost 10 times to 59,000. The rise of alternative preparation pathways for teachers has
been attributed to the need to fill teaching positions in critical shortage areas, and because
these alternative routes would allow for teachers to be in the classes almost immediately,
many of the pathways were targeted to address specific shortages in specific locations.
Says Zumwalt (1996), “Alternative certification is viewed as an answer to endemic
shortages of qualified urban teachers” (p. 41). Another reason alternative pathways to
teacher certification became popular was so that the teaching profession would draw
people into teaching who would ordinarily not consider it as a career choice. Also, it has
been argued that alternative teacher preparation programs have contributed to widening
the achievement gap in that the attrition rate for these teachers is high; even if these
teachers ended up in the schools their program targeted, their stay would not be longer
than the two- to three-year commitment of their original contract.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the concept of alternative education had reached
a commonality, so common that programs such as Teach for America (TFA) were
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considered “traditional” alternative routes to certification (Michelli, 2003). Alternative
certification programs maintain that people with strong college backgrounds and solid
work experience are best suited to become “urban pioneers” (Costigan, Crocco, &
Zumwalt, 2004). Urban pioneer is a loaded term, as it suggests a group of people who
will pull away from the rest, from the norm, and move onto new and groundbreaking
territories. When I taught in the TFA program from 2007 to 2009, I believed firmly that
this understanding of what we were doing held a definite appeal for my students. They
were all from strong undergraduate schools, and often were in the top percentage of their
respective classes. They approached the work in TFA with the same ardor and vigor, and
they were so very often frustrated and perturbed at their own shortcomings in the
teaching arena, simply because they felt they were not prepared for it. Most of the
students I taught in the program were White women. They were from mostly affluent and
elite academic backgrounds and schools, and most of them felt they were not prepared
culturally, and even practically, for a teaching position in the urban environment of New
York City. Many of them were overwhelmed by the high rate of poverty, low reading and
math scores of students, and lack of support they experienced in their schools. The
idealistic view of the “urban pioneer,” as coined by Costigan et al. (2004), more likely
did not match the realities of my new teachers’ experiences. Looking at alternative
certification programs for teachers, and the concept that the teaching corps are urban
pioneers, begs the question: How well are these teachers set up to be “good” pioneers,
and are they at all able to challenge and trouble the assumptions inherent to their
positions as teachers plunged into the schools in urban communities?
From the diversity officer at the TFA New York City office, it would appear that in
recent years the program in NYC has seriously considered the shortage of Black teachers
– and specifically Black males – in its cohorts and is doing more to actively recruit more
Black men to the classroom.

7

In 2015, there were nine4 different programs that offered alternative certification
(AC) programs in NYC. In 1999-2000 school year, approximately 60% of all new
teachers hired by the NYC Department of Education (DOE) were uncertified. Recruiting
difficulties were more severe in schools with low average achievement levels; 73% of
new hires in 1999-2000 were uncertified in both elementary and high schools in the
lowest deciles of pass-rates on end-of-year math examinations. Motivated by changes in
New York State law that made certification requirements more stringent, the DOE cut the
hiring of uncertified teachers and expanded its recruitment of alternatively certified
teachers. Over the school years 1999-2000 to 2004-2005, the fraction of uncertified hires
fell from 60% to 7%, while the fraction of AC hires rose from 2% to 36% (Kane,
Rockoff, & Staiger, 2008).
Faced with these numbers, one can understand the motivation behind the pressure
to create an alternative certification to respond to the lack of qualified teachers in the
urban school classrooms. However, according to education researchers like Linda
Darling-Hammond (2007), these alternative certification programs are often inadequate
in fully preparing the candidates and, because of this lack of preparation, actually
undermine the education of the very students they claim to serve and uplift. Moreover,
these teachers often find themselves thrust into the most challenging, overfull classrooms
– those where the students are below the prescribed academic level, non-English
Language-efficient, and come from poverty stricken families – and then these teachers
are placed without sufficient guidance and mentoring, and with limited knowledge and
understanding of the skill demanded to teach this population of children (Berry 2001).
These debates around the issue of certification were also heavily influenced by the No
4

NYC Teaching Collaborative, New York City Teaching Fellows, TFA, New Visions for Public
Schools - Hunter College Urban Teacher Residency/Math and Science Teacher Residency, ISTART Urban Teacher Residency Program, Teaching Residents at Teachers College, Math for
America Fellowship Program, Peace Corps Fellows Program, American Museum of Natural
History - Master of Arts in Teaching Urban Residency Program
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Child Left Behind (NCLB) requirement that all students deserve to have “highly
qualified” teachers. For low-income schools and communities, this implies that
alternative pathways to teacher certification are regarded as an answer – albeit a
sometimes dubious answer. Because of their selection process, many of these programs
recruit top achievers from high-ranking schools, which then in turn could be a strong
indication of the socio-cultural and/or economic divide between teacher and student.
According to the most recent statistics from the National Center for Education
Information (NCEI, 2011):
Alternative preparation routes produce a higher proportion of male teachers.
Twenty-two percent of teachers coming through alternate routes are men,
compared with 16 percent of teachers entering the profession through
traditional programs. There is a slight shift in the teaching force toward more
persons of color. The proportion of K-12 teachers who are white has dropped
from 91 percent in 1986 to 84 percent in 2011. The fastest growing groups of
non-white teachers are persons of Hispanic origin and races other than black.
Hispanics also have higher percentages of males entering teaching – 22
percent of Hispanic teachers and 27 percent of teachers who represent races
other than White, Black or Hispanic are male.
Again, alternate routes are bringing in more minorities than are traditional
preparation programs. While 87 percent of teachers who have entered the
profession through traditional college, campus-based teacher preparation
programs are White, 30 percent of teachers entering through alternative
teacher preparation programs are non-White – 15 percent are Hispanic, 11
percent are Black and 4 percent other races. (p. 14)

9

Figure 1. Composition of Public School Teachers by Route to Teaching
In 2011, about two out of three (65 percent) teachers surveyed had entered
the profession through a traditional college-campus-based undergraduate
teacher education program, and an additional 18 percent had prepared to
teach through a traditional graduate teacher education program. Sixteen
percent of current public school teachers reported entering teaching through
various alternatives to these college campus-based programs. (NCEI, 2011, p.
21)

Figure 2. Route to Teaching by Year Began First Teaching Position
10

The data of when teachers began their first teaching position shows a striking trend
in preparation routes, as presented in the above chart. Teachers (97%) who entered the
profession before 1980 entered through an undergraduate (88%) or graduate (9%)
traditional college, campus-based teacher education program. The proportion of new
teachers hired from the pool of traditional undergraduate programs steadily declined from
1980 to 2005 as the proportion of new hires from traditional graduate programs and
alternative routes rose. The new hires from alternative preparation programs took off in
the last five years, with 4 out of 10 new teachers coming from these pathways of
certification. The proportion of new teachers between 2005 and 2010 coming from
undergraduate teacher education programs dropped to 50% and from graduate college,
campus-based teacher education programs to 10% (NCEI, 2011, p. 21).

Figure 3. Route to Teaching by Race
As demonstrated in the chart above, non-Whites are entering the teaching
profession through alternative routes at higher rates than are White teachers. While only
18% of White teachers entered teaching through alternative routes, more than half (53%)
of Hispanic teachers, four out of 10 (39%) of Black teachers and one-fourth (24%) of
teachers from all other races entered teaching through alternative routes to college
campus-based teacher education programs (NCEI, 2011, p. 23). This speaks to the
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negative attention academic critics and media have paid to programs such as TFA in
terms of their cohorts being majority White and female. Many programs, TFA included,
have made deliberate changes to their recruitment strategies and aimed to increase the
amount of Black teachers, and specifically Black male teachers. TFA has deliberately
targeted Black males, and for the first time this past
year, I have seen recruitment posters featuring
Black men.
In 2011, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan and filmmaker/activist Spike Lee
announced at Morehouse College (Atlanta, GA) that
they were teaming up to create a task force that
aimed to recruit 80,000 Black males into the
teaching profession by 2015 (Turner, 2011). In his
address at Morehouse, Secretary Duncan said,

Figure 4. 2014 TFA recruitment
advertisement

We are working with the broader education community to strengthen and
elevate the entire teaching profession so that every teacher has the support
and training they need to succeed. Education is the great equalizer in America
and the civil rights issue of our generation. If you care about promoting
opportunity and reducing inequality, the classroom is the place to start.
(Webb, 2011)
In recent years, as debates have raged around the effectiveness and exclusiveness
of the TFA program, specifically in the NYC public school system, it appears that TFA is
making some headway in responding to the challenge issued at Morehouse College in
2011 and has started to shift the focus of its search for corps members in response to the
February 2011 call for more “Black Men to the chalkboard.” Secretary Duncan was also
the keynote speaker at the 20th anniversary of the TFA program, also in February of
2011, where he praised the work of TFA: “Teach For America made teaching cool again
in low-income communities for a whole generation of talented college graduates. Its
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record shows that poverty need not be destiny in the classroom. When it comes to
teaching, talent matters tremendously” (Neale, 2011).

Recruiting into TFA
TFA espouses to recruit outstanding recent college graduates and working
professionals from all backgrounds and career interests to commit to teach for at least two
years in urban or rural public schools. They claim to provide the training and ongoing
support necessary to ensure success as teachers in low-income communities. Their hope
is that their teachers go above and beyond traditional expectations to lead their students to
significant academic achievement, despite the challenges of poverty and the sometimes
limiting lack of resources and academic levels of students within the school system.
When I taught new TFA teachers at Pace University in New York City, I understood
firsthand what their struggles and frustrations were. Because I had been trained as a
teacher in a conventional/traditional program, the very idea of being “trained” in six
weeks seemed preposterous; it was hoped that these teachers would have ongoing
training at school, combined with their extended classes on Saturdays.
The TFA mission goes on to say that when, not if, these teachers can achieve at
high levels with their students, “educational inequity is a solvable problem.” The problem
I have with this statement is that not all the TFA students I taught achieved “high levels”
of success in terms of assessments and evaluations with their students; they were
struggling to achieve these levels because they were unprepared for an educational
system that is not equitable. The fact that the system is inequitable makes me pause to
consider how well the TFA program can truly make a difference in the educational
sphere.
In light of Duncan’s call, TFA is standing behind the campaign and vigorously
advertising for more Black men to join the corps. For the first time, I have seen
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recruitment advertisements that include the image of a Black man with dreadlocks. This
certainly is a far cry from the “traditional” campaigns, which have had pictures of
women, and predominantly White women.
While we value all forms of diversity, we place particular emphasis on
recruiting individuals who share the racial or socio-economic backgrounds of
the students we teach, 90% of whom are African American or Latino. Corps
members who share their students’ backgrounds serve as powerful role
models and have potential for a profound additional impact based on their
personal experiences. (Retrieved from the TFA site on May 1st 2014,
http://www.teachforamerica.org/why-teach-for-america/the-corps/who-welook-for/the-importance-of-diversity)
All of this points to a need for further study around Black male teachers in and entering
the classroom. Their narratives will likely inform teacher educators, and in this case
specifically TFA, about their perceptions and lived experiences with the recruitment,
support, and retention process. It may also indicate the challenges faced and possible
support structures to be built into the teaching experience of these teachers so that we can
better support and retain them.

Problem Statement
In the teaching arena, the Black male teacher is in the definite minority, making up
about 2% of the national teaching corps.5 What is their representation in TFA? And how
do Black men fit in and negotiate their role as educators in New York City in particular?
What happens in schools given a Black man’s political positionality in the New York
City society; what are the factors at play? How do we understand the lived experiences of
Black male teachers in the New York City TFA program?
Teach for America’s main objective is to bring equitable education to communities
and students that are generally underserved and under-educated (i.e., mostly minority

5Website:

www.census.gov/acs/w
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students and communities), or what Paulo Freire defines as the “oppressed.” I support
Freire’s (1970) understanding of who the “oppressed” are:
The truth is that the oppressed are not ‘marginals,’ are not people living on
the ‘outside’ society. They have always been ‘inside’ – inside the structure
which made them ‘beings for others.’ The solution is not to ‘integrate’ them
into the structure of oppression, but to transform that structure so that they
can become ‘beings for themselves.’ Such transformation, of course, would
undermine the oppressors’ purposes, hence their utilization of the banking
concept of education to avoid the threat of student conscientization. (p. 55)
This is important for understanding why Black Male teachers are important within
the TFA structure, because as Black men, they have largely been considered marginalized
or outsiders, yet, as teachers, their work is valuable in serving a marginalized population
at the urban schools in New York City.
For the purpose of this dissertation I will borrow from Black Masculinities theory
as a theoretical basis, with the understanding that knowledge is subjective and political,
and that as a researcher my own values as a former TFA employer and mother of two
Black boys also frame this inquiry.

Outline for Dissertation
In this first chapter, I have outlined my reasoning for pursuing this research and for
roughly outlining my chapters.
Chapter II presents a review of literature around the history of Black male teachers
in the classroom. The chapter also explores studies on Black male teachers, many of
which center around whether more Black males are needed in the classrooms for Black
male students or Black male interactions around different understandings and definitions
of manhood; I highlight the Call me MISTER (Men Instructing Students Towards
Effective Role Models) program, Maryland’s African American Males into Teaching
Program (AAMTP), and New York City’s Teachers as Leaders Program (TALP), to
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name a few. The chapter then moves onto a review of Black Masculinity studies and
looks at the field of study specifically through Mark Anthony Neal and his work on
reading the Black male body as “legible” and “legitimate.” In this chapter, I provide a
closer examination of the Teach for America program, and specifically its location in
New York City. I provide some historic and more contemporary context of Black men in
the classroom, as well as programs that aim specifically to recruit, train, or support Black
men in teaching. This chapter closes with the work of Travis Bristol and his research on
Black men in the classroom, and the understanding of Black male teachers as “loners” or
“groupers.”
Chapter III describes the qualitative research method I use for this study. In this
chapter, I articulate my version of the narrative study. I explain that my study is a blend
of a qualitative interview study mixed with a unique version of narrative study
methodology. My participants offer stories, commentaries, critiques, and narratives about
both their lived experiences as Black men, but more specifically their educational
experiences as students – both as undergraduates and through TFA – and as teachers. I
explore what narrative researchers do and offer an articulation of the narrative inquiry I
hold myself to in this research. I also explain my interview method and how it lends itself
to data collection for this study. My aim with this study is to offer these teachers a space
to speak for themselves and to have their stories told, but as a researcher I realize and
acknowledge that even as I select the words that make it into the study, I am already
creating silences for my participants, and in some ways taking some of their words away.
As researchers, there is the challenge of acknowledging this in the study, and so I am
challenged by how I (re)present my study participants.
Chapter IV is focused on each participant’s first of three of interviews and stories.
The chapter is presented predominantly in the participants’ own words, along with my
reactions and reflections on those words. As I introduce the participants in this chapter, I
am faced with the hybridity of their individual identities and how they show themselves
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as Black men, as Black male teachers, and also in how they individually, and as a group,
navigate their shared experience of TFA.
In Chapter V, I sift through some of the themes that run through each of the
interviews, reflecting on the themes of self-reflection, role modeling, relationships and
interactions with colleagues, students, parents, and administration, and discipline and the
TFA program. The aim of the second round interview was to reflect on initial responses
from the first interview and what thoughts and reflections were evoked afterward.
Chapter VI follows the participants into their third individual interview. In this
interview, they were asked questions that looked back at their first year and a bit of
teaching, what they learned, what they thought was lacking, and why they volunteered to
participate in this study. There is a reflection by them of their life experiences as teachers;
how they negotiate race relations; what their perceived influences are in the world and
also in the educational arena.
In Chapter VII, I share the group protocol, some themes that came through, but
more so what I felt and saw when I first introduced them to each other and what that
interaction looked like after two and a half hours. We reflected on predominant themes
that emerged in their individual interviews and gave clarity to some aspects of
understanding of both individual and group thought. I reflect especially on Bristol’s
(2012) work on Loners and Groupers as I observed the participants and their interactions
with each other. They also spoke about what it means when a school administration is all
White and what that says about social realities in focus on mainstream and social media.
In this chapter I also do some more cross-case analysis by comparing some of the themes
and experiences of each of the participants.
Lastly, in Chapter VIII, I discuss the limitations of this study and what implications
the research has for researchers, policymakers, practitioners, TFA, and teacher educators
as we rise to the challenge of having more Black males in our public schools in New
York. The big question and challenge is to discern systematic issues for all new teachers,
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and how for Black male teachers the significance of their race and gender poses
dimensions that are related and parsed by being Black and male. Then how does that
translate into how we recruit, teach, support and sustain their presence in the teaching
corps?
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Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW

It is axiomatic that if we do not define ourselves for ourselves for ourselves
we will be defined by others - for their use and to our detriment. ~ Audre
Lorde.

Introduction to the Chapter
There are three major sections in this chapter: first, Black male teachers in the
classroom, including an historical view and the need for greater scholarship on this topic;
second, Black masculinity, including the criminalization of the Black body and concept
of double consciousness; and third, the context of TFA and some of the critiques
regarding the TFA program.

Black Male Teachers in the Classroom
The 2011 call from Secretary Arne Duncan has resulted in a renewed increase in
research on the Black male teacher and his purpose and intentions in the classroom. As
the research has grown, it has become apparent that there needs to be a pluralistic
understanding of the roles of these Black males teachers (Brockenbrough, 2009; RezaiRashti & Martino, 2010).
Chance Lewis’s (2006) study of African American male teachers in urban school
districts in Louisiana examines why Black men become teachers and what motivates
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them to stay in teaching. For me this is a very pertinent part of my study, as I am
researching the recruitment and the retention of Black males in public school classroom.
As Lewis (2006) suggests, many of these Black male teachers consider their role
bound to some form of social justice. Lewis goes on to recount some of the reasons why
Black males teachers only account for about 2% of the national teaching corps: “(a) low
compensation offered to teachers; (b) educational obstacles, such as the NTE or PRAXIS;
and (c) social and cultural impediments (e.g., culture shock at the university level)”
(p. 229). He lists these items as probable factors for this enigma, and he lays out what he
thinks can be done to increase the population of Black male teachers. He also states that
alternative certification programs have been helpful in aiding the growth in the number of
Black males in the classroom (p. 231).
Research of Black men in the classrooms has been varied and has revealed
interesting data. I agree with Brockenbrough (2012) when he states that studying these
data warrants careful and close scrutiny as it also leads to indicators as to whether Black
males in the classroom act as father-like figures/ mentors for Black boys within the
school system. His research stems from a life history narrative inquiry where he engaged
with 11 Black male teachers in an urban, predominantly Black school district. He quotes
Lynn (2006), who has framed Black male teachers’ culturally mediated pedagogies as an
“other fathering” mix of “tough love, discipline, and caring” (p. 2517), as well as A. L.
Brown’s (2009) research, which found a variety of pedagogical performances employed
by Black male teachers. These range from a discipline-intensive “enforcer style” to less
rigid alternatives—all of which were rooted in the teachers’ mission to serve the needs of
Black male students. According to Brockenbrough, other scholars have echoed claims
that Black male teachers are uniquely qualified to serve as role models for Black boys
(Brown & Butty, 1999; Cooper & Jordan, 2003). This leads to the question of whether
Black male teachers are specifically needed to help young men of color navigate their
schooling, and what it might say about how these Black male teachers engage with other
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students. It is my belief that the TFA Black male teachers’ narratives, stories, and
commentaries may provide some insight into these types of questions.
Brockenbrough (2012) reminds us that there are two recurring themes within Black
masculinity studies that are central to bear in mind when looking at the lived experiences
of Black male teachers. The first is to recognize and acknowledge the unique
psychological, emotional, and spiritual toll of Black male marginality on Black men.
Brockenbrough speaks to how the Black male teachers in his study had to negotiate their
identities and positions within professional contexts that challenged their access to
patriarchal definitions of manhood in a society that assesses men by their ability to wield
patriarchal power.
Oft-cited statistics on incarceration, homicide, unemployment, high school
dropout, and HIV infection rates, among other chronic blights (Dyson, 1993;
Noguera, 2003), illustrate not only the systemic marginality of Black men in
American society, but also their distance from patriarchal definitions of
manhood that rely on White supremacist and capitalist power to reinforce
male domination. (p. 5)
Brockenbrough (2012) asserts that Black males continually face a crisis of
‘patriarchal impotence’ and points out that the Black male teachers in his study had to
negotiate their identities and positions within professional contexts that challenged their
access to patriarchal definitions of manhood. He cites scholars in Black masculinity
studies (Byrd & Guy-Sheftall, 2001; Carbado, 1999; Hemphill, 1991; Neal, 2005; ReidPharr, 2001; Young, 2007) who have discussed how deep and complex psychic wounds
suffered by Black men under White supremacy and capitalist oppression can manifest in
anxieties over a sense of emasculation.
According to Brockenbrough (2012), the second theme within Black masculinity
studies that informs this work is the critique of patriarchal regimes within Black social
contexts. “This critique is derived from Black feminist scholarship on social and political
movements since the mid-20th century that have repeatedly reduced Black freedom
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struggles to the plight of Black men, thus equating Black liberation to the restoration of
Black male patriarchy (Collins, 1991; hooks, 1981; Smith, 1983)” (p. 6).
So what does this say about Black males in the TFA corps in NYC? What was I
hoping their narratives, stories, and commentaries might reveal or support or reject
around popular Black masculinity theory?

An Historical View of Black Males in the Classroom
The shortage of Black teachers is not a new phenomenon; it can be traced back to
the 1900s. Noted expert on American education history and desegregation James
Anderson (1998) provides some insight:
In 1900 in the sixteen former slave states, there were 26,770 black teachers
for the 2,485,737 black children ages five through eighteen, or one black
teacher for every 93 black children of school age. The black teaching force in
the southern states would have to double if it were to supply one teacher for
every 46 black children of school age, a ration well above the southern white
ratio of 57 school-age children per teacher. (p. 111)
One model that is notable for teaching Black teachers is Hampton-Tuskegee
Model, which trained Black teachers in industrial education. The curriculum was divided
into academic and manual labor strands, which included reading, writing, and arithmetic,
gardening, cooking, woodwork, laundering, and manual labor (Anderson, 1998, p. 143).
Although the teacher candidates also learned about observation, pedagogy, and school
management, this model of teacher education was far beneath the standard relative to the
national requirements for professional teaching certification (read: for their White
counterparts). Booker T. Washington started attending Hampton in 1872 and, upon
graduating, was given administrative responsibilities at the school; then, in 1881, he was
recommended to head Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. By 1900, that school had numerous
buildings, 100 faculty members, and more than 1,400 students. Both Hampton Institute
and Tuskegee Institute trained a large number of Black educators, and those teachers
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emphasized self-improvement and job training to enable Black students to become
gainfully employed and self-supporting as craftsmen or industrial workers.
While institutions such as Hampton-Tuskegee were just beginning to prepare Black
teachers with a high school education, a degree that would qualify them for elementary
school teaching at best, White counterparts were being educated at a level that was in
standing with the pace of national perspectives on adequate teacher training. As a result,
Black teacher training reproduced conditions whereby Black teachers lacked sufficient
preparation to attend four-year universities and teach in secondary classrooms. This
deliberate mis-education of Black teachers by industrial training programs made them
under-qualified in the context of increasing certification standards (Anderson, 1998).
Anderson's (1988) research examines the entire Black educational system in the
South from Reconstruction until the Civil Rights Movement, and thus, the discussion of
the role of Black teachers is limited in scope. The emphasis on their lack of adequate
education and training suggests that Black teachers were often not much more educated
than the students they taught. Only until the establishment and expansion of Historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) – a subject also comprehensively documented
in Anderson’s text – did Black teachers in the South begin to acquire education and
teacher training to support the academic development of their students. To me this is a
particularly interesting fact because it is at Morehouse College (a HBCU for Black men)
that Arne Duncan made his call for more Black men to the chalkboard in 2011. SealeyRuiz and Lewis (2011) note:
In 1940, the number one profession for Black men in the United States was
teaching (IPUMS, 1940-2000). Approximately 36 percent of the Black male
population was standing in front of the classroom delivering instruction to
young Black men and women. Today, of the 3.5 million teachers in
America’s classrooms (AACTE, 2010) only 8% are Black teachers, and
approximately 2% of these teachers are Black males (NCES, 2010). Over the
past few decades, the Black teaching force in the U.S. has dropped
significantly (Lewis, 2006; Lewis, Bonner, Byrd, & James, 2008; Milner &
Howard, 2004), and this educational crisis shows no signs of ending in the
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near future. As the population of Black students in K-12 schools in the U.S.
continues to rise – currently over 16% of students in America’s schools are
Black (NCES, 2010) – there is an urgent need to increase the presence of
Black educators. (p. 187)
Anderson’s (1988) finding that many Black teachers were trained informally is
consistent with Fairclough’s (2007) in his study of Black teachers in the South from
Reconstruction to Integration. Some of the first Black teachers learned to read by chance,
having been taught by slave owners and preachers. Despite this lack of formal education,
it was widely believed that Black teachers made significant contributions to the lives of
Black children:
By the 1880s, the AME’s [African Methodist Episcopal Church] argument
that black instructors were the best people to educate black children had
become widely accepted by African American teachers. Some developed the
argument along pedagogical lines. Others emphasized that black teachers had
to cease relying upon whites if they were to develop racial pride and acquire
the ability to stand on their own two feet. (p. 92)
While asserting that Black teachers teach Black children, the AME also called for
the removal of White Northern female missionaries from Black classrooms. However,
this strategy enabled White supremacists to further their cause and damage Black
education. Fairclough (2007) states:
Eliminating the ‘Yankee schoolmarms’ lowered the educational ceiling and
deprived blacks of influential northern allies. Replacing white teachers with
blacks reinforced racial segregation and made it easier for whites to neglect
black schools as black political influence declined and then vanished. (p. 62)
The downside of rallying Black teachers for Black children was the loss of
Northern support and the further segregation of Black people to the periphery of
educational priorities. Fairclough (2007) explains:
Teacher preparation programs in the South imbued their candidates with a
sense of moral responsibility to the Black community. However, these high
expectations for discipline and modesty were challenged by actual day-to-day
experiences of classroom teachers. Before even walking into a school, Black
teachers faced the scrutiny of certification board examiners who determined
the grade of each candidate’s certificate and his/her salary. Superintendents
frequently assessed Black teachers at the lowest levels, and thus they
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received the lowest salaries. These administrators justified their decisions by
arguing that Blacks were intellectually inferior and had fewer social needs
and could live more cheaply than White teachers. (p. 127)
According to Fairclough (2007), the relatively small number of Black male
teachers is an old phenomenon, and women dominated the teaching profession, especially
in elementary teaching, throughout the twentieth century (p. 416). Fairclough’s
suggestion that the current Black male teacher shortage is overstated because teaching
has always predominantly been a woman’s profession oversimplifies the historic and
traditional role that Black males played in the development of Black schools, a role that,
along with classroom teaching, has been minimized by the lack of Black males in the
classrooms. Still Fairclough’s work makes a solid contribution to the body of literature by
deconstructing romanticized notions of Black teachers and revealing the significant
challenges they experienced from both the Black and White communities in establishing
Black schools, and raising questions around the need for Black male teachers in the
classroom. My study with my participants is informed by Fairclough’s work, which
offers a dynamic historical setting for reflection on the reasons why my participants have
entered the teaching profession, what some of their struggles and challenges are and what
will determine whether they stay on as teachers past their two-year commitment to TFA.
In contrast to Fairclough, Irvine and Fenwick (2011) argue:
Consistent with their historic mission, schools of education (SOEs) continue
to have a dominant presence on HBCU campuses. SOEs at HBCUs have
responded to the challenges of revising their curricula and programs for the
new millennium with initiatives that include advanced technology, innovative
recruitment strategies (e.g., Troops-to-Teachers Program, Call Me Mister),
alternative routes to teaching (e.g., Transition to Teaching), and national
certification for experienced teachers of color (e.g., National Board for
Professional Teaching Standard’s Targeted High Need Initiative). The Ready
to Teach Program at Howard University is the second and current iteration of
Transition to Teaching, which is funded by the U. S. Department of
Education. The Ready to Teach Program at Howard University may emerge
as a model for the recruitment, preparation, and placement of African
American male teachers in high-need schools. The program is a collaborative
effort led by the Howard University School of Education in partnership with
five urban school districts: Chicago, Illinois; Clayton County, Georgia;
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Houston, Texas; Prince Georges County, Maryland; and Washington, DC.
The first cohort of participants completed an accelerated MAT program in
spring 2009. (p. 197)
In addition to these numbers, Irvine and Fenwick (2011) maintain that the impact of
Schools of Education at HBCUs is undeniable. According to the National Association for
Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (2008), HBCUs graduate 50% of African
American teachers with bachelor's degrees, and the United Negro College Fund (1998)
reported that more than half of all African American prospective teachers in Missouri,
Maryland, Louisiana, Virginia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Delaware, Alabama, and
the District of Columbia were trained at HBCUs. Unquestionably, this speaks to a history
and legacy of teacher education at HBCUs, as highlighted by Sealey-Ruiz and Lewis
(2011), as well as the work of Irvine and Fenwick (2011), who, among other scholars, are
leading the growing scholarship on Black male teachers.
The seminal work of Michele Foster (1997) is the first volume of chronicled stories
of African American teachers in their own voices. Her work includes the perspectives,
values, and pedagogical insights of Black teachers who run the spectrum from retired to
novice teachers. Their stories also highlight the diversity of the schools and communities
they serve. Despite their diversity, Foster states: “These teachers do have commonalities”
(p. xi), which Ladson-Billings (1995) would call “culturally relevant,” and they engaged
in what Joyce King (1990) would determine is “emancipatory work.” Foster (1997)
believes the strength in the African American teacher is that he or she is committed to
African American children and the communities that produce them. According to Foster,
this teacher understands the difficult social and, sometimes, economic situations these
children are raised in. Her book showcases the stories of 20 Black teachers who were
born between 1905 and 1975, and highlights the significance of the teaching profession in
the Black community. The purpose of the book is “to understand how teaching has been
experienced and understood by Blacks engaged in the profession” (p. xx). The topics
covered in her interviews with her participants include the social, economic, and cultural
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lives of these teachers, their families, and the communities they work in. Foster
encapsulates much of my reasoning for my work in the last paragraph of her introduction:
The shrinking numbers of Black teachers have compelled me to publish these
contemporary accounts of Black teachers … much of what these teachers say
is controversial. Nonetheless, it is my hope that these accounts will provide a
voice for an historically marginalized group, that in the process they will
enhance our capacity to understand the experiences of Black teachers, and
that they will assist contemporary and future African Americanists,
historians, and sociologists in reaching a more complete understanding of
education, schooling, teaching, and learning in the United States (p. li).
Even though Foster’s work is almost two decades before mine, her words echo so
resonantly with the work I am doing. With the student population of NYC being
predominantly Black, the need for Black men in the urban teaching corps seems essential.

The Need for Black Male Teachers and Scholarship around
the Retention and Support of These Teachers
Lewis and Toldson’s (2013) seminal book, Black Male Teachers: Diversifying the
United States’ Teacher Workforce, offers a collective of works of research around Black
males in the classroom. Lewis and Toldson’s book highlights the unique role that Black
male teachers have and how their very existence is a subject of interest, hot debate, and
speculation. They account for several reasons for the dearth of Black Male teachers.
First, Black males are less likely to graduate from college. In the US
population, 16 percent of Black males and 19 percent of Black females have
completed college. Second, Black males are less likely to major in education.
In 2009, 7603 Black males and 25,725 Black females have graduated from
college with a degree in education. Third, Black males who graduate with a
degree in education are less likely to become a teacher. Only 23 percent of
Black men with a degree become a P-12 teachers, compared to 27 percent of
White men, 41 percent for Black women and 42 percent for White women.
Interestingly, Black men are more likely than any other race gender group to
become educational administrators. Almost 7 percent of Black men with an
educational degree become educational administrators compared to 5 percent
Black females and White males, and only 2.8 percent of White females.
(p. xiv).
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Bianco, Leech, and Mitchel (2011) state that “for African American males, the
pathway to teaching is replete with cracks and potholes at every juncture (p. 368). They
go on to give an historical context of the move of young Black men who decide to enter
the teaching arena. Brown and Butty (1999) explain the transition from student to teacher
in the following way:
The relationship between African American students and African American
male teachers is a symbiotic one-that is, the number of African American
males who go into teaching is influenced by the number of African American
males who attend college, which is in turn influenced by the number of
African American high school graduates and so on. Unfortunately, the
pipeline that moves African American students from public school to public
school teaching is a leaky one. (p. 281)
Given that only about 2% of the teaching corps nationally is Black males, it is no surprise
that students can go through 13 years of public school education and never encounter a
Black male as teacher.
Thomas and Warren (2015) state that: “When a Black man decides to teach, his
presence in the classroom is laudable, yet the conditions under which he teaches are often
troubling and precarious” (p. 1). They go on remind us that Black male educators
contribute significantly to Black students’ sociopolitical awareness, academic confidence,
and sense of cultural pride, so it is not at all surprising that the may roles these men take
on in addition to being a primary educator take a toll on them. Often these teachers are
“pegged monolithically as disciplinarians, misunderstood, and generally treated
inequitably when compared with their white or female colleagues” (p. 2). Thomas and
Warren go on to explain that the methodologies of narrative and portraiture have emerged
as particularly useful approaches to help gain a nuanced understanding of the lived
realities of practicing Black male teachers, and they highlight the need to rewrite the
mainstream narratives about Black males in general, but then also specifically about
Black male teachers. Their study highlights that Black male teachers are often
marginalized within their learning communities and as such they struggle like the
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students they teach, yet have a commonality within this marginalization. They argue that
being a Black male teacher presupposes a set of skills and experiences that can
simultaneously improve or deny success. As such they highlight the value of continued
work in this field where Black male teachers’ stories are highlighted and learned from so
that the academic field can be increasingly enriched by it.
Pabon, Anderson, and Khareem’s (2011) work on cultivating Black male teachers
in a time of crisis speaks to the challenges in developing the Urban Community Teachers
(UCT) Project, a campus-based initiative to recruit and train Black male teachers for
urban classrooms at the School of Education at the City University New York (CUNY)
Brooklyn College campus. They explain the main challengse to their program:
There are significant challenges in recruiting and training Black male
teachers and these problems originate in the K-12 to college pipeline. A
disproportionate number of Black males are not graduating from New York
City public high schools or matriculating into Brooklyn College. Therefore,
the goal is embedded within a paradox. There is a limited pool of Black male
teachers currently working in urban schools and a significant shortfall of
Black males graduating from the very schools we seek to transform. The
central argument is that given the enormous challenges in both recruiting and
training Black male teachers, their presence in urban schools is not simply to
serve as role models. Rather, these authors strive for culturally relevant Black
male teachers who are committed to teaching in urban schools. (p. 359)
From their study over three years, Pabon et al. learned that Black male teacher candidates
needed extra help and support in navigating college, academics, personal matters, and
work responsibilities. They realized that many of their students needed mentoring in
numerous areas of their lives. They also learned that pedagogical skills needed to be
further reinforced so that these Black male teacher candidates would be better prepared to
serve the diverse student populations of New York City. They reiterate that no
assumptions can be made that the teacher candidates are learning to articulate the history
and cultural norms of the students they serve nor that they have the capacity to be role
models. They emphasize that this question needs to be asked continually: “How can the
Urban Community Teachers Project better serve our teacher candidates in becoming
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culturally relevant teachers?” It has become increasingly clear to me that there is a need
both in the classroom and outside to understand that Black male teachers need instruction
around culturally relevant pedagogy and foundational knowledge about the contributions
of African American history and teachers in order to be prepared to teach in urban
communities; and that to be able to offer support and sustain the presence of Black males
in the educational arena, schools and programs of teacher preparation need to have
ongoing interactions and conversations with these teachers, on both the academic and
socio-cultural levels.
Pabon et al. (2011) highlight the necessity of engaging Black male teachers in the
discussion around their presence in spaces of learning and teaching:
However, within teacher preparation, the strengths and talents of Black
males are not fostered and developed. Rather, Black males are reduced
through discourses around discipline and behavior management or rendered
invisible when the contributions that African Americans as a group have
made to education are absent from discussion. Black male teacher candidates
are ill-prepared to transform the same schools from which the next pool of
candidates could emerge. (p. 366)
These scholars highlight that the recruitment and retention of Black male teachers has
recently received a wave of attention in both the academic and popular press. They
caution that there is often an oversimplication of the need for Black male teachers to
lessen the Black male educational crisis in serving as role models for students of color
and that emerging scholarly literature is deconstructing this gender/race paradigm, as I
hope my research points to as well.
In the next section, I will look at theories on Black Masculinity in an attempt to
help contextualize both the academic and social environment my participants navigate.
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Black Masculinity
It became apparent to me as I read and learned more about the theories and
concepts of Black Masculinity that it is in a constant tension with mainstream academia
to prove itself “legitimate” and “legible” in a society that has set it up as an illegitimate
and illegible concept. Alexander (2006) suggests, “The black male body is polemical. It
is a site of private and public contestations; competing investments in black masculinity
that are historical and localized” (p. 74). Neal (2013) goes on to say, “The most ‘legible’
black male body is often thought to be a criminal body and/or a body in need of policing
and containment – incarceration – (this) is just a reminder that the black male body that
so seduces America is just as often the bogeyman that keeps America awake at night”
(p. 5).
‘Legible’ Black male bodies are “easily” identified in the American context
because often the reading of these bodies is clouded and surrounded by punitive measures
and contraptions. So often in the academic and educational arena, Black men and boys
are referred to in statistics around correction services and as youths in institutional
delinquency. As such, Black men are seemingly bound to and bound by their legibility.
Troutt (2005) uses such examples as Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods, and Michael Jackson
as ‘legitimate’ and ‘legible’ stereotypes of Black males, but when we look to popular
television shows like The Wire, the characters of this television show immediately alter
these concepts into ‘illegitimate’ and ‘illegible’ within the broader conception of the
Black male body. The problem lies in the presentation of Black male examples as the
counter-narratives – usually high-ranking sports stars and entertainers – and the counternarratives lie in negatively typecast roles in the film and entertainment industry, as well
as the presentation in popular media and penal statistics. The problem that arises with
these conceptions is that they underscore the idea that some stereotypes may in fact be
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accurate, but there is more than one stereotype of the Black man. Therein lies the ruse:
“Not that the stereotypes aren’t true, but that they are incomplete” (Adiche, 2009).
Neal (2014) offers the concept of the “thugniggaintellectual,” which is someone
who credibly navigates a life of the mind and the life of the street. He goes on to say this
about his own experience on the streets of New York:
More than a decade ago, as part of a generational cohort of young Black men
who entered the Academy, who were literally raised on the beats and rhymes
of Hip-Hop, I have began to think of myself as a “ThugNiggaIntellectual.”
Though I don't claim to have ever been a thug and have never accepted the
status of a "nigger," the distinct New York styled Black masculinity that I
wear means I have known thugs and a bunch of "niggers." I share a space
with them each time I'm profiled in grocery stores, or chillin' with my homies
Gramsci and Jay Z at Starbucks. Folks are seemingly fearful, confused and
disgusted, as if a "nigga" ain't supposed to drink some expensive coffee and
have a laptop. But it's the latter part of that term "Thug…Nigga...intellectual"
that perhaps raises the most eyebrows—“You're an intellectual?” recalling
the voice on KRS-One’s “My Philosophy.” (p. 29)
Neal (2014) takes an interesting and provocative stance on how we conceptualize
the Black male body in the USA, and specifically in New York City. He speaks to the
notion that Black men are both of the street and the academic realm. According to him,
the broader US society has trouble understanding that the Black male body has the ability
to successfully navigate and exist in both of these contexts. I am immediately drawn to
the image of the Black male teacher in NYC and the dichotomy within which he finds
himself—imagined by a society that shapes him before he can speak his own reality into
power. To my mind, this is what W.E.B. DuBois may describe as Double Consciousness.
Neal goes on to say:
In a society that seemingly doesn't have the language to adequately describe
the value of living the life of the mind, there certainly isn't much language to
explain the value of a "nigga" like me reading and writing about organic
intellectuals, the transnational import of entrepreneurial Gramscian thugs
(most folks just wanna call them gangsta rappers), and the role of social
media in our political lives, while listening to 2 Chainz’ “Feds is Watching”
and Gregory Porter’s “On My Way to Harlem” and sipping on an Chai latte
at three o'clock in the afternoon. Meanwhile, more presumably worthwhile
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"niggers" are driving buses, bussing tables, and busting rocks somewhere up
state. All I got to do is walk in the door, and given the looks and stares and
grunts and of course the stupid questions ("are you a DJ?"), I might as well
had been thugged-out with a 9mm in one hand and the 40oz in the other.
So why complicate all of this by actually referring to myself as a
"ThugNiggaIntellectual?" Because, like Posdonous said a decade ago, I'm
damn complicated. (p. 29)
Neal (2014) highlights that the Black male body is far from being a singular or
uncomplicated notion. There is nothing simple or singular about the conception of the
Black male body, and the need for society and past-White academia to define it as simple
is coming under strong scrutiny by rising Black male scholarship; this is important to my
research as I seek to illuminate the some of the narratives and stories of Black male
teachers in the TFA program in NYC.

The Criminalization of Black Male Bodies
On the eve of the 2014 Football Super Bowl, Seahawks defensive lineman, Richard
Sherman, who is a Black man, was interviewed after a game, giving an exuberant
response to a question; he was thus tagged as arrogant and a “thug.” Says Leonard
(2014),
What became evident, however, in the “thugification” of Sherman is the
convergence of the front and back pages, such that black athletes are
demonized and feared, not just because of the physical manifestations of
violence (i.e., criminality), but because of the cultural morals and values that
they supposedly bring into the arena and onto America’s cultural landscape.
(http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=3255)
According to Leonard, it is
evident (that) from Richard Sherman to Barack Obama, from Trayvon Martin
and most recently Cam Newton, to countless nameless and faceless youth,
[that] the “thug” label embodies anti-Black racism that consistently images
Black bodies as dangerous criminal threats deserving discipline and
punishment. It is the language of white supremacy that renders black bodies
as undesirable pariahs. (http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?
index=3255)
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Leonard (2014) further reflects on criminalization as the process of extending
criminal meaning to a previously legally unclassified social practice, body, or group. For
example, Black male bodies throughout history have come to represent that which is
deviant, criminal, and threatening. When writing about America's racial caste system,
Alexander (2010) argues that “the stigma of race was once the shame of the slave ...
today the stigma of race is the shame of the criminal” (p. 193). She states that this is the
result from the White racial framing promulgated "by political and media elite” (p. 193);
“the era of mass incarceration” has reduced “what it means to be criminal in our
collective consciousness to what it means to be black.” In other words, “the term black
criminal is nearly redundant.... To be a black man is to be thought of as a criminal, and to
be a black criminal is to be despicable – a social pariah” (p. 193).
Lane (2007) adds to the discussion:
The commercialization of the thug image leads, perhaps inevitably, to the
problematic assumption that black men, not just athletes are violent and
dangerous, moreover, too often the understanding that whites have of blacks
is profoundly skewed by the simple fact that whites interact with blacks only
indirectly, through the consumption of a very limited number of
representations. (p. 65)
Mercer (2013) also reflects on the criminalization of Black bodies:
As a major public area, sport is a key site of white ambivalence, fear and
fantasy. The spectacle of black bodies triumphant in rituals of masculine
competition reinforces the fixed idea that black men are all “brawn and not
brains,” and yet because the white man is beaten at his own game – football,
boxing, cricket, athletes – the Other is idolized to the point of envy. This
schism is played out in the popular tabloid press. On the front page headlines
black males become highly visible as a treat to white society, as muggers,
rapists, terrorists, and guerrillas: their bodies become the imago of a savage
and unstoppable capacity for destruction and violence. But turn to the back
pages, the sports pages, and the black man’s body is heroized and lionized.
(p. 34)
Jackson and Dangerfield (2002) contend that tragically Black males have been
pathologized and labeled as violent, criminal, hyper-sexual, incompetent, and uneducated
individuals. These very stereotypical depictions of Black masculinity, according to them,
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have resulted in the stigmatized condition of Black males as an endangered species, thus
making it really hard to view Black masculinity in similar ways as White masculinity is
viewed. The challenge is really not whether or not people are viewed as different, but
whether or not one race is seen in a deficit way to another. These scholars argue that in
essence Black masculinity has become cultural property, and that this perspective has
been ritualistically, explicitly, and implicitly validated by communities within everyday
interactions. They contend that the media links Black poverty with Black crime,
incompetence, delinquency and deviance, that false media images are almost
insurmountable, and that eventually the images would distort anyone’s worldview.
Jackson and Dangerfield cite sociologist Manning Marable (2001) to further their
argument:
What is a black man in an institutionally racist society? In this social system
of modern capitalist America? The central tragedy of being black and male is
our inability as men and as people of African descent to define ourselves
without the stereotypes the larger society imposes on us, and through various
institutional means perpetuates and permeates within our entire culture. (p.
17)
Gray (1995) further argues that “the Black other occupies a complex site, a place
where fears, desires, and repressed dreams are lodged. The Black body is a site of
spectacle, in which whites imagine Blackness as a potential measure of evil and menace”
(p. 165). Andrews (2001) adds to the discussion: “Blackness within dominant society
and within the world of sports represents a sign of 'social decay,' disorder and 'danger'”
(p. 117).
Watkins (1998) goes on to argue that the criminalized Black body functions as a
powerful marker of social decay, pathology, and danger, thus necessitating state control
and intervention, which legitimizes the current prison system and the need for a
privatization of some current and future prison systems. The criminalization of Black
youth and inner-city communities is consistently sold as “necessary” to legitimate this
“crisis.” By this legitimization, the state secures consent from society by giving the
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illusion that it is acting in the common interest of society - law and order appeals to and
binds the nation together at the same time that society is divided and polarized along lines
of race and class. “The merger of the criminal, the lower and the dangerous classes
promotes the commonsense notion that most pernicious threats to a harmonious society
come from the bottom of the social and economic hierarchy” (pp. 37-38), in this case,
that the lower and dangerous rungs of that social ladder are occupied by Black males.
Leonard (2014) concludes:
The trope of black criminality has been central to a white racial frame in that
this danger and deviance has been used to justify inequality, to rationalize
high rates of incarceration, and to sanction various forms of institutional
violence. Efforts to challenge these discourses should not traffic in a politics
of “exceptionalism” that seemingly legitimizes the existence of faceless,
voiceless, humanity-less “thugs” over there. (http://www.thenew
blackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=3255)
As I started writing this dissertation, the verdict in the Michael Dunn1 case had just
come in, and the Twitter and Facebook feeds were lit up in outrage at this further show
that the Black male is, as Neal says, “not legitimized.” The irrelevance of Black life again
is highlighted by a legal system that does neither advocates for, nor protects it.

W.E.B. DuBois: Double Consciousness
When we start thinking of the Black male body in terms of being legitimate or
illegitimate, as well as dichotomous in being both of the street and of academia, we have
to look towards DuBois’s concept of Double Consciousness. When we examine the
duality of the Black male psyche as defined by DuBois in 1903, and we engage with the

1Michael

Dunn, who is White, 47, from Florida, was convicted of killing Jordan Davis, who is
Black, 17, in November 2012, after he shot into an SUV carrying four teenagers 10 times when
an argument broke out over loud music coming from the teens' vehicle. Dunn was sentenced to an
additional 90 years in prison for three attempted murder convictions and another 15 years for
firing into an occupied vehicle. He was found guilty on three counts of second-degree attempted
murder in January, but a mistrial was declared on the first-degree murder charge.
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differential justice system within modern-day discussions around race, law, and
education, specifically as they inform us about the Black men who teach and learn within
the NYC schools, we are provided with insights around the possible ways Black male
TFA teachers experience those schools. DuBois’s work still begs the questions around
the policing of the Black male body and who is treated with undue severity, injustice, and
discrimination. I refer to his understanding of the dichotomy of the Black (male) psyche:
The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife, - this longing
to attain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better and
truer self. In this merging he wishes neither of the older selves to be lost. He
would not Africanize America, for America has too much to teach the world
and Africa. He would not bleach his Negro soul in a flood of white
Americanism, for he knows that Negro blood has a message for the world. He
simply wishes to make it possible for a man to be both a Negro and an
American, without being cursed and spit upon by his fellows, without having
the doors of Opportunity closed roughly in his face. (p. 2)
I was told by one of my Black students in 2008 that “American” means White and that
everything else is hyphenated, which means that every other race is somewhat less
American and less valid - a hyphenated being. DuBois goes on to speak of a differential
justice system between Blacks and Whites:
The political status of the Negro in the South is closely connected with the
question of Negro crime. There can be no doubt that crime among Negroes
has sensibly increased in the last thirty years, and that there has appeared in
the slums of great cities a distinct criminal class among the blacks. In
explaining this unfortunate development, we must note two things: (1) that
the inevitable result of Emancipation was to increase crime and criminals,
and (2) that the police system of the South was primarily designed to control
slaves. Thus they grew up a double system of justice, which erred on the
white side by undue leniency and the practical immunity of red-handed
criminals, and erred on the black side by undue severity, injustice, and lack of
discrimination. (p. 107)
In the light of the above quote, Davis (2005) notes that:
The experience of double-consciousness has continued relevance in our time
because race still matters. Discriminatory practices, such as racial profiling
and media stereotypes affects the day-to-day experiences of many African
Americans. These practices raise questions about the meaning of American
identity and American citizenship. As such, this work contends that the
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leitmotif of double consciousness is the recognition that whiteness and the
practice of white supremacy exclude African Americans from citizenship. (p.
148)
The citizenship referred to by Davis is not a literal citizenship of the United States, but
deeply connected to legitimacy as defined by O’Neal (2014); whether or not the Black
body is allowed by the society it navigates to be equally Black and American. There is an
ongoing discussion as to whether African Americans can and should suppress their Black
identity in a White-dominated world, and if only in suppressing their Blackness can they
be seen as legible in the social construct of the world they live and work in.
DuBois (1903) eloquently states this dilemma, which remains highly relevant
today:
The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife … to merge his
double self into a better and truer self. In this merging he wishes neither of
the older selves to be lost. He would not Africanize America…. [And] he
would not bleach his Negro soul in a flood of white Americanism…. He
simply wishes to make it possible for a man to be both a Negro and an
American. (p. 41)
Davis (2005) states that DuBois “confirms that black identity is composed of two
contradictory and antagonistic personalities, and blacks are torn between the two; and
that there exist the knowledge that being Black and Blackness itself is associated with a
multiplicity of negative interpretations” (p. 151).
Based on DuBois’s definition, I would argue that the Black male teacher in New
York City’s TFA program is a dichotomous being. He is a balance of academia and
scholarly education, and antithesized by the social conception of Blackness. Blackness is
something he cannot remove from the eyes of those who view him as an “other” to
society. The area of NYC is one filled with racial strife for the Black male body,
especially under the legacy of the recent Stop and Frisk2 laws. The fact that Black and
2The

Stop-question-and-frisk program, or stop-and-frisk, in New York City, is a practice of
the New York City Police Department in which police officers stop and question a pedestrian,
then frisk them for weapons and other contraband; this is what is known in other places as
the Terry stop. The rules for stop, question and frisk are found in the state's Criminal Procedure
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Latino men were mostly targeted provides for these teachers the very viable possibility of
having been stopped on suspicion of illegal activity. I was curious to hear the teachers’
commentary around their understanding of these laws and how they are acted out, and
how they affected them firstly as Black Men, and secondly as Black teachers. In addition,
I anticipated learning how their students may have either interacted with or knew about
this activity; and how this translated to their relationships with peers and the students they
teach. DuBois (1903) goes on to say:
For, as I have said, the police system of the South was originally designed to
keep track of all Negroes, not simply of criminals; and when the Negroes
were freed and the whole South was convinced of the impossibility of free
Negro labor, the first and almost universal device was to use the courts as a
means of re-enslaving the blacks. It was not then a question of crime, but
rather one of color, that settled a man's conviction on almost any charge. (p.
85)
The daily negotiation of public space in NYC for the Black male body is still under
the continued construct as set out in DuBois’s definition of the struggle that is Black
Masculinity.

The Teach for America Program
Crafting the socio-political concept which is TFA is a difficult task to do. The TFA
program offers itself as a revolutionary work, but in many cases parades itself as a
privatized endeavor. Lahann and Mitesu (2011) describe the TFA program as: “an
example of a complex web of political agendas driving current educational policy,
formed by stakeholders who may understand themselves to be members of one group,
while unknowingly contributing to the goals of another” (p. 11).
Law (the criminal procedure law) section 140.50, and are based on the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in the case of Terry v. Ohio. About 684,000 people were stopped in 2011.
The vast majority of these people were African-American or Latino, a disparity which, according
to a 2007 study, persists even after controlling for "precinct variability and race-specific estimates
of crime participation.
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I believe it is important to examine the complex web of political agendas in which
TFA finds itself operating to adequately start the conversations around teacher and
student experiences and the effects of TFA education, both given and received. To have
these conversations without acknowledging the embodiment of the complex and political
agendas entangled around the TFA organization is precarious, as it does not allow for the
conversations to be authentic because in many cases the voices of the teachers in the TFA
corps are not heard within these conversations. Critics of the program often condemn its
elitist stance, and that it seems to de-professionalize the teaching profession with its fast
track to access of the classroom. Many consider the summer training, along with the two
year “buy-in,” to be a threat to traditional teachers education and certification (DarlingHammond, 1994; Heilig & Jez, 2010; Labaree, 2010; Veltri, 2010). Moreover, others
assert that the program is expensive to run and that support for the TFA teachers is
lacking, but that often TFA corps members are hired over certified teachers (Helms,
2010; Veltri, 2010).
Diane Ravitch is quoted on her twitter account:
The Pittsburgh Board of Education is about to hire its first Teach for America
recruits, young college graduates with only five weeks of training. It appears
to be ready to start with a small number, but the number is likely to grow as
the districts realizes savings by letting senior teachers go and replacing them
with entry-level teachers who are unlikely to stay longer than two years. In
the past, the district never hired alternatively certified teachers.
(http://dianeravitch.net/2013/11/13/pittsburgh-will-hire-tfa-after-furloughingexperienced-teachers/)
Bob Braun (2014) also highlights the replacement of traditionally prepared teachers by
TFA teachers:
The state administration of the Newark Public Schools (NPS) is expected to
lay off hundreds of experienced city teachers and replace many with new
hires, including more than 300 members of Teach for America (TFA). The
report comes from union sources but is supported both by the latest version of
the state’s “One Newark” plan and by the Walton Family Foundation
website. The foundation is expected to subsidize the hiring of the new
teachers. It was not denied by an NPS spokesman who said future personnel
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actions were determined by enrollment declines. (http://bobbraunsledger.
com/newark-700-teachers-may-be-laid-off-many-replaced-by-tfa/)
Others have also argued that TFA is designed along the lines of a missionary
concept in which the corps members are primarily White and middle class and sent to
“save and rescue” communities made up predominantly of people of color and members
of the lower socio-economic classes (Darling-Hammond, 1994; Popkewitz, 1999).

Critique around the TFA Program
According to Peter McLaren (1989), the critical educator is mostly interested in
what Habermas termed “emancipatory knowledge,” or what Giroux called “directive
knowledge”; in other words, education as an attempt to reconcile and transcend the
opposition between technical and practical knowledge. This emancipatory knowledge
helps us understand how social relationships are distorted and manipulated by relations of
power and privilege. Kincheloe (2004) reminds us that because critical education is all
about connecting theory to practice, as such, the theory should drive the practice. Critical
educators add the notion of praxis, which involves a process of action-reflection-action
that is central to development of a consciousness of power and how it operates (p. 110).
In my teaching experience in the TFA program, the teachers struggled with issues
of balancing the missions and goals of the TFA program, based on the precepts of the
program, which are fundamentally based on the principles of critical pedagogy. How did
they balance the reality of having 6-8 weeks of “extensive” preparation for teaching, and
then being placed into a school that is not set up for them; how did they reconcile the
notion of being the urban pioneers they have been led to believe they can be? That is not
to say that they could not be a success and that some of them didn’t have huge successes,
managing well in balancing the complexities of practice and theory. When we look at the
concept of school reform, critical pedagogy is seen as a critical component; so when we
consider the ways to motivate students, develop literacies and numeracies of power, and
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aid students and communities in their struggle for educational justice, we have to look to
the principle of what educational justice means. Thus, when one considers TFA and what
it purports to achieve, the theory behind it is sound. McLaren (2003) raises the issue of
the teacher’s role as a social and moral agent, which resonates with TFA Founder, Wendy
Kopp’s idea in her initial understanding of and conception of the TFA program – that
people wanted to make a significant social difference, especially in the education field.
The TFA program has this as a mission, to be able to make that difference, to be those
agents of change in an underserved and underprivileged society. McLaren reminds us
that:
Teaching always takes place in relation to a particular regime of truth or
dominating logic linked to capitalist social relations and the social division of
labor. Acquiring knowledge does not provide students with reflection of the
world; it creates a specific rendering of the world that is only intelligible
within particular ideological configurations, social formations, or systems of
mediation. Knowledge, therefore, refracts the word. Teaching itself functions
to produce students and teachers as social and cultural subjects. (p. 257)
TFA asks its corps to be that voice, to be able to achieve a “high level” with their
students, and they have to operate in an educational arena guided by educational policies
such as No Child Left Behind (NCLB), the varying strata within the politics of race
relations, and the cultural and economic privileges that permeate the society we live in.
McLaren (2003) notes: “We must be united in the face of overwhelming odds, and the
pedagogy we use must be capable of inflating the human capacity to vie with the forces
of domination at a scale that makes us reject despair and refuse capitulation to the rule of
capital” (p. 258).
In the current educational arena, it is my understanding that new teachers, and
specifically new TFA teachers, struggle with the politics and policies of a system that
prevents the fluid and humane side of education and makes the forces of authority in the
DOE, and the practical application of tests and scores in the educational sphere, a hard
area to negotiate. The educational system has been increasingly driven by scores and
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high-stakes testing and seemingly less by interaction between teachers and students. For
this reason, the question to teachers remains: How do they manage to negotiate this
balance between theory and practice and still manage to make the difference in the lives
of the students they serve? How does this conversation sound different, if at all, for Black
male teachers in the NYC schools?
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY

(Narrative Inquiry) compels us to care about people’s lives in all their
complexities and often moves us to action. – Schaafsma & Vinz

Introduction to the Chapter
There are four major sections in this chapter: firstly, there is the reasoning for why
this study was approached with Narrative as its methodological base. It explores what
narrative inquirers do and how this study’s approach is through narrative storytelling, but
also through questions and commentaries by both the researcher and participants.
Secondly, researcher perspectives and researcher stance are explained. Thirdly, there are
the study design and the interview process. Lastly, we look at the TFA demographics in
New York City and the research context for this study.

Why Narrative Inquiry?
As a researcher, I value the complexities of people’s lives, what all the layers are,
and how they contribute to the whole person and lived experience. For that reason, I have
chosen to center this research using narrative inquiry as the methodological tool. In doing
this study, it was my aim to address the following research questions:
•

What are the lived experiences of four Black men in the 2013 Teach for
America corps in New York City?
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•

Who and what influence them as Black male teachers?

•

How can their experiences inform practices around recruitment, support, and
retention of Black male teachers in the New York City classroom?

Clandinin and Connelly (2000) developed the narrative inquiry process that aligns
most closely with the work I aimed to do for this dissertation. Their narrative inquiry
methodology focuses on stories people tell about themselves and their experiences. The
stories, as told by participants and researchers, anchor the research. Reflection upon the
process itself is ongoing throughout the data collection process. The methodology also
demystifies the research process, in that it calls for transparency on the part of the
researcher. Researchers conducting narrative inquiry are encouraged to document their
motivation, positionality, and continual presence in the research. I believe that for me and
my research this is a viable methodology to follow because (a) I have taught in the TFA
program and have my own biases around recruitment and preparation, and (b) as a Black
woman, I can identify with some of the issues around race and how Blackness is
perceived within a normative White world, especially as I live and work in New York
City.
Narrative Inquiry is often diminished to the idea of “telling stories,” but it is so
much more complicated than that. As Clandinin, Pusher, and Orr (2007) remind us:
The term narrative inquiry was first used in the educational research field by
Connelly and Clandinin (1990) in an article published in Educational
Researcher. Their conceptualization of narrative inquiry arises from a
Deweyan (1938) notion that life is education. Their interest, then, is in “lived
experience - that is, in lives and how they are lived” (Clandinin & Connelly,
2000, p. xxii). Although narrative inquiry “has a long intellectual history both
in and out of education” (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 2), prior to 1990 it
had been thought about in ways such as MacIntyre’s (1981) notion of
narrative unity, Mitchell’s (1981) comprehensive presentation of the field of
narratology, Polkinghorne’s (1988) understanding of narrative analysis, and
Coles’s (1989) literary ideas of narrative. By building from these notions, yet
situating their conceptualization as narrative and inquiry, as phenomenon and
method, Connelly and Clandinin (1990) established the educational
importance of narrative inquiry as a research methodology that brings
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“theoretical ideas about the nature of human life as lived to bear on
educational experience as lived.” (p. 3)
Schaafma and Vinz (2011) remind us that many literacy researchers follow in the
tradition of Clandinin and Connelly, whose conceptualization of narrative inquiry is
based on Dewey’s philosophical experience:
They emphasize ways in which teachers’ narratives shape and inform their
personal practical knowledge, and they highlight the value of teachers
examining their own narratives or working collaboratively with researchers
and other teachers to understand their experience. (p.27)
They go on to remind me that the process of becoming a narrative researcher is in fact
likened to a research journey of exploration – a continual questioning and exploring and
being able to stay open to different possibilities; that “the use of narrative in educational
research is one way of investigating theoretical and practical problems and illuminating
human actions through the study of subjectivity, experience, and culture”; and that
through this illumination we are uncovering the complexities of examining and
understanding human experience, as both the researcher and the participant tell our
perspectives of how we are made and (re)made, represented, and (re)represented in
educational environments (p.30). There is much to learn from the narratives of educators
in that they teach us so much about the subtle ways in which cultural identities are
constructed and constructing, and how they express and are expressed in ways that
provide a window in to experiences and expectations of learning and teaching (p. 32).
This statement resonates particularly as I am working with four Black men and realize
that, although broader society and the media will try to confine them in one constructed
box, there is nothing uniform about any of them - not in relation to themselves or to other
Black men; and that the cultural framework they are a part of is like an amoeba –
changeable and fluid; influenced by both internal and external factors. There is often the
misrepresentation of Black people, or People of Color, as monolithic. The participants in
this study speak to this dilemma of having to represent a whole people when dealing with
issues around race at the schools they serve. Schaafsa and Vinz (2011) state:
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These inquiries conceive of teachers and students as rich sources of
understanding about teaching and learning, and complicate any single
representations of them. While narratives have no easy relationship to
experience, the stories told begin to help us explore life experiences as related
to opinions, worldviews, contextual elements and changing interpretations
over time. (p. 32)
Tafari (2013) highlights Collins’ Afrocentric Feminist Epistomology (2003) and
explores the idea that the “narrative method requires that the story be told, not torn apart
in analysis, and trusted as core belief” (p.56). Tafari emphasizes that she does not strive
to “give voice” to Black male teachers; they already have voices. She hope, however, to
broadcast their voices loud and clearly and hopefully shed some light on the words of the
teachers in her study (p.95). Similarly, I do not wish to give voice to the participants in
my study, but to provide the space for the conversations to happen.
With narrative inquiry as a methodological anchor of this study, the data collection
procedures for this study were structured to give participants multiple chances to recount
and reflect on their lived experiences as Black men and as Black male teachers in the
NYC TFA corps. The sequence of data collection procedures were guided by Seidman’s
(2012) regimen for in-depth interviewing, which calls for three separate interviews with
each study participant and a group protocol with all four participants together.

A Narrative View of Experience
In a chapter for the Handbook of Narrative Inquiry: Mapping a Methodology,
Clandinin and Rosiek (2006) mapped out some different understandings of narrative
inquiry, as mentioned above. As they conceptualized the field of narrative inquiry they
used a metaphor of mapping,
knowing that all representations are partial and involve trade-offs between
distortions and instrumental ends. Our representation of the field of narrative
inquiry held one aspect of narrative inquiry constant, and used this as a point
of reference from which to examine the internal and external boundaries of
this area of scholarship. (p. 37)
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Their point is that narrative inquirers study experience. Connelly and Clandinin
(1990, 2006) observed that arguments for the development and use of narrative inquiry
are inspired by a view of human experience in which humans, individually and socially,
lead storied lives.
People shape their daily lives by stories of who they and others are and as
they interpret their past in terms of these stories. Story, in the current idiom,
is a portal through which a person enters the world and by which their
experience of the world is interpreted and made personally meaningful.
Narrative inquiry, the study of experience as story, then, is first and foremost
a way of thinking about experience. Narrative inquiry as a methodology
entails a view of the phenomenon. To use narrative inquiry methodology is to
adopt a particular view of experience as phenomenon under study. (Connelly
& Clandinin, 2006, p. 479)
While there are many philosophical treatments of the word ‘experience,’ such as
Aristotle's dualistic metaphysics in which knowledge of particulars and universals was
considered separately, to early empiricist atomistic conceptions of experience, Marxist
conceptions of experience distorted by ideology, behaviorist notions of stimulus and
response, and poststructuralist assertions that state our experience is the product of
discursive practices (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2006, p. 38), the view of experience to which
Connelly and Clandinin refer, and from which I borrow, is grounded in John Dewey’s
(1938) practical philosophy.
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) draw on Dewey’s two criteria of experience to
develop a narrative view of experience. Drawing on Dewey’s first criterion, interaction,
they wrote, “People are individuals and need to be understood as such, but they cannot be
understood only as individuals. They are always in relation, always in a social context”
(p. 2). They drew on Dewey’s second criterion, continuity, as they wrote that experiences
grow out of other experiences, and experiences lead to further experiences. Wherever one
positions oneself in that continuum – the imagined now, some imagined past, or some
imagined future – each point has a past experiential base and leads to an experiential
future (p. 2). Building on Dewey’s theory of experience, they defined narrative inquiry as
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a way of understanding experience. It is collaboration between researcher and
participants, over time, in a place or series of places, and in social interaction
with milieus. An inquirer enters this matrix in the midst and progresses in the
same spirit, concluding the inquiry still in the midst of living and telling,
reliving and retelling, the stories of the experiences that made up people’s
lives, both individual and social. (p. 20)
Schaafsma and Vinz (2011) tell us that “one way to understand narrative inquiry is
to revisit the stories you enjoy the most and that speak to you or position you in ways that
allow you to understand other people’s perspectives” (p.33). As a Coloured South
African, most of my cultural history was passed through the generations by means of oral
tradition and story-telling. To this day, there is very little written about the Coloured
cultural framework in South Africa, and for this reason my family and the greater cultural
designation have a long and vibrant history of telling stories and relating issues, both
topical and comical, through oral communication. We tell and (re)tell stories at large
family gatherings and teach our young to relish in and learn from the orality through
which our cultural framework is handed from generation to generation. Bearing in mind
my intrinsic valuing of the narrative genre, I feel it appropriate and fitting that my method
of approach for the work I have done here with Black males in the NYC TFA corps is
through narrative inquiry. I believe that the complexities around the understanding of the
lived experiences of the Black male teachers in my study can only be defined by the men
themselves within the unique New York City, TFA context.
Clandinin and Rosiek (2006) built on earlier work by Connelly and Clandinin
(1990), writing that while the starting point for narrative inquiry is an individual’s
experience, it is also an exploration of the social, cultural, and institutional narratives
within which individuals’ experiences are constituted, shaped, expressed, and enacted –
but in a way that begins and ends that inquiry in the storied lives of the people involved.
Narrative inquirers study an individual’s experience in the world and, through the study,
seek ways to enrich and transform that experience for themselves and others (p. 42).
Clandinin and Rosiek (2006) argued that “a pragmatic ontology of experience [is] a well-
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suited theoretical framework for narrative inquiries, [because] narrative inquiry is an
approach to research that enacts many if not all of the principles of a Deweyan theory of
inquiry” (p. 42).

Narrative Inquiry as Methodology
As noted previously, Clandinin and Connelly (2000) worked from a Deweyan
theory of experience to conceptualize narrative inquiry; they developed a metaphor of a
three-dimensional narrative inquiry space, a space that draws upon Dewey’s criteria of
continuity and interaction as well as his notion of situation. For Dewey (1938/1991),
situation is not something we enter into, nor does it exist independent of inquiry. It is a
dialectical event in which we are participants, not onlookers. We change a problematic
situation and are changed in turn through our actions. Dewey’s definition of inquiry and
his use of situation are focused on transformation, on remaking the world along with
ourselves. Because situations often include interactions with others, inquiry typically
involves collaborative practices within geographically defined communities.
The three dimensions of the metaphoric narrative inquiry space, as explained by
Clandinin and Connelly (2000), are: the personal and social (interaction) along one
dimension; past, present and future (continuity) along a second dimension and place
(situation) along a third dimension. They state,
Using this set of terms, any particular inquiry is defined by this threedimensional space: studies have temporal dimensions and address temporal
matters: they focus on the personal and the social in a balance appropriate to
the inquiry: and they occur in specific places or sequences of places. (p. 54)
As they engage in their inquiries, they work within that space throughout the inquiry. As
research puzzles are framed, research fields and participants selected, as field texts are
collected, written and composed, and as research texts are written and negotiated,
narrative inquirers work within that space with their participants.
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The idea of working within the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space
underscores the relational dimension of narrative inquiry. This highlights that narrative
inquirers cannot bracket themselves out of the inquiry but rather need to find ways to
inquire into participants’ experiences and their own experiences, as well as the
co-constructed experiences developed through the relational inquiry process. This makes
clear that narrative inquirers, too, are part of the metaphoric parade (Clandinin &
Connelly, 1998). They also live on the landscape and are complicit in the world they
study. As such, as the researcher, I am a part of and work within the framework of said
landscape. Being a part of the work as researcher takes on the complicated layers of
where the researcher fits into someone else’s story, and where and when “I let myself
become visible, and where I’d better let myself fade out” (Brock, in Schaafsma & Vinz,
2011, p. 45). As such, narrative inquirers engage in inquiry, realizing that they, too, are
positioned on this landscape and both shape and are shaped by the landscape. As
someone who taught in the program, and as someone who continues to follow its
recruitment policies, I have also been influenced in my understanding of the organization
and the work it has done, especially in its active recruitment of Black males. The
organization’s response to Arne Duncan’s call and the move to focus attention on
historically Black colleges has led me to re-evaluate my own perceptions and
understandings, as no doubt my interactions with my participants did, too.
Schaafsma and Vinz (2011) offer me an invitation and leave at my door the
question of how I reflect on the inquiry space I am navigating. They encourage me to:
Narrate experiences of you, that is, a move inward, on you as researcher, and
narrate how you are influenced by what is around you in relation to the topic
you have chosen. Narrate in ways that capture how the personal and social
are not binaries, but are permeable membranes- each influencing and
becoming part of the other. Narrate the puzzlements and questions that lurk in
the corners. Find your silences in the recesses that are harder or impossible to
articulate. Think about how narratives operate in schools and classrooms –
purposes, strategies, circumstances, narrative performances and productions.
How do knowledge and “authority” circulate through narratives? (p. 65)
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As I start relating the narratives, stories, and commentaries of my participants, I wonder
about my own silences in places and whether they are forced silences so that I can hear
the voices of my participants; and I am definitely enamored with the fusion of listening to
their different responses to the same questions and situations as I mull over how their
narratives influence my own, and what this says about my researcher perspective.

Researcher Perspectives
As with any qualitative inquiry, the interpretive lens of the researcher plays a vital
role in this research. In this specific case, my identity as a Black female researcher,
teacher educator, TFA instructor, and former 8-12 instructor affords a familiarity and
rapport with study participants that proved pivotal in earning their trust and eliciting their
detailed narratives. I also have pondered what my positionality is as a woman
interviewing men; and where the issues of Black male experiences live in me. I know that
I am so closely attached to the experiences of Black men because I am raising two Black
boys in New York City. I am hyper-sensitive to the issues around race and education
because I keep placing my own sons into scenarios as they unfold in these spheres. As a
researcher, it is my aim to carefully and respectfully note moments of overlap and
divergence between my assumptions and the perspectives of the men who so generously
contributed to this research. Schaafsma and Vinz (2011) remind me that there are three
points to consider seriously:
Salience: That there are moments that resonate and stay with me; that I want
to mull over the images and moments and linger with me – and what this
means both to me and to the participant.
Incompleteness: What are things that are implied and not directly stated?
What seems glossed over? What silences are there; where are the silences and
if and why they matter and indicate?
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Emphasis: What are the events and dialogues and imagery that are intensified
through the narrative and the recounting of events? And what can be revealed
through this emphatic moments in the narration? (p. 79)
Although the research was intentionally designed to reveal participants’ unique
perspectives on their experiences as Black male teachers in an urban, NYC TFA
environment, it was not without its limitations. There was no generalizing the findings in
this research. However, the recurrent themes that arose could point to several issues, like
recruitment, retention, influence on students of color, and so forth, that begged for closer
examination in future research on the lives and work of Black male teachers in TFA
cohorts in NYC.
Researcher Stance
I struggled with balancing the TFA mission of uplifting the educational
opportunities of the underserved students and communities when TFA offered them
teachers who seemed to have so little preparation. To me the theory around the TFA
mission did not match the practicality and the reality my teachers were facing in the
classroom. As bell hooks (1994) writes, “Theory is not inherently healing, liberatory or
revolutionary. It fulfills this function only when we ask that it do so and direct our
theorizing towards this end” (p. 61). hooks truly emphasizes the “but” in my “yes, but…”
because I believe that the road to hell is paved with good intentions. This may come
across as extremely cynical, and perhaps it is my historical and racial background that
makes me aware of the many times people have tried to “uplift” the underserved and the
underprivileged, only to see things go awry because the theory and practice did not
match, or could not be matched.

What Do Narrative Inquirers Do?
Narrative inquirers, working within the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space,
can begin their inquiries by engaging with participants either through telling stories or
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through coming alongside participants in the living out of stories (Connelly & Clandinin,
2006). Whether inquirers begin with telling stories or living stories, we enter into the
midst of stories. Participants’ stories, inquirers’ stories, social, cultural, and institutional
stories, are all ongoing as narrative inquiries begin. Being in the field, that is, engaging
with participants, is, as such, walking into the midst of stories.
As we enter into narrative inquiry relationships, we begin the ongoing negotiations
that are part of engaging in a narrative inquiry. We negotiate relationships, research
purposes, and transitions, as well as how we are going to be useful in those relationships.
These negotiations occur moment by moment, within each encounter, sometimes in ways
that we are not aware of. The negotiations also occur in intentional, wide-awake ways as
we work with our participants throughout the inquiry.
As we live in the field with our participants, whether the field is a classroom, a
hospital room, or a meeting place where stories are told, we begin to compose field texts.
As Clandinin and Connelly (2000) noted, there is a range of kinds of field texts – from
photographs, field notes, and conversation transcripts to interview transcripts. As
narrative inquirers work with their participants, they need to be open to the many
imaginative possibilities for composing field texts. Regardless of the kinds of field texts,
it is important to be attentive to situating field texts within the three-dimensional
narrative inquiry space, that is, positioning field texts with attention to the temporal, the
personal and social, and place.
As we continue to negotiate our relationships with participants, at some point, we
do leave the field to begin to compose research texts. This leaving of the field and a
return to the field may occur and reoccur, as there is a fluidity and recursiveness as
inquirers compose research texts, negotiate them with participants, compose further field
texts, and recompose research texts. These transitions from field and field texts to
authoring research texts are tension-filled. Some tensions are created by the concerns
about audiences; others are created by concerns about our participants; still others by
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issues of form. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) write in detail about these tensions, which
emerge and re-emerge as narrative inquirers attend to their experiences of moving from
the close relational work with participants to beginning to represent their inquiries for a
larger audience. As Schaafma and Vinz (2011) state:
And of course, we can never know what ideas are swept under the rug of
circumstance or desire or just not noticing…. All narrators are ultimately
unreliable since perspective is always limited, but the task for a
narrator/speaker includes convincing readers of reliability, sincerity,
commitment to fairness, and honesty. (p. 106)

Study Design
To be able to examine deeper into the experiences of Black Men in the TFA corps
in New York City, this study used a narrative inquiry methodology. Like other forms of
narrative inquiry, narratives draw on Bruner’s assertion that people lead “storied lives”
(cited in Alsup, 2006) and that the process of narrating our life stories reveals how we
construct and understand our sense of self. Subsequently, what gets included in the
narrative, how the narrative elements are ordered, and the perspectives that shape the
meaning of the narrative as a whole all serve as windows into the self (Souto-Manning &
Ray, 2007). When we provide subjects with multiple opportunities to recount and
construct their life stories, narrative research facilitates examinations of how social and
historical forces have acted on and shaped individuals; how individuals have practiced
agency in the midst of larger social and historical forces to construct their own identities;
and how life experiences across temporal and spatial contexts have combined to inform
individuals’ emergent sense of self (Denzin, 1989; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Munro,
1998). It is my hope that in this work the use of narratives will offer rich, deep, and
invigorating analyses of each participant’s understanding of his life experiences as a
Black man in the United States, and specifically in New York City, and especially his
professional experiences as a Black male teacher within the New York City TFA corps.
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With narrative inquiry as a methodological tool, the data collection procedures for
this study were structured to give participants multiple chances to recount and reflect on
their lived experiences as Black men and as Black male teachers in the NYC TFA corps.
The stories told by the participants serve as interpretive structures by which we can better
understand an experience. This method is a reflective opportunity in which we are able to
follow the work of these Black men in the TFA NYC corps.
The sequence of data collection procedures was guided by Seidman’s (2012)
regimen for in-depth interviewing, which calls for three separate interviews with each
study participant:
1.

an initial interview, which helps to situate the participant’s experiences with a
particular social phenomenon within the context of his or her life
circumstances

2.

a second interview focusing on specific details of the participant’s lived
experiences with the social phenomenon in question

3.

a concluding interview in which the participant clarifies details from the
previous interviews and reflects on the overall meaning of the experiences he
or she has recounted.

This three-interview sequence provides the researcher with each study participant’s
account of his or her experience with the phenomenon under investigation, while also
supplying additional biographical information that is crucial for contextualizing each
participant’s account.
The Interview Process
Following Seidman’s (2012) regimen, data collection began with an in-depth
interview with each participant. The aim was to first have some “warm-up” questions
regarding background information, entry into the teaching profession, and current
teaching assignments. Then most of the first interview explored participants’ racial and
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gender identity formation experiences across their life spans. Asking participants to
define their racial and gender identities allowed the researcher to honor these teachers’
definitions of self and to tailor interview questions accordingly.
After generating rich biographical overviews of participants’ life experiences as
Black men during the first interview, a narrower focus on their teaching experiences
became the focus of the second of the three study interviews. Participants were asked to
consider the potential influence of several factors on their professional experiences as
Black male teachers, including their choice to join TFA, what their original plan and
course were originally focused on, their pedagogical stances, instructional practices,
classroom management styles, and relationships with students, fellow teachers,
administrators, and parents. Reflecting on these factors, participants were asked to
describe the particular role, if any, that Black maleness has had in shaping various aspects
of their experiences in the teaching profession. These reflections led into questions about
available or potential supports for Black men in teaching, thus giving the opportunity for
thought around support structures both within and outside the TFA program. These
reflections and thoughts also influenced next steps or recommendations for the TFA
school to consider in terms of professional development for the TFA corps already active
and teaching in the NYC public school system.
The third and final one-on-one interview allowed participants to make
sense/meaning from their life experience thus far and also allowed them to reflect on
where they see themselves in the future as a Black male teacher. Participants were also
asked to describe their hopes for how the study’s findings might ultimately be used. This
third interview thus enabled the men in this study to offer their unique feedback on this
research project as the individuals who actually experienced it, and the interview process
also allowed the researcher to take stock of the desires/future aspirations of the men.
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Focus Group Protocol
After the third interview, there was a focus group protocol with all four men
present where we raised some of themes that had emerged during the one-on-one
interviews already conducted for this research. These themes revolved around not only
the significance of being a Black male teacher in the NYC TFA corps; but also touched
on other issues in their lived experience as Black males. Not only did this focus group
give us a chance to revisit some of the issues from the earlier interviews, but it also
provided an opportunity for participants to listen and respond to each other. In fact, the
main goals of this focus group were to allow all the participants to discuss the importance
of being a Black male teacher in the NYC TFA with other Black male teachers in the
NYC TFA and to see what insights are generated when Black male teachers collectively
examine their experiences.
Data Collection
Seidman (2000) cautions us to “respect the structure” (p. 23) as he lays out the
importance of following the sequence so as not to erode the focus of each interview and
the interviewer’s sense of purpose. He suggests three 90-minute interviews over a two- to
three-week period.
The fact that the interviewers come back to talk three times for 1and half
hours affects the development of the relationship between the participants
and the interviewers positively…. With the contact visits, the telephone calls
and letters to confirm schedules and appointments, and the three actual
interviews, interviewers have the opportunity to establish a substantial
relationship with participants over time. (p. 25)
The goal of this study was to engage with the ways in which the experiences of being
Black men in the teaching profession by way of the TFA experience are meaningful for
the participants. Thus, it was important to obtain and identify multiple indications of what
being a Black male teacher in the TFA program in NYC meant for the men in this study.
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Research Site - TFA Demographics in New York City
Table 1 presents the data of the TFA corps in New York City for the Black male
teachers for the last 6 years. The data reveal that the last year, 2013 to 2014, had the
highest number of male cohort members who self-identify as Black. It also reveals that
the percentage of Black males in the NYC corps has grown significantly since 2008 and
that recruitment within the TFA structure in New York City has taken significant notice
of the call for more Black males to the chalkboard. It is important to note that the data
below do not include men who self-identify as Hispanic, but only those who self-identify
as African American, or Black Male from the African Diasporic experience.

Table 1. Black Males in Teach for America – New York City
School Year

Black Males

Total members in NYC

%

2008- 09

13

1002

1.30%

2009- 10

15

808

1.86%

2010- 11

11

512

2.15%

2011- 12

18

531

3.39%

2012- 13

26

686

3.79%

2013- 14

27

799

3.38%

2014 -15

31

790

3.92%

2015 - 16

23

577

3.98%

Research Contexts
All the participants in this study were employed at the time of data collection at
various public schools in New York City. They are TFA 2013 cohort members who have
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completed their first year of teaching. New York City is the largest public school district
in the world. Students of color, including Asian and Latino students, constitute a majority
of the student body offered free or reduced lunches and, like many urban districts, there is
a struggle with scarce financial and material resources, student underperformance on
high-stakes testing, high student dropout rates, and high teacher and administrative
turnover. According to Shaun Harper (2014), “Black and Latino male students’ academic
underachievement and disengagement, as well as their dismal high school graduation and
college matriculation rates are among the most pressing and complex educational issues
in the United States” (p. 5). This is the context of teaching in which my participants
found themselves.
Participation in this study was limited to Black male educators with elementary and
middle school teaching experiences to draw on and speak to the greater presence of male
teachers at those levels. When doing my search for participants, it turned out that the four
men who were willing to participate were teachers in elementary and middle school
classrooms across the city. In recruiting for participants, I emailed the national TFA
office, who then approved my study and said they would aid me in my search for
participants. The national office had the NYC office’s communications manager send out
my emails to prospective participants, and when those men selected to participate, I was
given their email details and could then reach out to them directly. I had originally
decided to have a small sample size of participants, somewhere between 4 and 6. As it
turned out, there were 4 men willing to participate. There was one other who told TFA he
would participate, but he never responded to my emails, and so I was happy to work with
the 4 who had committed.
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The Black males (the term Black is used because the men self-identify as coming
from the African Diaspora1) in my study relate some of their teachers’ narratives in the
TFA corps in NYC.

Table 2. Demographic Information of Participants
Name

Age

Originally from

Jay

24

Augusta, Georgia

Alex

24

Bronx, NYC

Garreth

23

Chicago, Illinois

Ricky

23

New Orleans,
Louisiana

Grades
taught
1st

Teaches at /in

6th, 7th and
8th
5th and 6th

Public Middle
school in Bronx
Charter school
in Harlem, NYC
Charter, all
boys in
Brooklyn

Charter school Brownsville,
ENY

2nd and 4th

Undergrad
Degree
U of South
Sewanee &
Birmingham
Southern.
NYU
Stanford
Clark Atlanta,
Georgia

My intention and purpose for the study was to ask what we can learn from this
examination in order to move forward in the struggles for, and over, increasing and
sustaining the numbers of Black Male teachers in public schooling specifically in NYC. It
was not to prove that Teach for America is effective or ineffective, nor was it to argue
that is right or wrong from an ideological perspective. Instead, this dissertation aimed to
talk across the struggles of and challenges of Black men in the NYC corps of the TFA
program and to reach authentic understanding of their experience and of the ways
ideologies and narratives are negotiated and navigated in schools and classrooms, and
how we can gain insight with regard to retention and the pedagogical and ideological
struggles we are faced with in the TFA program, with particular emphasis on New York
City.

1The

communities throughout the world that are descended from the historic movement of
peoples from Africa, predominantly to the Americas, Europe, Asia, and the Middle East, among
other areas around the globe.
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Chapter IV
THE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

If history were taught in the form of stories, it would never be forgotten. –
Rudyard Kipling

Introduction to the Chapter
This chapter introduces the four participants; Jay, Alex, Garreth, and Ricky. I
introduce them in the order in which I met them. I asked questions in broad introduction
that focused on their upbringing, schooling, college education, and how they see
themselves in terms of race and however else they may identify; and we also talked about
their first year and a half of teaching experience.

First Meetings
In introducing my participants, my aim is to blend both my initial perception of
them and allow my descriptions of them to be heavily weighted by their own words, and
at the same time, I acknowledge that I create silences by choosing what is shared in this
dissertation. By doing so, I intend to let them tell the story of who they are to the readers,
in their own words. I will start by introducing them in the order in which I met them.
Jay
Jay is a 24-year-old 1st grade teacher in his second year of teaching at a charter
School in Ocean Hill, Brownsville in East New York, Brooklyn; which is a part of the
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Uncommon School Network. He is originally from Augusta, Georgia, studied at the
University of South Sewanee and transferred to Birmingham Southern, where he majored
in Political Science. Jay is the first member of his family to go to college. He identifies as
a Black man but considers himself to be bi-racial. He says:
I grew up in a White household in a Black neighborhood, and then I went to
Black schools until college. So I’d definitely identify as bi-racial, but I
navigate through life in a way that is identical or very similar to how a Black
male would. Even though I know I’m bi-racial, I feel like my life is that of a
Black man. It wouldn’t be that much different if I had both Black parents. At
least in the way that people see me, people who don’t know my parents and
don’t know my family would be that if I had two Black parents.
I met Jay outside a busy restaurant close to a subway stop in Harlem. I wanted to
offer my participants a meal because I knew they were coming directly from school to
meet with me and would perhaps be hungry around 6 P.M. We arranged to meet at 6 P.M.,
but I had not asked for a picture or any identifying marker, and yet I knew him instantly
when I saw him standing close to the entrance. He was of medium build, a light-skinned
Black man who looked simultaneously nervous and confident. We got a seat outside;
there are outdoor heaters, and I remember thinking that an outside table might be less
noisy. We did introductions, and I babbled incessantly, trying to put him at ease all the
while thinking that I was probably making him nervous with my chatter. After we
ordered some food, I realized that an outside table might mean that my recordings would
actually pick up all the sounds of the buses and trains, as we were right at a very busy
intersection at peak hour. I did a practice run of recording and was surprised at how
clearly the dialogue was captured. And so we began with the preliminary questions and
commentaries. As we progressed, we both became more comfortable and eased into
talking with food in our mouths. I remember thinking that we were like family, quickly
comfortable with each other. I remember sitting across from Jay as he explained some
more about growing up in his household and when he realized that he didn’t look like his
(White) mother, step-sister, or step-father … and recounted how he asked his mother
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what he was. He told how they were sitting in a diner when he asked her and she took the
salt and pepper shakers and poured some salt and pepper onto the table, blending it with a
knife, and said: “That’s what you are….” He was so matter of fact about it, but I
remember thinking at that point that it must have been something that troubled him for a
while, if not still. I also remember thinking about his words that his life would not have
not been so much different if both his parents were Black, because he looks Black and as
such was always treated by outsiders as if he had been born to two Black parents. Of his
childhood he went on to say:
I always knew I was different than from my family, started like asking my
mom random questions like what I am and questions that tried to give me a
better idea of what I was. She did a really good job of explaining it in a way
that made sense at a young age. But she never really tried to raise me as
Black or push me as White or things that mostly White people do. She really
just let me do what I wanted to do and be who I wanted to be. I probably
went through different phases, like all kids, and at some point I was like ‘this
is me.’ But I feel like I didn’t get too much influence from people in my
house.
When he said that, I wondered what else influenced him if not his upbringing, because he
clearly articulated that he is Black, and that society sees him as Black.
I went to all-White colleges for the most part. My high school was like 80-20
percent Black to White, but that was the richest White kids that didn’t go to
private schools in Augusta went to my high school, a couple upper class
Black kids, and then everyone else was lower class. Public high school, but I
was the only Black kid that talked to the White people and the Black people.
Usually I was with the Black people pretty much every day, but there’d be
once a week at lunch where I’d talk to the White people and then come back.
‘Cause I knew them and they were cool, we were friends, I played football
with a lot of them. For whatever reason if my White friends were scared of
talking to my Black friends or vice versa, I guess I was like hoping to be a
liaison between the two so they’d come together. But that never happened. I
think I started to notice that divide was always there, and it will probably
always be that way. In college it was no different; all of my White friends
stayed together, and all of my Black friends would stay together.
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There was the element of Colorism1 at play; and I began to understand that he traverses
between two cultural worlds. I wondered how that makes him think about his self in
terms of Blackness, Biracial even Whiteness, and also how he perceives the students he
teaches:
At Sewanee, I swear, the friends that I hung with and trusted most were
Black, and at Birmingham Southern they were White. The Black student
body at Birmingham, for whatever reason, had a different mindset of either
you hang out with us or you weren’t Black. I really wasn’t trying to promote
that or be around that negativity, so most of my friends ended up being white,
at least at school. But all of my friends back home were all Black. So I was
always going back and forth. But it’s different down South; they’d definitely
say things that “you’re not that black” or say things like that. You’d laugh it
off, but then once you take a step back and really think about it, like what
does that mean to not really be black. I never struggled with thinking that
wasn’t okay to be black, but I started seeing that they associate being black
with a lot of negative characteristics, and I wasn’t okay with that. So towards
the end of college, so the more and more that happened, the more and more I
started removing myself from that group.
Jay looked sorrowful as he said this, as if he was drawn to a sad awareness of when he
came into this realization. It was a quiet, solemn moment that followed because I didn’t
want to ask three questions in a row about how he felt about that now. But because the
researcher in me wanted to stay to the questioning protocol, I instead moved onto the next
question that asked about him, as a Black male, how he thinks this identity has shaped his
personhood and his interactions with other people around him and also, importantly, his
self-image. He had this to say:
[Being a Black male] definitely shaped the way I view the world. It’s kinda
tough too, teaching, looking at your kids – you want to tell them they’ve got a
fair shot to do what they want to do, but deep down you know they don’t. To
get where they want to get, they are going to have to jump crazy hurdles and
like I might have White nieces, they aren’t going to have to. I’m glad they

1Colorism

is a practice of discrimination by which those with lighter skin are treated more
favorably than those with darker skin. In the African American community, this traditionally
played out via the paper bag test. Those lighter than the standard paper lunch bag were allowed
entry into fraternities, sororities, and other realms of Black upper-class life, while dark-skinned
Blacks were excluded.
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don’t, but I wish my kids and my students wouldn’t have to either. It’s hard
to look them in the face and say you live in a country where you have the
same rights as everyone else, but I can’t teach them about that. I don’t know
how to break it down – now I’ve talked to some people and I can explain it to
them, but it’s definitely a negative view of the world because it’s hard being a
Black male, where you don’t have a lot of chances, and we’re different from
a lot of White males and White people in general. Especially White people
with money, we don’t have the opportunity to fail, especially as a Black male
in America. So if this teaching didn’t go well, if I get fired, now what am I
going to go do? Now I’m kinda in the cycle that unfortunately a lot of Black
men get caught up, but if you’re White I feel like the majority of them have a
fallback. If you have money – your parents; and even if you don’t have
money, the middle class, parents probably have some kinds of connections
where you can eat off of or live off of at least momentarily, where a lot of
Black people don’t have that. Not having the opportunity to fail makes it – if
this doesn’t work who knows what is going to happen? – so that’s scary. And
I feel like that is a big umbrella that things fall under, part of the biggest piece
of how being a Black male shapes my view of the world. And like always
being judged, too. Someone was giving an example of this awhile ago, and I
feel like my friends and I talk about it a lot, but if I got on the train, and had
on what I typically wear on the weekends, like some shorts or jeans with
holes, or an unbuttoned flannel, people are going to probably think that
you’re uneducated, they throw all these labels at you. It seems like to be an
educated Black male in America you always have to have a tie on. You have
to walk a certain way and talk a certain way. But if a White person acts like
that, they are just a hipster that lives in Bushwick or Williamsburg. But as a
Black male, no one is thinking you’re a hipster that lives in Bushwick or
Williamsburg. They’re thinking, there are definitely more negative
characteristics thrown on you that you will have to constantly deconstruct to
be viewed as equal.
I asked him to tell me some of the words that he thinks are associated with these
stereotypes. He stated:
I guess people can see you as homeless or don’t have a lot of money, because
of the way you dress. If a White male and Black male have on the same
outfit, the White male will be the hipster in Williamsburg Bushwick, but the
Black male can be like homeless, uneducated, doesn’t have a lot of money. I
guess those would be a few of the bigger things. I work at the best school in
the city, but no one looks at me and goes “Oh you know, he’s just….” I don’t
know, I feel like a lot of negative things are constantly thrown on you that
you just have to break it down.
Because everyone wants to know what type of person you are. And as
soon as that type of person is a Black male, now all of a sudden it’s a lot
more of a push of: what kind of household did you grow up in? What type of
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schools did you go to? Did you go to college? What do your parents do? And
now it’s like … yeah. Yeah, because that’s what people see and or hear.
That’s the first thing you’re judged off of – what people see.

I was struck by how this quiet-spoken young man became almost vehement when talking
about his Blackness and how he perceived the world saw him. He is not dark-skinned,
about the same coloring as my younger son, who I consider caramel-colored, and I
wondered fleetingly if this is the way my younger boy will see the world too … or rather
if this is the way the world sees him, and what that must mean for boys and men who are
even darker hued.
Alex
The second of my participants was Alex. He is 24 years old and a second-year
teacher at a middle school in the Bronx. He is by definition a “Bronx Cat” – born and
raised. He attended NYU, majoring in Sociology and minoring in Social and Cultural
Analysis, which was similar to the umbrella under which they included Ethnic Studies,
American Studies, and Metropolitan Studies. Alex is a tall and dark man who wears his
shoulder-length braids tied back on his nape. His eyes are shrewd, and his gaze is that of
distrust, as if too many people have hurt him before and he is not just going to open
himself to anyone…. I could see a bit of my cynical self reflected back at me in his eyes.
For our first meeting, we met at a popular soul food restaurant at yet another busy
crossroads in Harlem. We sat in the back of the restaurant where it lent itself to privacy.
As we looked at the menu, Alex hummed under his breath, and I realize that they were
lines from gospel songs. Right here was our connection; I asked if he sings in a choir, and
he explained that he does and that music to him has always been cathartic.
As we began to talk, I found out that Alex did not always think of teaching but had
considered that at some point in his life it may have been a possibility, knowing that he
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always wanted to encourage men like himself, knowing that he had not had the best time
in elementary school. He said:
I just thought if I could do that it would be really great way to give back and
help and “reach one” type thing to also reach back and help encourage other
young men to hopefully go out and do the things I have done. I went to
school in the Bronx, elementary and high school – well, high school I went to
Catholic school.
His face took on a pained look, and I asked if even at the Catholic school he had a tough
time. He explained:
Yeah, for sure, in terms of just being misunderstood or assumptions being
made, all the time. All the time.
I asked what kind of assumptions; assumptions around what?
Assumptions around what I was thinking, my intentions, you know, people
perceiving me one way, then finding out I'm in honors classes and perceiving
me another way. Being the only Black guy in honors, or one of two Black
guys. Black girls for sure, but not Black guys. And the intersections of those,
and it’s difficult for people to process that you can be in honors classes and
care about your classes and still be sociable and be intelligent and have some
sense of confidence and be athletic, and those things just clashed for a lot of
people because they didn’t know how to box me and as a result of not being
able to box me, I became problematic for a few people at the time in certain
spaces.
When I asked Alex why he joined TFA and started teaching, he replied:
I decided to join TFA my senior year in college. The program seemed great.
It seemed like a step in the right direction, I thought this was where I’d be
able to get this passion to give back and this passion to teach and reach other
young men. I could accomplish that and not just selfishly go into doing my
own thing as I perceived it then. Yeah … and it seemed like a decent thing to
do.
When I asked what it is about teaching that he enjoys or doesn’t enjoy, he said:
I enjoy my kids. As much as they always have their moments, at the end of
the day, I enjoy being able to know them and the fact that they listen to me or
even care what I say. I enjoy having the relationship with them and being
able to counsel them the best I can and give them guidance.
What I don’t like is that it’s over-regulated and under-resourced. It’s
unrealistic in a lot of ways. The expectations are very unrealistic. And for
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someone as macro-minded as I am and as philosophical, I go between what
even matters because when a lot of things don’t matter or make sense, we’re
just playing school. Not that people aren’t being honest and aren’t doing their
best to move kids, but like I said it’s very over-regulated, under-resourced
and under-paid. I don’t like that I constantly have to take work home. I don’t
like the politics of it. I did not come into teaching to go into politics or
appease anyone or step outside myself to appease anyone or be anyone else. I
didn’t come into it for that; I came to work with the kids. So the whole
politics of it is a little annoying.
Alex is a soft-spoken and deeply philosophical man, and you can tell by listening
to him and being with him that his thoughts are not random. They are thought through
and have no doubt torn at his heart as he has weighed and re-weighed the issues and
found them to be lacking against his deepest desire that they were not so. I changed the
line of thought when I next asked what race and gender Alex identifies with, to which he
replied that he identifies as a Black, Jamaican man. He said:
I’m Jamaican. And that comes along with being Black, I don’t
necessarily see it as being separate from being Black, and I think it comes
with a certain level of confidence and inheritance and teachings and proverbs
and ways of being that are very intertwined with Blackness as I’ve come to
see it and study it, and so it’s very symbiotic. So I guess in that
understanding, there isn’t a gender to that. Because I don’t necessarily think
those particular things in relation to my Blackness are different from that of
my sisters or cousins. And that might be informed by the fact that I grew up
with my mom and aunties, but my maleness is more tied to my American
Blackness. That has more connection and meaning. There’s more connection
there in terms of what it means to be Black and male in America, as opposed
to what it means in the West Indies. For Jamaica I think it would just mean in
terms of gender roles, here it’s that and also in terms of everything else, how
you’re perceived and treated, opportunities, what you need to do. A lot of
cultural teachings come alive in realizing my Black male American-ness and
helping me travel that terrain as a Black American male.
I remember being especially enthralled with the way Alex was able to articulate the
difference of him being a Black Jamaican male and how that is a different incarnation of
himself when he thinks of his American Black maleness and how all that is valued and
perceived by a different gaze or system of perception. When asked what messages (overt
and subliminal) he got from society and family growing up and as a teenager about his
Black maleness, he had this to say:
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Well, I guess I always had the sense that it was threatening. I guess I
came to realize it in high school. When I realized that even in being in honors
class etc., it still didn’t mean I got to escape my Black maleness being a
threat. And threatening in the sense that it’s uncomfortable for people to deal
with a Black male kid who maybe is just different than they are culturally, or
has certain intelligences or is outspoken. It’s all just a little threatening and
over time, there was the sense I needed to play this game. Whenever we had
issues, my mom would never really go back and forth about whether it
happened or didn’t, or what the teacher said or what I said. She would just be
like this is what the teacher said, so this is what you have to do. If she says
you’re doing this, then just make sure that you’re not. Even though, I
remember one time the teacher told the principal I was talking under my
breath the whole time, and I was like, even if I am, what does that have to do
with you? I enjoy singing, so I was probably just singing, and I had no reason
to be talking under my breath about her. So my mom just helps me in turn,
help my students. Like if there are things that are being perceived as
whatever, you know you just have to play the game of whenever you’re in the
classroom whatever it is they want to see or makes them uncomfortable, not
doing it just to get by, to get past because at the end of the day you want to be
successful and play this game, what are they looking for, what do they want
to see so you’re not treated a certain way because you’re not falling in line
with their expectations of what everything should be. Whether it’s explicit
behavior or like I said mumbling or singing under my breath. So therefore
I’m not subject to a lot of beliefs about who I am and my character that are
tied to these erroneous situations about behaviors and what they mean. So I
can sort of escape that and be successful. So I guess why I kind of wanted to
get into the classroom, because I don’t ever remember feeling like I was a
bad kid in elementary school, but I was always in trouble. I was especially
talkative, but my grades were fine. My grades were always fine. You
would’ve thought I was failing. Like I was always doing my work. And that
has always just kind of been, even up till college, these perceptions. I had a
science teacher tell me that I was never in class but he never took attendance.
And I was like what? This led to him going on about what kind of student I
was. And this was a teacher who had multiple bouts with students,
particularly students of color. And I was like, dude I have a B in your class.
I’m not happy with it but it’s science so I’m fine it’s a B. What are you
talking about? Like are you looking at your grade book and telling me I’m a
horrible student and that I’m never here. So even up until that experience, it
was like damn. You really can’t escape your Black maleness coming with
people’s intentions. So I often had to, especially in high school, I went out of
my way to make sure perceptions weren’t automatically negative. It’s always
been threatening and if I was smart, then I was obnoxious.
I commented that in my experience there has always been a negative connotation
attached when Black boys are self-assured or appear smart. Alex noted:
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Yes, exactly, and that became super threatening especially in high school
because by that time I had figured out the game and I gave into certain parts I
adhered to. And you liked me or didn’t like me at a certain point, but I didn’t
really care. And I didn’t care to tell you, look stop assuming wrong stuff
about me. I didn’t care this was a Catholic school, you’re going to be mad but
don’t do this to that person, just stop. Leave me alone. That, of course, wasn’t
okay, so that led to whatever, you know, it is what it is.
He spoke with a stoic demeanor, but the underlying hurt was there. I could see it
and I felt myself reacting to it, like I wanted to reach out my hand and touch him
physically, and I had to restrain myself and remember that I had just met him. So I
nodded my head as he talked and hoped that my face reflected the understanding of the
hurt I felt for him having gone through that experience. I was hurt especially because I
believe that it is a continued struggle that he faces, and he knows it and it’s reflected in
what he sees his students struggle with, too. I took heart, though, when he went on to say:
I’m very conscious of my Black maleness in certain spaces. I mean that I’ve
learned to appreciate the power in it because nobody makes me
uncomfortable but if I make you uncomfortable that’s an issue you have to
deal with. And the fact that I can choose to make you comfortable or
extremely uncomfortable around me is a privilege I choose to embrace.
Depending on whatever hat I want to wear at the time. I’m not uncomfortable
walking into an elevator with you, but if you’re uncomfortable you’re being
with me. And I can do whatever things to make you feel comfortable or not.
And especially in academic spaces or in spaces in TFA. It’s difficult because
you’re always the token.
Alex shares so much here about privilege, entitlement, and power in his school life, and
how it is racialized and gendered. His quote above is so powerful and I know from my
own experience that it sometimes feels unsafe talking about these experiences. I was
surprised by his candor when he shared his perception about tokenship. He continued:
But I’ve embraced it in being the person having the difficult conversation.
And being college-educated and being aware of my Blackness in America,
and my Black maleness has been awesome and it’s been humbling and I’ve
been able to educate others through that knowledge of how things work. For
example, once I remember I was at a bowling alley with a couple of friends,
and my friend brought her little cousin, and I don’t know what happened but
he started crying, and she said stop crying, men don’t cry. And I turned
around and said, boys cry. And I just left it there. But even in those moments,
I’m still growing, I don’t have it all figured out. But I definitely embrace it. I
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don’t think I ever didn’t embrace it. I’m just learning to walk in it better and
stronger and embrace it. And make sure that I’m the best Black male that I
can be. Whether I want to be or not is a conversation that will be happening
above my head, just by me entering a space. So regardless of whether or not I
want to subscribe to that, because I’m a Black male, certain things – so if I’m
consistently late, it’s going to reinforce the late thing, you know what I
mean? So I just try to be ready to represent us in different spaces and also
free myself from having to do that as well if I want to. It’s challenging, of
course it’s been super challenging. But I embrace the nuances of it. Which
can be daunting.
There is another question that is asked of him; whether there is another identity that
resonates with him. He answered, almost with a sense of reverence, like he regards this
information as sacred:
Yeah, I am Christian, that’s a big part of my life. In terms of tying myself to
my Creator, in terms of understanding, keeping a part of my belief in
humanity after it’s all said and done. Being able to deal, on a lateral level, if
that makes sense, with injustice and people and all the things we’ve discussed
and still be able to acknowledge that they’re human and I’m imperfect as
well. And that there is a greater good, a good that supplies our life force and
helps me to be better and reflective about my day and things that can be
better. And even when I don’t feel like it. Selfish, human thoughts that are
completely justified come up, just reaching down even deeper to find that
tomorrow and be able to deal with your, for lack of a better word, bullshit,
and then give you another chance tomorrow. It becomes increasingly
difficult, but then feeling as though- I don’t know. There’s a purpose to it,
there’s a purpose to things. So whereas, especially during that time in high
school, when society would fault me for checking a teacher, I don’t
necessarily think that God does, that Christ does. That the greater good that’s
in what I’m doing, even though it may not have been perfect, I don’t
necessarily think that is at fault. Even though it could be in the eyes of my
teacher or my coach … whatever the case may be. I do have religion in my
identity, and it’s important to me.
I realized as I spoke with him that he is so passionate about his identity and on
some level there is such conflict within as he struggles with the inequalities and injustices
he experiences and witnesses and tries to balance that with his sense of Christianity and
humanity.
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Garreth
Garreth is a 23-year-old second-year teacher at a middle school in Harlem, New
York. His hometown is Chicago, Illinois. He attended Stanford University in California
and majored in African and African American Studies. When I met him for the first time
outside a little mom-and-pop vegetarian restaurant on 125th Street in Harlem, I was
struck that he reminded me of TV character Steve Urkel, from the ’90s sitcom Family
Matters. He reminded me of him because he had the glasses and the open smile, but he
also had a sincerity and almost naïve genuineness that radiated from him; and like the
previous two participants, I was already drawn in and wanted to hear his story. Despite
the slight resemblance to Urkel, he had none of the gimmickry about him, and once we
started talking, he revealed himself as a deeply serious man who contemplates sincerely
about the life he leads. His life goal is to be a university professor. He decided at the
beginning of his senior year of undergraduate school that he was going to apply to TFA
and spend two to four years teaching. He knew there were other alternative education
programs, but the one accessible to him was TFA because they actively recruited on
Stanford’s campus. In addition to his teaching role, he also started a step team at the
school; and he also coaches students in the choir. All the boys in his class and advisory
are either Black or Latino. He recounted the response of his family and friends when he
told them he was going to join TFA and teach:
My family was like don’t do that, you’re too smart for that. Not all of them,
they were supportive, but it was a little bit of a shock for them. Friends … it
was very much like that’s so noble and honorable of you. And some family
had that reaction as well. I say like some people - there was the one group
who said oh you haven’t figured out your life it makes sense for you to teach
for two years and like do something else after you’ve got your feet under you.
And then, from TFA I got the sense that this is the hardest thing you’re ever
going to do, but it’s going to be the most rewarding thing that you’re ever
going to do. You’re going to change every single student’s life that you ever
encounter.
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I saw him rolling his eyes at that, and I asked him what he thought of that originally when
that message was sent.
I mean, I thought that it was totally doable. I think that one of the things that
I was just super unprepared for was some of the bureaucracy you encounter
in education. The fact that I have a boss that I have to report to like
everybody else. It sounds stupid, but I wasn’t prepared for that in a lot of
ways. I wasn’t prepared for some of the other challenges that I meet in
administration or just kids being absent. If you have 30 kids in a classroom,
it’s hard to connect with all of them. This is really clichéd, but I think I
ultimately became a teacher because I really wanted the opportunity to
impact lives, especially students of color. And I wanted a chance to share
some of my experiences. Last year I brought my a cappella group from
Stanford. They came to my school and did a concert for my school. I’ve
taken my students to film screenings that were sponsored by Stanford
students. I just wanted a chance to bring some of my connections to my
students to show them just how big the world is and expose them to different
things.
I heard the sincerity in his voice and saw it in his eyes, and I was in renewed awe of these
men who go about trying to influence despite the societal odds that are stacked against
them. We started getting into the questions, and I asked what he liked and disliked about
teaching:
I enjoy getting a chance to build relationships with students. I enjoy getting a
chance to watch them grow and be a part of that process with them. I partially
enjoy the challenge of getting them invested around a topic. There are some
days where I really don’t enjoy it but there are other days, like I think it’s so
cool. Today I did a read-aloud with my 5th graders and they had just finished
taking a inner-room assessment so they had been testing all morning and last
year I wouldn’t have had the confidence to be like oh you just finished the
test, now let’s read. But I ended up getting them invested in it so I was really
excited about it and they responded really well. The other things I like about
teaching; I don’t know when it clicks, it’s like magical. And that moment is
just a really exciting thing to experience.
We moved onto the dislikes. He notes:
Things that I dislike about teaching … I would say I dislike some of the
bureaucracy. I dislike the fact that there are certain things I might want to talk
about, or I might want us to talk about within the staff or with the students
that doesn’t align with the state tests so we’re not going to talk about it. Other
things I dislike about teaching, I really dislike feeling like my students are
incredibly low and there’s so little I can do to change it. I don’t like feeling
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powerless because then my powerlessness transfers to them and they feed off
of it. So I don’t like not having answers, not having solutions. I dislike that I
have to spend so much time focusing on behavior when I really just want us
to sit in a circle, discuss a book and like get really invested in it, but that’s
really ideal. I also dislike that I feel that students of color from low-income
area are often cheated out of the joy of learning because we often spend so
much time trying to catch them up. So I don’t get to do a fun Greek
Mythology unit with my students that sort of concludes with a party where
we dress up like our favorite god or goddess. You know, I don’t get to do that
kind of fun stuff because it’s not aligned to standards that we’re going to
have to address in April on the state tests. And that really eats me up because
some of their counterparts a few blocks away are getting to have those
experiences and are working on MacBook Airs and getting to interview
leaders in their communities. And sometimes it’s just not practical for where
my students are….
Garreth looked sad as he talked about the standardized testing and how he can't do
“fun” things in his class because of the academic restrictions he needs to comply with. I
could see that it bothers him that he doesn’t have the freedom to move as he wishes he
could in his class – his eyes reflected the regret. I moved to the question that asked about
the messages he received from society, his community, or family about race as he was
growing up. He said:
I was really blessed to have grown up in a two-parent household with a
hyper-involved father. The men in my family and my extended family were
also extremely involved in my life. So the messaging that I got from them
was being a Black male means you’re powerful, you’re strong, you’re a
provider, and that messaging was really important to me, it’s something I still
carry with me. I think that I originally grew up in an all-Black setting and
environment. When I was 12, transferred and moved from an all-Black
neighborhood to an all-White neighborhood. Then the messaging changed a
little bit. I felt like I was viewed as a threat, I was viewed as dumb a lot of
times and wasn’t put in classes that my grades - I wasn’t put in classes that
my grades said I belonged in, but classes of color and my previous district
said I belonged there. I felt like once I got there, I was viewed as a threat or
an aggressor, or just like … less than. I felt like some of that signaling and
messaging that I received from some people, not all people, but some people.
And it’s always easier to remember the negative things than the positive
right? It caused me to overcompensate in a lot of ways. I remember deciding
that I could never be angry, I could never be upset. I always had to be smiling
and happy even if I’m not. I could never be lazy, I remember to this day,
from 6th grade to senior year of high school, I never missed one homework
assignment.
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I was surprised at this, and I asked: “Like EVER?”
Ever. Like one homework assignment because I could never drop the ball. I
had to be twice as hard working, twice as nice, twice as agreeable, twice as
smart. An experience I remember having … my freshman year of high
school, in my biology class, we took the first test of the year, when we got the
test back, my teacher announced I had set the curve on the test. Well, let me
back up, can I share a story?
I laughingly reminded him that this was a narrative study and that the stories were most
welcome.
Okay, so let me back up. So at my middle school, my dad fought really hard
to put me in honors classes or the accelerated learning classes. And I didn’t
want to be in them because I didn’t think I was smart enough. But he got me
into the accelerated literature program because they looked at my grades and
was like you know he’s smart enough for this. And he fought to get me in the
accelerated math program all 3 years, but they told him, time and time again
that I couldn’t keep up because my grades just weren’t good enough. And
finally because he wouldn’t back down, they agreed to put me in the
accelerated math program in 8th grade and everyone advised against it. So I
remember my dad, 2 weeks before school started, had me in tutoring every
day where I went through a year's worth of math content so I could be
competitive in this 8th grade accelerated class. And the teacher used to have
this thing where she announced the people who got 100% on the test
whenever she handed them back. We had tests every two weeks I believe. So
all year I never got 100. So one time towards the end of the school year, after
trying so hard all year, I finally got a 100% on one of the tests. This teacher
grew up in the South and was an older woman and very clearly struggling
with some racial biases. This is the one time all year where she didn’t
announce the students who got 100. She knew what she was doing, I’m just
convinced. Because she also told my dad in the beginning of the year, I’ll let
him in, but he’d be lucky if he got a B in my class. So that was something
that really broke me at that time as a 12/13-year-old kid. So fast forward to
my freshman year of high school, I got offered to be in all the honor classes.
Honors science, honors math, honors English. And I told my dad I didn’t
want to be in any of them. And he lied to me, he said okay I’m not going to
put you into any of them, and he actually put me in all of them. And I was
like why did you do that?
I nodded my head and enjoyed hearing how his dad acted on the idea that as his dad he
knew what was best for his son.
Exactly, exactly. He was like the truth of the matter is that your poor little
ego and your spirit was crushed from dealing with the teacher you had to deal
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with in 8th grade. But I knew you had the goods and I wasn’t going to let
your emotions change your life for the worse. So I’m in honors biology, we
take our first test of the year, and my teacher announces to the class that I got
the highest grade on the test and actually set the curve for the exam, got like a
99% or something like that. So for me it was like this was the moment that I
had been waiting for, that recognition. And one of my classmates turned
around and looked and me and said, Garry are you half-White? And I was
like no, I’m not why? And he was like you must be because you can read.
I expressed my dismay when he told me this.
That’s what he said, because you can read. This was a White kid. I feel like
that was the first of many moments in my high school career where I felt like
this messaging of … so once again this cycle of having to smile twice as
much, got to try twice as hard, can never miss a homework assignment, all
those kinds of things. But I think it made me better in the long run, and once I
got to college I felt like it was a full circle moment. I really got attached to
the Black community at Stanford and the messaging was you are powerful,
you are elite, you are strong, you are brilliant. And that made all the
difference to me. I’m a part of a fraternity, I pledged at Stanford - Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity incorporated.
I could see the pride, the knowing smile that he is someone of worth, that he can
make a difference – I saw the determination to address the challenges of being a teacher
in NYC, to instill the pride and love of learning with his students.
The next question was about how being Black and male has shaped the way he sees
the world he navigates. He said:
Absolutely, everything from what I eat to the profession I’m seeking,
everything from where I choose to live and not live, the people I choose to
keep in my company. Especially with what I was saying about the way I
conduct myself. I try so hard to, sometimes I feel like I have to counteract all
the negative imaging people receive through the media or their own personal
experiences or their upbringing. So just being a Black male, it feels like if
people think Black men are aggressive, I have to be the model of peace. If
people think Black men are lazy, then I have to be the vision of hard work. If
people think Black men don’t provide for their families or don’t know how to
treat women, I feel like I have to really be an example and the exemplar for
why that is absolutely not true. So I feel like that affects everything that I do.
So I’m a Christian and I heavily identify as a Christian. And I think that even
more so than being Black shapes the way I interact in the world and the way I
carry myself. So I think the blending or merging of the two made me feel like
I have all these identities that I’m representing that I can’t make look bad. So
as a Christian, I’m also charged to be hardworking. I’m also charged to be
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loving and peaceful. To me, between counteracting the images that society
puts out of Black men, and also aligning myself with what the Bible tells me
to do, it’s a no-brainer what my mission is and what I have to do.
I love that Garreth sees his teaching both at elementary and higher education level as a
mission. As he continued to talk at our first meeting, he said that he was happy to be able
to have the chance to connect with students whom he could easily have turned out to be
had he not had the strong role models and mentors he did growing up. He also
highlighted an unusually uncommon phenomenon and explained that his co-teacher was
Black too and that he wondered if the students realized how unusual a situation this was:
My co-teacher is African American this year, and that’s changed my whole
world and liberated me a lot.
I asked if the co-teacher is male or female. I was told that she is female, and I remarked
that that must be a dynamic duo.
Yeah, and I don’t even know if our students really comprehend how rare that
is. But it’s something that has been a lot of fun for me, and a really enriching
experience as well. Also it’s like I can breathe a little easier. I can say some
of the things I want to say without worrying how you’ll interpret it and it’s
just a really good feeling to have.
I am happy that Garreth can experience some joy in his daily life and see the benefits and
pleasure of working with a like-minded co-teacher.
Ricky
My fourth participant was Ricky. He is a 23-year-old New Orleans, Louisiana
native in his second year of teaching. He attended Clark Atlanta University in Georgia as
a History Major. He teaches at an all-boys elementary school in Brooklyn. There was an
air of militant defiance to him – I sensed it – I have it too, so I know what I am looking
at. He was the only one of my participants who lived in Brooklyn and to whom I took the
train so we could speak.
We met off the C train at Franklin Avenue and sat drinking chai lattes at a really
small coffee shop just off the subway stop. This was Brooklyn proper – not the
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bourgeois, gentrified Park Slope, but a more raw-like version of Brooklyn as seen in
Biggie’s2 videos. Ricky’s story of his entry into TFA and teaching is different from that
of my other three participants. He decided to change from a business major at the end of
his freshman year when he got involved with an organization and program called
Building a Foundation for the Leader in You in Atlanta, and they mentored in different
inner-city high schools. He became more interested in public school education in inner
cities. He considers that his entry point to teaching, at least where he felt he could make
his voice heard and making a real difference through teaching.
I decided to join TFA after I graduated so I joined a corps in 2013. I
already had a job at my school because I did an internship in a common
school as summer teaching where after the internship they would offer you a
job and I got that. I thought TFA would be another network for getting and
understanding different people’s narratives on urban education. So I thought
it would be a great opportunity for me to join Teach For America. At the end
of my junior year I did the summer internship and went into my senior year
with a job offer from the school I had interned at. And then I applied to TFA
as well.
I asked him if he hadn’t gotten into TFA, would he have gone into teaching in the
program at the school where he was teaching now?
Yes, I did it in the summer in New York for six or seven weeks, and I stayed
at LIU’s campus and I traveled out to the school I’m at now. Then went back
for senior year to Atlanta and came to New York back again.
Ricky’s entry into teaching is doubly unusual and shows his very strong desire and
understanding to want to teach and be committed to that ideal.
When asked about the messages he heard about being Black, he shared what he
was taught:

2American

hip-hop star Biggie Smalls was born as Christopher George Latore Wallace on May
21, 1972 in Brooklyn, New York, in the neighborhood of Bedford-Stuyvesant. Biggie, or "The
Notorious B.I.G," as he'd later become known, experienced a rough childhood—at an early age,
he was surrounded by drug addicts and dealers. As a result, by his early teens, Biggie had joined
the life that was all around him. "Hustlers were my heroes," he once said. "Everything happened
on the strip I grew up in. It didn't matter where you went, it was all in your face."
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Basically the same messages the majority of Black males get taught, mom
tells me some things, I have two strikes against me, I’m male and Black, so
she wouldn’t allow me to get a third strike.
I asked what that third strike possibly could be:
Probably a jail record, or not having an education, which was rather
important to my family. So definitely that message and understanding how
society works and how society looks at Black men in a way that’s not
favorable to them.
I asked if the messages he received about race, ethnicity, and gender as a child, as a
teenager, as a young adult, shifted for him, or his understanding of it shifted, as he grew
older. He stated:
I definitely think so, as I grew older I kind of started seeing how certain
things work and I started to see how being a Black male was very tricky in
schools. I went to all-Black schools, so it wasn’t that prevalent. But leaving
and entering the TFA corps and seeing how few of us there were and seeing
the positions where Black males are put in different schools definitely sticks
in my mind as time goes by.
I asked him when he talked about the messages he received, where he thought the
messages about maleness and Blackness came from. He continued:
It definitely comes from my history, dating way back, even pre-slavery.
Because pre-slavery there were kings in Africa, we had so much royalty and
title to our name, but after, definitely diving into slavery and post-slavery, the
Black male was, I don’t want to use the word stripped, but was tried to be
stripped of his of masculinity in his community. The goal was to take away
the Black male and then take away the family. The family would fall. In
some points of society, I guess you can say that goal was achieved. But I’m
one of those people who believe that it didn’t and that there are definitely
very successful old middle-age Black men out there that people just don’t
hear about or want to hear about. And that’s what I think it is. And going
back and thinking about slavery and the Civil Rights movement, the Black
male was such a huge threat to America, in my eyes, and still is a huge threat.
This raises the concept of Blackness being taught and learned as “strikes against you”. So
the concept is then reinforced both internally and externally by the society we live in. I
asked why it was still is a huge threat and why he thought so. He responded:
Because I feel like it’s almost not a social norm to be a Black male and
accepted into certain work fields or even if we’re basing it off teaching, it’s
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like okay wow, you’re here, how long are you staying for? There aren’t that
many others, I think like 2% nationally. So it’s definitely a minority but I
think that if that number grows, I don’t want to say it will be a threat. But it’ll
change the culture of teaching drastically.
I asked him to tell me more about the mentorship he has done. He noted:
Well, like I said, I mentored at various schools and I’ve definitely seen the
difference in color at many of those schools. Majority White teachers versus
Black teachers. So I definitely wanted to join in to become a great teacher so
I could at least have a voice in what’s going on. The program I mentored in
during college was called BFLY - Building a Foundation for the Leader in
You. I was president at the time. The first year we went out to one elementary
school, one middle school, and one high school. My second year we went out
to one high school in Lakeside in Atlanta, Georgia. We went through the
freshman advisement period, talked about real life situations. If any of the
students wanted to speak to us, we spoke with them. Every week we had a
discussion topic and we would discuss it for thirty minutes.
I asked him to give me an example of what a discussion topic would be. He expressed:
What is college like? What is college life like? Where am I from and how did
I end up in Atlanta? Different things like that. I would probably speak to
some students off the record about different things that were going on in their
life but keep it general because that’s what it was mostly about.
When we switched topics to what he likes and dislikes about teaching, he said:
I do enjoy working with my students. I feel like the school I teach at is a very
special school. It’s an all-boys school in the heart of BedStuy, and I just love
coming in every day and working and speaking and interacting with my
students.
One thing I guess I’d say I don’t like is - I can’t say I don’t like it… I
feel like teaching is very hard work and you definitely have to train your
mind and your body and your spirit to handle it. It’s not like I don’t like
anything, I just think it’s the job and you have to prepare yourself for it
almost and get used to it.
I sat across from him and remembered well how that felt – preparing myself in
spirit to be in the classroom, especially in my first years of teaching. I shared that with
him as I remember. He went on to describe his school:
It’s a very special place - the school is very strict on academics. I can say
academics are the most important thing about our school. And that’s what it’s
about; it’s an all-boys school about high academic rigor. The students are
really young right now; this is their only experience of what school is and
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what it’s supposed to be. So I guess they just take it in like this is what it’s
supposed to be. I really don’t think they have formed a solid opinion on
school yet; this is the only thing they’ve been exposed to. We try to test very
frequently, so there is a very frequent test assessment schedule. Every 3 or 4
weeks, either a math or reading assessment.
When I asked about his Blackness and maleness, I saw another spark of the
militancy I spoke about earlier:
Being Black is very important to me. It’s something I’m very proud of and
something I take into consideration every time I walk into my school building
teaching the audience I teach. So definitely being a Black male, especially in
America at this time, is something I take very seriously and purposefully
because as a Black male, there’s a certain stigma that’s put on Black males,
doesn’t matter if you’re educated or not, or if you’re in a certain position or
not, you’re still a Black male to the majority of society, so I take both of
those in stride and definitely walk around with it every day.
I asked him to say more. He continued:
I feel like I’m at the age where you tend to start to shape your future. Being a
strong, Black male for the family I will have is something I take very
seriously. This time, in American history, Black males are looked upon as the
bottom of the bottom of American citizens and often feared, intimidated,
society already has this notion about them. I don’t intend to turn this around,
I really don’t care what America thinks, I just want to carry myself in a way
where I’m respected and looked up to by younger Black males.
I reminded him that earlier he was saying when he goes into his school specifically, it’s
something that he carries very strongly with him. I also asked if he feels that he is a role
model; if kids look up to him. I asked him what he thinks the relationship of his
predominantly Black students is with him when they see him.
I think I’m a role model and a person they highly respect on so many levels
because there aren’t so many Black male teachers in the school. I think I’m
an image, a representation of what they can possibly be or even better, and
that’s just a young Black man going and graduating from college and finding
his way in society and carrying himself, not forgetting who he is and where
he’s from, but taking it with him and excelling and exceeding in any work
force he feels like he need to integrate. Being a male in the teaching
profession at an all-boys school is definitely a plus. They are all boys and you
were once a boy, so you know what boys like and what they need and how to
connect with boys. Especially being Black at an all-boys school that’s
majority Black it’s the same thing. Black boys like this, Black boys like that.
Most of them like certain things I like, and don’t like certain things I don’t
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like, so I know how to connect with them. There is definitely a level of
connectivity.
As we talked about being Black and male, Ricky said that he believes Black males
in society are not perceived or welcomed on many levels. He cited President Barack
Obama as a well-known Black male and some other sports stars but bemoaned the fact
there aren’t many Black male names in education and economics or sciences that roll
easily in recognition off the tongues of young Black men. He said that society categorizes
Black men as entertainers, and that there is little room for any other conception other than
that of sports star or minstrel and slavish. He went on to say:
I also think society is really scared of Black males, it makes them nervous to
be around them at night or even be next to a Black male in a train or any tight
spot. People don’t care how you look, you’ll always be perceived as a threat.
[All of this has] shaped my view of the world as I usually look at it as
something I have to prove to the world. But now I don’t think I have to prove
I’m educated or can talk and act a certain way in public. Now my view has
changed to being a great role model for other Black males out there and those
are really the only people whose views I care about. I think that’s how it
shaped me because I used to read Dubois and he used to talk about “double
consciousness” and he talked about how you act a certain way when you’re
around Black people and you act a certain way when you’re around White
people. I’ve been training myself not to act that way because that’s not who I
am. So definitely, just holding myself accountable and not worrying about
what the world thinks.
As the interview progressed, I shared with him how I self-identify as a South
African; what my perceptions of race are, and how I would be considered Coloured but
not Black in South Africa. In South Africa, the racial hierarchy runs top to bottom:
White, Indian, Coloured, then Black. It’s a different hierarchy; politically I consider
myself Black, but culturally I consider myself Coloured. Because the culture is very
different, it’s a different ethnic identity to be being Black, but in the U.S. I’m just
considered Black because there is a Black consciousness with which I align myself. And
then there are notions about gender and femininity and what these mean within that racial
and cultural setting. I explained to Ricky that I always come away from discussions
around race with thoughts like “Oh, I didn’t think about this or that aspect because it
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often raises new awareness about things.” I went on to ask how he was raised and by
whom. He stated:
I started my life raised by my grandmother and my aunt. My mother left
when I was really young to move to Baltimore, where I moved as well shortly
after. I was raised by my mom and stepdad, and I have three younger brothers
currently, but when we moved to Baltimore, it was just two. Growing up in
New Orleans is different from growing up in Baltimore. I was 8 or 9 when I
moved to Baltimore.
Historically growing up in New Orleans, Louisiana has a big race situation,
but even in Baltimore it’s the same way. Based off inner-city and county
structure and public schools and stuff like that. I went to high school in
Tampa. I did two years in Florida and two years in Tampa, and it was just
really different because you have the Caribbean culture and Hispanic culture
and White culture. So it was a melting pot in Florida, and I think that’s just
how Florida is.
I think that growing up in those different places and seeing those different
things definitely shaped my view.
As I listened to Ricky I realized more and more that he – as well as my other participants
– is such a thoughtful educator.

Chapter Summary and Reflections at the End of the First Round of Interviews
Reflecting on the first round of interviews, I believe it is not by chance that my
participants have ended up in the profession they are in. It is not an accident that they
have decided to offer themselves into the service of teaching. I also do believe that their
day-to-day interactions with the students they teach and the roles they navigate as
teachers – as Black men – still students themselves, bring them to question and reflect on
their profession, their studies, and the very day-to-day lives they lead. As I spoke with
and interviewed Jay, Alex, Garreth, and Ricky, a number of common themes revealed
themselves across their narratives, commentaries, and stories. Each of them make such
strong commentaries and share stories about privilege, entitlement and power in school
life, and how these themes are racialized and gendered. In listening to their first
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interviews again, I note that the conception of Blackness and Whiteness is often skirted
around, and in some places they speak directly to it, like when Jay tells the story of when
he asks his mom what race he is. In conjunction with race, the other theme that permeates
the responses in this chapter is class differences. This shows itself many times; when Jay
explains he thinks that most Black parents of the students they teach are not middle class.
I believe that it shows in their own experiences too when they were students both in
school and college. They are all acutely aware of the level of privilege they have at
having been educated to this level and both Garreth and Alex express how their families
have struggled to give them, respectively, the Stanford and NYU educations they have.
Both of them also speak to their discomfort of being minority students at these
institutions.
Another theme that comes through strongly in this chapter is this notion of
“playing school”. Alex first raises this idea when he states that many times he
experiences his school as over-regulated and under-resourced, and that he is underpaid.
As such he feels like his life at school is more like a pantomime, as opposed to actual
holistic education and solid pedagogy. This idea of “playing school” is directly linked to
his comments of how he learned to play the political “game” when he was a student as
well and that his interactions with educational institutions have been infused with themes
of fabrication and inauthenticity for him as a student and then later as a teacher too. This
impression of the politics of educational game playing is echoed by Garreth who later
states that he was totally unprepared for the level bureaucracy, as opposed to being able
to teach the students in his classes. He bemoans that he doesn’t get to do a fun Greek
Mythology unit that culminates with a fun learning experience and party, because his
administration doesn’t believe that it aligns with standards. He alludes to the “school a
few blocks away” who get to learn by fun experiences and how different the learning
experience is for his students.
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Many of the participants’ initial stories and commentaries are so poignant and
heartfelt and speak to the experiences that they had in terms of expectations, selfrecognition and self-esteem; both as students themselves and then as new teachers; all of
this embedded in the deeper theme of race and gender.
In the next chapter, I attempt to sift through some of the themes present in each of
their introductory interviews, and across their interviews, and (re)connect their responses
to my original research questions.
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Chapter V
SECOND ROUND INTERVIEWS:
ELABORATING ON THE LIFE EXPERIENCES

We all should know that diversity makes for a rich tapestry, and we must
understand that all the threads of the tapestry are equal in value no matter
what their color. – Maya Angelou

Introduction to the Chapter
The previous chapter introduced the participants in their own words and my
reactions to their interviews. In this chapter, the questions and responses focus on their
teaching lives and how they experience being Black within the educational arena they
navigate.

The Decision to Teach
In starting the second round of interviews, I asked my participants if they thought
that being Black and male influenced their decision to become teachers. All four of them
expressed that they believed so. When I asked him to elaborate, Jay said:
Knowing the facts. Roughly 2% of teachers are Black males, and I know a lot
of these kids don’t have a person in the school who looks like them, or even
in their lives, a positive role model who looks like them. I want to fill that
void, because growing up, until college, I didn’t have a strong Black male
role model, until one of my last jobs going out of school. I think it’s harder to
be successful when you have no role model who looks like you from the time
you are born.
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I asked him to clarify what he meant when he said: “looks like you.” He stated:
So there is no Black male, no positive Black male influence in classrooms.
Alex said:
I knew that growing up, my experience in school, as I learned and read, my
experience was heavily influenced by the fact that I was Black so I
envisioned that having a Black male teacher looking into the future … into
the mirror, with other….
I asked if it is like looking at a future self. He clarified:
Not at a future self, but at other young Black boys that were going to come
up in the education system that it would be beneficial for them to see
someone that looks like them and understands them better.
Garreth added:
I think being a Black male influenced me to become a teacher because one,
just looking at our society, Black males are the forgotten, the ones that have
been degraded in society, they are the ones who have been deemed unworthy
and worthless. Looking around at my community just seeing how so much of
your life is decided based on the gender you are assigned at birth, the fact that
you’re Black. I wanted to do everything I could to play a role in demolishing
the construction of that and demolishing the mindset of oppression that is fed
and bred in our children. I felt a huge weight and responsibility as a Black
male to be a figure for people to look up to and someone who could stand in
front of Black male students and show them a different side. And it happened
last year and this year that I’ve had students tell me ‘I’ve never had a guy
teacher before, or a Black man be my teacher.’ Moments like that are
bittersweet for me because it’s like one, that’s why I’m here and two, it’s sad
that you’re 10-11 years old and I’m the first Black male that has been an
educator involved in your life. And for some of them, I’m the first Black man
that has been in their life on a daily basis and I’m the most consistent Black
male they have in their lives. That is something else that is important to me.
Ricky contributed to the conversation:
I can’t say that it influenced me a ton when I first applied for the job to be a
teacher because my whole ideology at the time was that I was coming to a
neighborhood who needed great educators and I was just going to do my job.
I liked the promise of it and being a professional – they could put me in a
rural part of Idaho or the heart of Miami but I’ll still do the job the same way.
As I got into the job and into my boys, I did realize that as a young Black
man it’s definitely a special thing because not only do you get the chance to
mold the minds of young Black males but you also know exactly what they
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go through and the things that they and how the world perceives them before
they even know. So it’s like you’re trying to forewarn them – you will be
judged on the content on your character but also - you will be judged because
you are a Black man. But I don’t want you to worry because you can only
worry about yourself, that’s something I try to preach to my students.
I was really interested that originally his being Black or male didn’t influence his
decision to teach but that his thoughts on this issue changed. I asked if he could give me
one example of what made it change. Was there something that happened with a student?
Did he just wake up one day and realize that this was bigger than a job?
I think that it changed when I realized the demographic in which I worked.
And I realized that it is a special opportunity to work at an all boys’ school,
no matter the color or location, but especially going to a spot in Harlem or
Bed-Stuy all boys is very special. They have so many crazy thoughts and
ideas about the world and they are so innocent. It is up to you to protect that
innocence and help them relate emotionally. I say that emotional aspect
because a lot of those young boys are not being molded that way … to be
showing emotion – like they are told: “You shouldn’t be crying, that’s for
girls.” And I think that kinda hardened me over the years and it can cause
damage down the line, especially when you’re dealing with a female partner
because you don’t know how to express that emotion. When you have a son
or child that will be hard. I think that was the turning point. Yeah, it’s a high
achieving school but to build the character of young men is something I want
to dedicate my life to.
Reflections
Listening to and reflecting on their words here, I am reminded of the opening lyrics
of a Supremes classic called "Reflections" … the lyrics are:
Through the mirror of my mind
Time after time, I see reflections of you and me
Reflections of the way life used to be….
I know that it is supposed to be a love song, or a broken-hearted love song, but it also was
used as the theme song for the TV series China Beach – which aired in the 1980s – about
medical staff working at a hospital in Vietnam during the Vietnam War. I used to watch
the show as a teenager in South Africa and always thought that those opening lines had
nothing to do with love or a broken heart, but that the lyrics reflected a melancholy that is
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reflected in the human condition, when we see the suffering of others and are often so
helpless to offer help to the suffering. I know this may sound melodramatic, but I believe
these teachers saw/see a need in the communities they are from and have made a
conscious decision to try to make the lives of the students – who are reflections of their
younger selves – better. In all of their answers, the themes of reflections run– that their
students “look like them,” or that they have similar situations or similar needs. There is
also the idea that the teachers are a reflection, too, for their students, so that as Black
men, they offer a vision that may not be in the scope of their students’ imaginations, as to
what their future might look like, until they present these visions to their students.

Role Modeling
I was surprised by these teachers' responses when I asked if they thought they were
role models to their students. Jay said:
I’ve been able to do something I love, and I want the kids to see that I enjoy
what I do. So if they want to be a teacher, by all means I hope I can influence
them to. But at the end of the day I want to influence them to grow up and be
happy and do what you want to do, whatever that is. As long as you’re happy
doing that and it doesn’t negatively affect anyone else.
Alex added:
I don’t really think about myself as a role model, but I can’t ignore the fact
that I am in many ways. I’d say I try to be a role model to all of my students
because i try to have conversations with them all as someone who grew up in
the Bronx and similar neighborhoods I try to teach them all about the world
and whatever bad habits. Those things I don’t necessarily do to certain
students, I try to do it to everyone. I would hope I’m a role model to all. I
guess to the boys, they’ll be looking more at what I’m wearing how I carry
myself, and all that, but I try to give them all life worth talking about.
Garreth responded:
I think I envisioned myself as being a role model to my students, but I don’t
anymore. Because I think that in order to be a role model, you need to have
people who are looking for you to be their role model, and I don’t think many
of my students are. I think that they look for me to be their teacher and
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someone they can vent to on occasion, but I don’t think they are trying to be
me or emulate me. I do think I have a few students who really value me and
appreciate my feedback and company, but I think role model implies that
they are trying to actively follow my footsteps and I don’t think any of my
students are, nor do I necessarily want them to. I want them to pave their own
roles and their own paths. I want them to be their own role models. I want
them to pull their strength from within. I think that is really important, so
yeah. I’m happy to guide my students through that journey or that process of
becoming their own standard, that they are comparing themselves to the best
they can be. I don’t have to deal with a lot of the things that my students have
to deal with – my parents are English language speakers, I grew up in a twoparent household and a huge extended family to support me. So in that sense,
it wouldn’t be fair for my students to try and emulate aspects of my path. It’d
be an insult to try to be like me, because in some ways they have a lot more
to figure out than I did.
And Ricky stated:
I never thought of myself as a role model, to be honest. I always thought of
myself as just doing a job. This is what I came here to do. I found my calling
and doing what I do, if I happen to attract people who look up to me, that’s a
benefit of it. And that’s just the territory. You have to accept that. But at the
end of the day, I don’t think that my goal is to be a role model. I want to be
an agent of change and agent of example and high expectations. I hold myself
to high expectations and I want them to do the same. So more of a leader than
a role model. I lead by example. We go from there and the cycle continues.
They all agreed on the issue of whether they considered themselves to be father
figures to the children they taught: they all said they did not see themselves as father
figures, but rather as older brothers or cousins. One of the participants pointed out that
the children he teaches have fathers and that he is not a replacement figure, but more an
almost familial addition to the role models in his students’ lives. I was fascinated that
they had all, separately, come to the conclusion, as there are many schools of thought that
believe that there is an absence of Black fathers or positive Black role models; and
without fanfare, each of my participants had dismissed that thought in this study through
their relationships and interactions with their students.
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Relationships and Interactions
I was curious about the interactions my participants have with the students they
teach and mentor, and I asked them each to elaborate or offer a vignette on what that
looks like for each of them.
Jay talked about how he walks his class out the building at the end of each day:
Every day, at the end of school, we walk to the bus together, it’s like the
whole school. But my kids are usually first or second, so I come back up the
steps and see all the classes. So I stop and say hello to all the other classes
and all the kids. Some of them - I don’t know their names, but I know them.
With the other teachers, that doesn’t happen. I feel like that mainly happens
because I’m a Black male so they feel like they can relate on a basic level.
There is another Black teacher from across the hall, she usually goes down
behind me and she’s like “the coolest guy in the school,” meaning that as the
only Black dude in the whole school, everyone is going to talk to me.
I asked Jay if he feels like kids reach out to him before he goes up to them to talk. He
states:
Oh yeah definitely, in all the grades, K-4 for sure. I’m the only one (meaning
only Black male) they see all day. So that makes with the relationship
building process. I’m the only one in the school, and in the school day, I can’t
talk to everybody and every single one of these kids, so I do what I can to at
least speak and ask how their weekend was and how their days have been.
There is this one kid in the fourth grade, he’s named *Keanu; he’s been
having a rough time and I’ve begun to notice that he’s getting in a lot of
trouble. So the other day I walked out to his room and grabbed him and asked
how he’s doing, walked to the end of the hall, walked all the way back and
took him back to class. I was watching him struggle so I just took him out to
talk to him. I do that with him like three times a week, and I’ve told him that
if he needs to come talk to somebody, he can tell the teacher and he can come
talk to me. She was like, yeah that’s fine. I’d rather him lose 5 minutes
talking to me than lose a whole day because he’s upset.
It’s a very casual conversation, it’s “how’s it going? How was your
weekend?” Enough people talk to him about x, y, and z, so I just want to give
him some time to cool off. The only time it wasn’t, I was like “What’s up?”
he was “having a bad day” and I was like “we all have them - Try to shake it
off? And make the rest of your day better than it was this morning.” There is
no need to yell at him.
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Jay’s situation of being the only Black male at the school reminds me of Travis
Bristol’s (2012) work in his research of men of color in the teaching profession in the
Boston area – he divides the teachers in his participant group into two sections – groupers
and loners. Loners are like Jay – the only Black Male teacher at the school, who feels
isolated and unsupported by the administration, but who also feels a sense of
responsibility for the students of color at the school and goes out of his way to speak to
the students he doesn’t necessarily teach.
Alex shared the following:
I think I can talk to the kids a lot easier because they are a little more
receptive, I don’t know if that has anything to do with my race. Maybe
because they listen to me I can talk to them. Like issues we just discussed,
maybe I can say I was in your shoes and be real about it and tell them if they
don’t like the teacher, it’s the reality. I guess speaking to the younger me,
giving them the things I’ve learned along the way – if you’re the one always
getting thrown out of class, maybe it’s this teacher. And when you get out, do
what you want, but just don’t be thrown out. And then when they get in
trouble, sending them to me and I give them a pep talk, most of the time it’s
successful. I think most importantly I don’t find the kids threatening or that
bad to call the principal, just trying to redirect them and knowing what they
are talking about. Teachers are people. But also, I’m a part of this community
in a lot of ways and things might not make me uncomfortable as a male but
they make females uncomfortable. It allows a way to talk to them but also
without a feeling that I’m coming down to punish them, which makes
disciplinary action easier.
Alex highlighted the differences between male and female teachers and raised the
concept of students of color being perceived as threatening and how that may impact the
disciplinary aspect for the students themselves. He echoed what some of my other
participants said in that they are the ones who are singled out to discipline the students of
color.
Garreth shared the way he interacts with his students:
I think I speak to them a certain way, so there are times when I may speak a
little informally with them, there are times when … I think it’s aided by the
fact that my co-teacher is also Black, but sometimes I find myself speaking to
them as if they were my younger cousins as opposed to my students. So I
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might be a little harsh with them, instead of “Tyler I need you to have a seat,”
it’s “Tyler, if you don’t sit down…” so, you know, some of that stuff. Or “If I
have to tell you one more time.” Those sorts of things. One of the things that
I say to my students, and maybe I shouldn’t do this, but sometimes as a short
verbal correction that’s like a ‘get your life together,’ I’m just like “bruh...”
And they like it. That might be one way that I speak to them differently
because I’m a Black male and all of them are students of color, a lot of them
are Black students. Those are some ways that I speak to them are different.
Especially with my Black boys, I tell them ‘a lot of people in society are
waiting for you to slip up and you can’t afford to have the outburst that
you’re having right now, very soon you’ll be viewed as a threat by society.
I am deeply admiring that he speaks to them with such love and candor.
Last year I saw one of my students get into a verbal altercation with a
police officer. And I had a really long talk with him after the fact about
‘you’re not a child in their eyes, you’re a Black man and a threat.’ This was a
sixth grader last year. I think he was a little bit bigger, there are some
conversations he needs to know because I couldn’t live with myself if I didn’t
tell him about the reality and some of the things that do happen. I haven’t
really had those conversations with my fifth graders because they are a little
bit younger, some of them that are a little more mature I’ve had that
conversation with, some of the ones that are the most mature are the ones that
act out a little more – maybe they are bored?
He shared this and I was reminded how easily society adultifies young Black boys. We
move them from being children to adults, both in the way we treat them and the way in
which we expect them to react. As Garreth spoke some more about this topic, he reflected
on something he had mentioned before, about him always finding the need to be superpositive, super-energetic, warm, open, friendly, and trying not to be perceived as
threatening. He said he tries to give his students the same advice. I asked him why he
does it:
I don’t want to give Black people a bad rep. I think that if their guard is let
down a little bit, I can work my way in there for more difficult conversations
so when I say something. I won’t be an angry Black man but I’ll be a friend
or ‘the nice guy.’ Unfortunately, I sent out an email last night in the wake of
the Ferguson decision, and it wasn’t an angry email, I just said to my staff
that… I said “hi all, I personally am at a loss for words in the wake of the
Darren Wilson verdict. I am holding on to hope against hope that the
historical motif of children leading a troubled and dark society into
enlightenment lie dormant rather than dead. Tomorrow in social studies, I
will continue my search for answers in the community of students. If anyone
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has any lesson plans or ideas, I would love to hear them.” And the quote I
ended with was “an educator should consider that he has failed in his job if he
has not succeeded in instilling a trace of a divine dissatisfaction with our
miserable social environment.” So I thought the tone of it was of me being
overwhelmed and frustrated, but not angry. Some of my Black colleagues
were like “you sent out the angry Black man email, didn’t you?” So a lot of
them, not that they didn’t support me, they didn’t think it served a purpose
because “they aren’t gonna hear you out cause it sounds angry.” We’re
community educators – if we can’t talk about it, who is talking about it?
Garreth’s words strike a chord so deeply in me because I often think that as teachers of
color, as Black men and women, who will speak for our students and the communities
they live in? They are aware of the political discord when they hear their parents talking
about it, but not talking to them. So as educators, do we tell them to leave their lives
outside the door? If so, what are we telling them? That there is no place for the whole of
them inside our classrooms? As I sat there with Garreth, I told him that that was
something I was struggling with that very morning in the wake of the lack of indictment
against Darren Wilson – there are communities of Black kids who are upset; they have
feelings, they understand. My own children left that morning, and I was hugging them
really tightly, and they were comforting me. I couldn’t get over it, I woke up crying that
morning. I wasn’t the only one upset. God knows, we’ve seen a plethora of Black men
and women shot and killed over the past couple of months. As Garreth and I sat in a
moment of shared sobriety, we noted that within the space of two days that week, Akai
Gurley was shot and killed in Brooklyn and then Tamir Rice, a 12-year-old boy, was shot
and killed in Cleveland. It seemed bleak and grim, and we wondered at how Garreth got
to talk and engage with his middle school students who must have heard the news and
hear the adults around them talk. He and I mused about the words on social media
platforms that said every “28 days a Black boy is killed by an officer of the state or
someone who is White.”3 Garreth told me that his fiancée showed him a picture on

3http://www.politifact.com/punditfact/statements/2014/aug/26/marc-lamont-hill/unarmed-black-

person-shot-every-28-hours-says-ma/
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Instagram of someone holding up a poster that said “justice for ____”, and underneath it
said, “I leave this name blank because there will be another one in a few days.” All of this
is emotionally very challenging and definitely a struggle on a daily basis as it affects the
interactions with both students and teachers.
Bearing in mind that Ricky is one of three Black males (Bristol would consider him
being a “Grouper”) at his school and also teaches at an all boys’ school in Brooklyn, he
spoke about his interaction with his students like this:
I don’t think they act that differently [towards me]. But I do realize that you
get what you put in. boys are the most loyal creatures because they are
naturally loyal; they come to you wanting to follow. To be under your wing,
so if you show them that love; that you authentically care, at the end of the
day, they will show you the same. So my interactions are always based
around care and based on how much they care for you. I may be tough as
nails on you, but you know I’m not telling you to do something just ‘cause,
I’m telling you because it is a solid purpose. I taught second grade last year
and I’m teaching fourth grade now, I interact the same way. I coach a
basketball team in middle school and the interactions are always the same.
The only thing I have not done is teach high school or interact with high
school boys on a professional level, like this, but I would imagine that it’s the
same.
I loved that he said that boys are naturally loyal creatures. We are often told through
social and mainstream media that Black boys and Black men are not loyal. Those are
always the narratives that run on that storyline, and it was so interesting to hear him
articulate that they are naturally loyal creatures which tells a counter-narrative against the
biased narrative we hear in mainstream and social media. As I raise my own two
teenaged sons, I believe that as a truth. Society teaches us to downplay it and shape it so
that all people see in Black boys and men are the fabricated lies of their failure. My
grandmother used to say that if you treat a child badly, it will lower expectations of him. I
look at my own sons, too, and their interactions with their own father, and I’ve seen them
with him at their school functions, when I have to pull them to the side and tell them
don’t say that or don’t treat him like that. I remind them that they would never speak to
me like that … because I don’t allow it – and they recognize that and pull themselves
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together. Ricky and I sat and mulled over the fact that his students act to his expectations
of them – which are high, and they consistently rise to the occasion.

Real Designs – Curriculum Structures
I was curious to know how they understood and navigated their work around
curriculum design and execution and how much autonomy they had in its structure. Jay
explained that he did not have much autonomy around curriculum design but that he had
other ways in which he bent and shaped his classroom practice as a Black male teacher:
I try to figure out ways to screw that [Black Culture] in and to put that in as
much as I can, especially now as a second year teacher, I know what I’m
doing. In terms of management, I feel like I don’t have to use all the
taxonomy that we are taught – that’s really for White people who don’t know
how to talk to these kids. So they’ve created this language for them to
communicate with them, but for me, like, I grew up in that culture, I’m a
Black male, I feel like I can get it across to these kids in a very different way.
I asked him to elaborate on that … how did he do it? He explained:
It’s a lot more informal. So instead of like following directions, I’m like
“hey,” it’s more of a conversation, like someone talking to their brother or
their sister. It doesn’t have to be real stern or strict for the most part. There
are times I have to get strict with them, even that’s a little different, like in
tone. It’s very informal. They respond to it better because they can tell its
coming from a place of care, not just someone doing their job. I infuse it in
small ways like during the independent time, I’ll play a lot of older funk or
jazz, like James Brown, Jimi Hendrix, and Ray Charles, to give them, and so
they can hear where their music comes from. I’ll try to mention a lot of
prominent Black figures who they can look up to as role models or who had
positive effects on Black culture. I’ll try to relate the facts given back to one
of those.
I just started playing that type of music this year, but I also just started
this other thing where every Friday at the end of the day, we have this thing
called family meeting. It’s really informal and I’ll talk to them about a
character issue or character development or different family values and as
that progresses, I want to start to relate that to the music and the people they
hear. So it’s not just random people, these people helped shape Black culture.
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I like how Jay had started to think independently of a really structured curriculum and
thought of ways to be able to still infuse a knowledge and love of Black culture with his
students. He is the only Black teacher at his school, and his school has for the last two
years attained the highest scores for an elementary school on the standardized testing in
the city. He described the instruction at the school as rote and militarized; the students are
often yelled into submission, and there seems to be very little care for them other that
they perform well on these tests. He is concerned that these are 1st and 2nd graders and
that this is their introduction into formal education, which is why he tries to alter what his
interaction with his students is like.
Alex described his navigation of the curriculum planning as follows:
It’s difficult to make the distinction between me being Black and male or if
it’s just my personality, but definitely this year I’ve taken to teaching more
for liberation and when I say that I mean that I’m teaching them about
inequality and injustices and working on ways we can combat that. It’s
always difficult because we have so many things; we have the curriculum and
so many things at once, that it’s very difficult to connect yourself to the
classroom. I think I’m doing a better job with that this year than I did last
year, so I think it affects the content. For example, Ferguson and being the
teacher to talk about it and not by having a conversation with my colleagues
but because it matters to me. That could be because I’m Black and male or it
could be because it matters to me. I definitely would say it does but then at
the same time, I can’t say all Black males would do it. The principal is a
Black male but there wasn’t a school wide discussion or focus or moment of
silence and that isn’t anything to say about him but just respective to
individuality.
When Alex spoke, he was always so matter of fact with an underlying twinge of sadness,
and I got the impression that he wished so badly that things were different, that he had the
ability to affect a change in the structure. Of my four participants, he was the only one
born and raised in NYC and also the only one who taught at a public school. Sometimes
he looked burdened and overrun with cynicism, and I was saddened, as always, because I
felt helpless to help him with his struggles. I have the impression that he would be less
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defeated by the system if he felt he was not alone, or if he thought he would be able to
have stronger and regular mentorship.
Garreth said the following about his interaction with the curriculum he teaches:
I think being a Black man, that’s difficult because I … I think being a Black
man has made me really push for excellence in my classrooms. I’ve always
associated being Black, and being a Black man, with excellence and for that
reason I expect the same of my students. In some ways, there is a lot of, after
going to college, there is a lot that is problematic with the sort of rhetoric of
being a Black man and I subconsciously propagate and proliferate those same
ideals.
I asked him to give me an example of what he meant:
I’m a lot better with it this year, but last year with some of my students, this
is really common – a student did something really bad and they are lying
about it, usually a boy – and if they did something they need to man up and
admit they did it. “Part of being a man is about taking responsibility,” when it
should be a responsibility of all adults. This year I have been really
intentional about changing the rhetoric, but I do think that those are some of
the ways I think being a Black male has affected my teaching style and
pedagogy for the better and some for the worse. I think it’s made me really
drill excellence and the fact there is no room for error, or there is no room for
complacency….
I asked if he meant for him, or for his students, or both. He responds:
I’m here to make sure they get through those, too. I fail if they fail. And so
we can’t be complacent because then I fail and you fail as well. So those are
some of the ways I think being a Black male has influenced my role in the
classroom.
Ricky’s sense of self-pride was tangible; it shone in his eyes when he spoke –
quietly and calmly – and when I asked about the way his lessons were structured and
curriculum designed, he had this to say:
I always think that it’s, as a Black male in an all-male school, you’re
definitely at an advantage. It’s something about how powerful the presence of
a Black man is. Once you realize that power, you become dangerous. It’s a
good, beautiful dangerous. And I am still finding that danger within me. It’s a
beautiful thing because now I can bring that into the classroom – that
confidence and charisma and all the elements I have as a powerful being. It’s
raw energy and raw talent, but you have to mold it. It’s a skill and talent that
you have to hone because if not then you’ll waste it.
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I was blown away by this statement. It hit me right in the gut, and I remember sitting
there looking at him with my mouth agape. I am generally not at a loss for words, but I
sat there and marveled at this young teacher’s description as “beautiful dangerous” …
what if all teachers could see that in themselves as well as see it reflected in their
students? When I caught myself, I asked him if in honing this energy and talent in his
students he deliberately structures his classroom and lesson plans and curricula with the
intention to positively shape these boys he teaches.
I think it’s that you try to take what you have and you try to apply it to
everything you do in the classroom. When it comes to classroom
management, I never raise my voice. And when I do raise my voice, you
know it is about to get real. But I very seldomly raise my voice and I’m not
going to say it again. And it’s that unknown that gets me because they don’t
know how powerful I am and I don’t know how powerful I am and that’s an
unknown. When it comes to teaching, there is always a way you want to
present yourself. There is nothing wrong with looking up to athletes or
rappers, but to have that being in front of you in the classroom, that is very
powerful. They’ve never seen it before or they seldomly see. So you always
try to make everything count. Like see, this is another form in which you can
take over. And hopefully one day I can be awesome.
I think he is already awesome. His reflection on himself and his practice is not new and
revolutionary, but here, in front of me was a sincere and emboldened teacher, who
teaches to the benefit of the whole student.

Collegial Relationships
When talking about their colleagues, they each had different experiences. Jay said
that he doesn’t talk to too many people at the school too much, outside of his co-teacher,
and that is simply because he sees her every day. And perhaps he interacts with three
other teachers. Other than that, he never connects with his colleagues over weekends or
does things with them that aren’t school-related. I asked him why this is, and he said:
For some of them – it’s like I have a sneaking suspicion about why they
do what they do, why they are teaching.
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I asked him to elaborate:
It’s not clear what their intentions are. Like, are they doing this to boost their
resume? I think all of them care, but I’m not sure if they are doing this or
what they think these kids are capable of. I feel like they are focused on data
and that kids have x scores. They are worried about that cause it makes them
look good, but I’m focused on stuff that you teach these kids that they can’t
quantify especially, but they aren’t worried about it because these aren’t their
people. But these are my people, so I am invested with them at that level.
There are so many things they need to learn about the world but you’re not
going to teach them because 1) you don’t know how to communicate with
them and 2) no one is teaching you how to communicate with them. No one
is telling you that you need to communicate with them. It’s not just their fault
– it goes up the ladder too.
Jay echoed such aloneness as he vehemently spoke about his relationship with
colleagues, and again I was reminded of Bristol’s (2012) work and the isolation that Jay
must feel as a loner at his school. There is a huge disconnect between what he perceives
as his role at the school and what he perceives his colleagues’ roles and intentions are. I
was also struck by his understanding that the students are “his people” and that the rest of
the teaching corps at the school do not consider the children as theirs and thus cannot
offer a relationship where there is a genuine understanding of the students’ lives.
Alex’s understanding of his colleagues and the relationship he has with them is
melded in the relationships with the women on his staff. He said that the women are
particularly caring of him because they can see that he is a young teacher and they offer
advice and resources. He has a good relationship with an older White woman whom he
views as a mentor to him, and she is often the one who will tell him inside rules that no
one else has bothered to tell him or explain to him.
Garreth described his second year of teaching as a great one as far as working with
colleagues is concerned. His co-teacher is an African American woman, and he marvels
at how lucky both he and his students are. He said that they complement each other well
and that they share a genuine concern for the education of the whole student. He also
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stated that he doesn’t think the students realize how fortunate they are to be taught by two
Black teachers at this formative age.
Ricky is also very happy with his colleagues. He is one of four Black men at the
school, and I would say that the fact that he is supported by other like-minded Black men
boosts his confidence in himself and his teaching of the boys who attend his school.
There are only three other Black males at my school. And interacting with
them on a constant basis, there is always an honor and self-respect that we
carry with us. I co-teach with a gay White male, and we are really cool. My
first year, I taught with a teacher who is now my good friend, and he is a
White guy. I feel like my interactions, I can’t speak for them, but I think that
a level of respect is there. The respect for me is neutral because I’m a teacher
at the end of the day. It’s a profession that I take very seriously. It’s a craft
and a professional setting with teachers. I’m not for complaining.
Since there are four Black men at the school, I asked if they gravitate toward each other
sometimes or if he hangs out with them sometimes in ways that he doesn’t with other
colleagues.
I think that’s just a given. I went to school with two of the others. They went
to Morehouse, and I went to Clark Atlanta, so I think the connection is there.
I think the support system is naturally there. I think that with other Black
men, I’m in a position where we know we aren’t in a majority, so we know
that “I’m not going to watch you fail.” You’ll always reach out your hands.
I’ve always experienced that when I’m in the minority, even with internships
and it’s like, two Black male teachers and we are fluent. So of course we will
help each other.
Ricky highlights the benefits of being a Grouper quite eloquently here – he highlights the
fluidity of the relationship and how much of the support structure seems naturally organic
and more inherent in the identification of self in each other as Black male teachers. His
understanding of himself is reflected to his Black male colleagues and then back to him.

Relationships with Parents
I asked my participants if they noticed a difference in their interactions with
parents of their students as opposed to the interactions with White teachers. Jay said:
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I find it easier to communicate with them – better than some of the other
teachers can because I grew up having to talk to people just like this. So I can
get a bunch across without coming across as rude or assuming they don’t
know what you’re talking about. They probably do, you’re just saying it
wrong. If they don’t know, then they just don’t know. Tell them, you don’t
need to break it down to them like as if they are babies.
I asked if he thinks White teachers pander and dumb down their talk in their interactions
with parents, to which he replied in the affirmative. When I asked him why he thinks so,
he said that he thinks it’s because the parents are Black and sometimes poor, and the
assumption is that poor Black people cannot be “up to scratch” or have an understanding
about their children’s education. He said it definitely is about race and income and
societal perceptions about being poor and Black.
Alex echoed some of these sentiments:
I’d definitely say that I think I have pressure. I think that over time I come to
have an advantage but I have pressure, especially with the boys, sometimes
with the girls, when the kids have done something really off the world - the
parents know that I know they’ve done something serious. I don’t call as
much as some of the other teachers. They are responsive to me. I feel a little
pressure inside to make sure I look out for them, especially when the parents
sort of have a good relationship with me. I try to talk to them as much as
possible. The difficult thing is that they don’t know how to separate it. It’s
more relaxed, it’s not really a drawback, just difficult to manage when I’m
trying to do other things. There is this one kid where his mom wants him to
have more male influences so she’s asked me to follow up with him on
different things. I walk him to the train, and all. And again, it’s not always
convenient but I don’t mind because I’m hoping something happens to help
the parents.
Garreth described his experiences with parents as both good and challenging:
I feel like they are on two extremes. Also age is a factor when dealing with
parents. Since I’m young, I present as very young and I think I’ve had
difficulty with a few parents around that. But last year, one of the first things
that a parent said to me, it was my first time meeting her, she was very
defensive and in attack mode, “what are you going to do to ensure my son
doesn’t become one of the kids in the school to prison pipeline?” And I told
her, I think to anyone else it would’ve been scary, but I immediately got
excited because that’s what I’m here for. You know, I went to Stanford, I
studied African American studies and that’s exactly why I’m here. People
don’t talk about race enough. This mother was so excited.
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She was a nightmare parent for everyone else, but she and I had a great
relationship because I could talk to her and relate to her on that level. And I
wasn’t oblivious or ignorant to some of the happenings of our society. That
was one example; she would vent to me about things going on with her son.
So I think that as a Black male, that really opened the door with her. She
asked me to informally mentor her son and be his ‘big brother.’ I’ve had
other situations… I don’t think I’ve had any negative interactions with
parents as a Black male, but as a young teacher. Particularly with parents
who have had children who have been held back and they are like, ‘you don’t
know what you’re doing.’ That’s fair. Overall I’d say being a Black male has
been to my benefit and not my detriment.
Like Garreth, Ricky’s interactions with parents were influenced by how they
thought of him as young, and not necessarily Black. He said that he had some parents
think he was a student at the school and not a teacher. He said that once his role is
established, he is pretty strict about it in that parents know what he expects:
I have so much respect for them. Especially the Black father thing.... We are
always on the same page with whatever that is going on with their son.
I asked, "Because they see their brother in you?"
Yeah, it’s like a constant interaction – that’s how they’d interact with a coteacher or other colleague. But it’s always “what’s up?” We’re building like
that.
I asked if he thinks it’s because they recognize the common purpose with him and them.
Yeah, I think they realize that I have some kind of … I’m on the same page
with them when it comes to their son. Academically it is important, but we
also want to build them as a man. We can connect and go from there.
Ricky unwittingly raised the issue again of whether these teachers are father figures to the
children they teach and interact with, and again he seamlessly dispelled the thought when
he spoke to the relationship between him and the fathers and how together they have
common goals as to how to raise and educate the children placed in their care.
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Rolling out Discipline
Another theme that emerged in the conversations with my participants was
discipline. It was really interesting how each of them saw the issue of discipline in their
own classes, how other (White, female) teachers used them to be the teachers who
enforced the disciplinary model on the students of color, and how that seemed to be a
prominent assumption made by White colleagues (that the Black teachers had some
insight to disciplining Black students). Jay’s interactions with his students and those he
does not teach is that he reaches out to them first, he stops to talk and make connections
so that he feels he can address them as an older brother when the need may arise. Earlier I
related how he pulled a student from a class he didn’t even teach so that he could help
calm the situation. He said that this approach has worked well for him and allows him to
be more than just an academic educator, but also offer a very humanistic interaction with
the students.
Alex described his interaction like this:
Classroom management I haven’t really struggled with, and I think that’s
where being male, especially being a Black male, has really helped. I don’t
think the kids see me as opposition as much. I think that a lot of times,
especially in the inner city, they see authority as opposition. That definitely
comes from the culture of learning about police brutality and being afraid as
you grow up and so the interesting thing, particularly in light of Ferguson, we
expect these students (especially the young Black males) to come in and
listen to authority. And I just saw in the news that a white man blew
somebody’s brains out because he was Black. Regardless of the technicalities
of what happened, in our Black communities we know that this happens all
the time. And of course it will be framed by the parents and what is really
happening. But not yet has there been a discussion around police brutality
and response to authority in our communities and how it relates to school, but
yeah … I don’t think they see me as opposition.
I asked if he thinks it’s because he is Black.
I think that it helps and I think being male helps. I can only assume they
aren’t saying things to me, but also because of my personality. I think it’s a
give and take – I don’t really try to boss the kids around; I tell them all the
time that I’m really just there to help them learn.
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I asked if they know that he was born and raised in the Bronx. He responded:
I believe so. I think they probably know I’m Jamaican but I tell them that all
the time. It definitely connects us when it comes to the fact that I have
relationships with kids I don’t teach; I think that has a lot to do with being
Black and male – it has a familiar face, they come to my classroom if they
want to talk. In terms of it being comfortable to them.
Alex went on to say that some of his White, female colleagues rely on him to intervene
on disciplinary actions with the students.
Which is okay. I feel like that’s meaningful for me in a lot of ways and I
don’t mind, for sure.
I asked why it is meaningful to him. He states:
Because I feel like, when they are always getting in trouble they are
vulnerable. Trying to help them rethink and understand bigger concepts and
getting to see how far it goes or what next to do can be exhausting, because
actually I’ve got to teach, but it’s cool, that concept. And to see them receive
it and do well and correct their behaviors or say hi to me on the street, I guess
it’s like, you know? Good.
Garreth said that when it comes to discipline, he remembers as a boy himself he
would listen to the men in his family but would listen because he was afraid of them and
was afraid of being beaten by them.
Sometimes because there is no threat of me imposing physical force upon my
students, some of those levers I would use a Black male in a non-educational
setting, like with my children or family, those levers aren’t in place in an
educational setting.
He said that that is something he is grateful for, and between him and his co-teacher he
can always talk sense into a student who is being difficult or going through some
struggle.
Ricky highlighted a very riveting point when we talked about discipline:
Black men are being pushed into the dean role, where they handle the
behavior rather than roles where they handle the construction of curriculum
and building schools.
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I asked him if he thinks that often the Black men in this position are placed there
deliberately to be disciplinary managers. He responds:
Often for disciplinary or cultural reasons, rather than academics. It’s rather
that we want you to go in and give your fist bumps and high fives, but when
it comes to teaching, we’ve got it. I feel like Black men should be pushed into
the role of creating curriculum and school operations, be school heads, and
they are not.

TFA’s Influence on Their Teaching Lives
All the participants entered the teaching profession through TFA because they
wanted an inroad to teaching and were aware of TFA recruiting on their undergraduate
campuses. With the exception of Ricky, they all applied through the TFA process and
were accepted into the program. Ricky had already been offered a job at his school when
he was a junior. He explains:
I did an internship in a common school as summer teaching where after the
internship they would offer you a job and I got that. I thought TFA would be
another network for getting and understanding different people’s narratives
on urban education. So I thought it would be a great opportunity for me to
join Teach for America.
So even though he already was secure in a job in the beginning of his senior year, he still
considered TFA because of the reputation and the thought that he would have access to a
bigger network when starting his career in teaching. When asked about support structures
in the NYC TFA corps, each of them had different understandings and experiences.
Jay was invited to be a part of a TFA fellowship meetup he attends on Tuesdays.
He expands:
I have this TFA teaching fellowship every Tuesday night, and it’s like me
and 11 other White girls. I’m the only one in the whole group like at a lot of
these fellowships that I’m part of, either the only one in the group or one of
two or three. Then everyone is looking at you, and asking what do you think?
I can’t speak for all the Black people in this profession, but I bear that burden
in the group as the Black liaison for all the Black people, or the
spokesperson, I should say.
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I asked how that makes him feel. He stated:
I wish I had someone else there so that even if we didn’t agree with each
other, people could see that all these Black people don’t think alike – they
look alike, but they want different things. They aren’t much different from us.
I asked him to clarify what the fellowship is and asked if it is like a cohort. He explained:
It’s like … we had to get recommended for it and then they put you in groups
based on your availability. And I really like it because the point is they really
challenge you to think about your students and how your identity affects you
as a teacher. Last Tuesday was the first meeting, but it’s really getting into
the cycle of socialization a lot, and how the majority of teachers influences
society. I feel like this is the point she was trying to get across but she never
specifically said so, but what I took from it is that being in these charter
schools, now you’re part of the majority. So what am I going to do to change
the system, instead of just going along with it?
I asked why he attends these sessions, and he said he tries to go so that he can learn and
be involved in the change, but that the conversations that happen seem superficial – at
least to him, and that because he comes with his own history and understanding of Black
culture. He is particularly frustrated that that people in the group look to him for all the
answers and questions around diversity.
Alex talked about the Black teachers network that the NYC TFA branch has
started, but he doesn't participate in it because he doesn’t know much about it. He stated:
As a Black male I don’t think there has been any specific training or
conversations about what that [being Black] might mean to the students. I
went to a teachers of color convention in the summer in Atlanta with TFA,
which was really awesome, but it was just in the summer.
I asked what kinds of things were up for discussion at the convention.
The difficulties we face as teachers. We talk about the psychological burden
of the consequences these children will take over time, how to better utilize
ourselves in the classroom and different strategies as well. How to be
diversity experts in the classroom and provide certain accesses and certain
efforts. It was more about us reconnecting to why we thought this work was
important.
Garreth said that he had his mentor teacher and the small group at his school in his
first year, and that he knew about the Black Affinity Group at the TFA branch in NYC,
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but that he honestly did not, nor still does not have the time to tap into the resource. I
asked if he felt that it spoke to the needs of Black males as teachers and if it offered any
support, and if it meant the Black Affinity Group discussed diversity of the student
population or the teaching population.
I think it was the student population. I think ‘identity’ is a more appropriate
way of labeling it. Whether one day we dealt with privilege, another day we
did gender, race, and class. So I think they touched on it, I don’t think it was
ever specifically about Black males. I think we talked about suspension rates
once and that it was highest amongst Black males, but I think that was it.
I was struck that the sessions around Diversity in the TFA gatherings seemed to the
participants as if they were not specific enough to give the new teachers a deeper
understanding around race and related issues.. Garreth shrugged this off as if it is just the
way it is. I am not convinced that this is how it should be. He went on to say some more
about the Black Affinity Group when I asked what it is that happens there, and then he
offered a perspective on his own understanding of the support he wished he received.
I think they offer a forum to discuss some of what has been going on in our
schools and classrooms and connect with other teachers. Just kick back and
relax and socialize and connect with each other. I feel like that is what the
group offers, I say that is probably the only structure in place. I think one of
the reasons why I haven’t tapped into that as much is because, that’s fine and
dandy, but at the end of the day my school is not cooperative, I have black
friends. I don’t need Black friends, if there are people I want to talk with who
are black teachers, I have those. What I need are allies in my school. I need
people that are willing to fight this fight with me in the classroom in my
specific school. Other than that, I can have all the specific strategies in the
world and it isn’t going to make much of a difference.
Ricky described his understanding and experience with the support TFA offers
Black men:
To be quite frank, I never really reached out to TFA for support, especially
being a black male because I have views that shaped my thought processes
and the whole TFA charter school network so I didn’t reach out much. I still
think I’ve gotten involved with TFA a lot more this year. It’s not a major step
up from this year. And I wouldn’t expect TFA support as a Black male.
I asked why not. He stated:
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Because the leadership isn’t there. I think they can try and put things into
place but at the end of the day, I don’t think you can. There are so few and
we teach in neighborhoods where we are most needed. I don’t think we are
often recruited. I’ve never wanted to reach out to them for support.
Yet I knew he was part of a fellowship with the NYC TFA branch. I asked him about it.
It’s a good talk about heading to transformation. We are discussing different
ideas of how to implement transformational teaching in the classroom. We
have two more weeks left and I love it. It has some good moments, great
people in it.
I asked if it is folk from all over New York City and whether it is mixed gender and
mixed race. He replied in the affirmative. He also explained that he applied to be a part of
the fellowship and that he wasn’t accepted in his first year but then got invited into the
fellowship at the beginning of his second year. It seemed to me that he is skeptical about
the support TFA may or may not give Black male teachers. I asked him if there are
structures that are or are not in place in TFA and what those might look like to him. He
explained:
I would have to say the presence of more Black male teachers … a
significant push to get Black males in the classroom. And that’s why. If we
want to continue, if other networks will continue to think that the goal is for
students to succeed, you enter these neighborhoods and communities where
it’s not as simple as that mission sounds. In order to make a lasting impact or
major impact, a Black male should have a heavier presence in any school in
the inner city.
I asked him to define what he thinks having presence means. He responded:
Percentage wise? I can’t give you a number, but there should be a lot more
Black male school leaders than we currently have. Black men are being
pushed into the dean role, where they handle the behavior rather than roles
where they handle the construction of curriculum and building schools. I
always use this analogy: I could never go to an affluent area and be the
principal. You come to Brooklyn / Chicago / Miami, and so forth, affluent
white people are in the leadership positions and don’t really understand the
community.
His facial expression looked like he wanted to say more, but when I pushed and asked, he
said that he thought he had said enough for now. I let him leave it at that because I was
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hoping it would come up again, especially in the third interview, or perhaps in the group
interview where I expected they would build on each other's narratives.

Chapter Summary and Reflections at the End of the Second Round of Interviews
The second round interview really revealed so much about the participants, both on
a personal level, but then specifically about their teaching lives. Themes that emerged
strongly in this chapter were:
•

What brought the men to teaching careers?

•

Role modeling – and how they see their roles as teacher. How do they see
themselves as teachers, as Black men, as role models or father figures?

•

Authority and Discipline - Specifically the role of discipline and how this was
attached to their being Black men.

•

Familial connections – both blood and community

•

Black male power

•

Relationships with students, colleagues, parents of students and the management/
administrative members of their school.

•

Curriculum autonomy

•

The influence of the TFA program.

It was my hope that as we went into the third round interview, we could spend more
time reflecting on the themes that emerged. The one point that was really interesting to
me was that not one of the men thought of themselves as father figures, but rather they
saw themselves as familial, like a big brother or uncle, because they acknowledged that
these children had fathers – many times fathers who were really actively engaged in their
children’s educational lives. Again, this raises the question of Black men and how they
are perceived in society – in this case, as absent fathers. The commentaries by the
participants allowed for a pause to be created, and I thought about how their responses
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disrupt the narrative of absent fathers in Black communities and produced a counter –
narrative to be considered. An interesting comment by Jay highlights the familiar and
familial context of this narrative. He recounts how he often informally mentors students
who are not even in his classes, and how students actively seek him out to share
something about their day or their life in general with him. Garreth tells the story of his
one sixth grade student gets into trouble with a correctional officer and how he pulls the
boy aside afterwards and reminds the student that the officer most likely does not see him
as a sixth grade boy, but more like a grown man; especially since the boy was taller and
bigger built than many of his peers. Both of these two incidents highlight how these
teachers are faced with “teachable moments” both in and outside of their classrooms and
have the ability to, in fact, nurture these students at their school, as the Black males they
are, drawing both from their lived experience as well as their academic training. This
links very closely with another theme that emerged strongly; which was how often these
Black males were called upon to act as disciplinarians for the boys of color at their
schools, and how this took away from their role as being a teacher and nurturer in the
sense that these roles of nurturer were traditionally seen as feminine roles. Once again the
issues the men face are both racialized and gendered.
The last theme I will touch on for now is that of Discipline and Power. Ricky states
that he sees Black male teachers as “beautifully dangerous”. To me this highlights the
power of Black male teachers in an academic sense as well as makes me want to look
closer at the role of discipline at schools and noting that all of the participants discuss
how they are often called upon to discipline (especially) Black boys.
In the next chapter we look at the last of the individual interviews and how the
participants still want to elaborate on stories they shared or how they want to go through
processing them.
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Chapter VI
REFLECTIONS

“Let me tell you something. A man ain’t a goddamn ax. Chopping, hacking,

busting every goddamn minute of the day. Things get to him. Things he can’t
chop down because they’re inside.” ― Toni Morrison, Beloved

Introduction to the Chapter
This chapter presents the stories and commentaries that emerged during the third
interview with the participants. The participants were asked questions that led them to
look back at their first year of teaching. The share what they learned, what they thought
was lacking, and why they agreed to voluntarily participate in this study. I was also
intrigued by what they thought could be improved upon or what questions they felt I
didn’t ask. I lastly asked them if they had suggestions for follow-up studies or where they
thought we could head with this study and the questions asked of them.

Relationships
The first question in the third interview asked the participants to reflect on
something that had stood out for them over their first year and a half of teaching. A theme
that came across really strongly with all four participants in that first question was the
concept of relationship; the relationships they had forged with colleagues, parents,
themselves and mostly with their students. Each of them agreed that their first year had
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been a sharp learning curve and that coming into the second year was both less and more
challenging. Less challenging because they knew a little more about themselves as
teachers, but also more challenging because, in retrospect, they wanted to push
themselves in places they felt they were lacking.
Jay talked fondly of how he developed his relationship with his students by
December/January of his first year of teaching.
I started to figure it out, so I wouldn’t have to think about teaching so much,
so it was more of a conversation to little brothers and sisters. Its one thing to
see who I was as a person and I was able to learn more about them and the
room just became a happier place, like we joke around a lot. I learned a lot
about their families and where they are from and use that, like a lot of kids
are from Africa, a lot of kids are West Indian. So I talk to them about that a
lot and connect with them and like little stuff that they knew, like their
favorite food or whether their mom had just gotten back from Ghana, I was
able to use that stuff to build relationships and so beginning of this year, I
was able to do that from the beginning. It’s like yeah, I gotta know how to
teach and these challenges and stuff, but at the ends of the day the kids are
people, so I feel like the relationship you build with them trumps all the other
stuff.
Because Jay referred to positive experiences, I asked him if there was anything he would
consider negative about his first year, something that he wished he could do differently.
He replied:
I wish I had gone in on day one and known that I could’ve been myself. I was
more comfortable being myself. And the negative thing I feel like the school
structure really reminds me of a white dominant culture. There are a lot of
characteristics that are very similar to dominant cultures and if you don’t
follow that, or aren’t aligned with the ideology of the dominant culture at
school, then like you’re an outcast or they make you seem like “an other.”
The structure of the school is really similar to that. The way a Black kid
navigates through the school is like a parallel to how they will navigate
through life. All these white authoritative figures are yelling at you, telling
you what to do, always in your face. Yeah, they are encouraging you to do
well but when you don’t do well, it’s like not your fault. The kid just isn’t
there yet. But shaming the kid, or embarrassing them, into trying to do what
they deem to be the right thing. An idea of success has been generated for
these kids and it’s like the same for everybody – but who is to decide what
assessment of success for me can look like when it could look totally
different from someone else. I wish I would’ve stood up for that or spoke out
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for that earlier instead of trying to put all of these kids on the same path.
Giving these kids the options and letting them do what they want to do when
they grow up, instead of pigeonholing them into following or marginalizing
them.
I could see this was something he had felt deeply about and that there was almost a
moment where he berated himself for not acting better in his students’ interests. I
wondered what that might look like if these men would have had the opportunity for
more open dialogue with other Black male in-service teachers before they got into their
classes as novice teachers.
With the relationship building, Alex noted that he had not anticipated the level of
workspace politics he experienced and wondered how that would determine with whom
he built relationships and what these relationships would be like.
I guess I was assuming that I’d be in this sort of cocoon of someone who is
here for an altruistic reason. It’s great to get a paycheck but at the end of the
day, that’s not why I’m here. It’s difficult to have to digest the sort of
workplace politics that happen. I didn’t initially desire to be a teacher, so
different things become uncomfortable because I’m here for these kids. In
terms of how these systems work, they learn something new every day and
each week. Everyone has their role and trying to be ahead of the games, but
especially for kids with disabilities, you’re looking at a 14 year old who can’t
read, you’re expected to give them a curriculum when they can’t read. You’re
frustrated and they are frustrated. You have to do the dog and pony show
about how it needs to be done. It all has its place and was in place before I
started teaching. My cohort of TFA becomes undermined because you don’t
get to see the kids learn and grow. It’s tough. And without that sort of
meaning, it’s kind of like, if I were really helping these kids out, it would be
tough but not so tough. So I’ve been wrestling with that. I don’t even need to
be paid to be here, I’m passionate about education. But I’m alienated from
that feeling and from that growth because I’m part of the bureaucracy and
agenda. And then, I was talking to a coworker today, I signed up for TFA as a
two year commitment, but when you get here, it’s like … oh you’re only
doing two years? Well, that’s what I signed up for. I don’t want to disappoint
anyone but I feel like I signed up for two years and then I feel like the sideeye is being given if you’re going to leave.
Within this piece that Alex revealed to us, there is so much he was saying; he highlighted
the internal struggle he was going through – all the things he had literally signed up for
were not how he had imagined it would be, and I could see the despair in his eyes when
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he talked. When I asked if he was going to come back, he was unsure, shaking his head
as he answered – he was perturbed and didn’t know – he knew he cared about changing
the lives of the students he served, but he was not sure how effective he was, or if he had
the emotional and spiritual fortitude to continue. He looked like so many of my original
cohorts of TFA students when I taught in the program. At this point there was a very
palpable sense of despair around him.
Garreth also spoke of the relationships he had built with the students, and also how
behavior management had been really hard for him to balance. He told of how his shift
had changed in his second year of teaching:
I think my focus this year was being a better educator and getting the
instructional part of teaching down more so. When I came in last year I
wanted to let the kids know I was there for them, and I still do all those things
but I feel like I haven’t put my focus there because my school has been … I
don’t know, I’ve gotten feedback about that, about it being obvious that that
was my priority.
I asked him to clarify what he meant by this; if he received the feedback from people who
had completed classroom observations of his teaching. He explained:
Yeah, just … you know, they said thing like: “Your relationships with
students are really great, but you’re weak when it comes to delivering
instruction” and that kind of thing.
I asked if he then made a deliberate change – and if so, how he felt about that. He
responded:
I mean, I don’t miss people looking at me crazy, I don’t miss … I still
get snippy emails every now and then, but you know, I feel like I’m more
respected as a part of the teacher community in my school than I was last
year. Part of that is just staying around and part of that is that I’ve made
change – instead of having lunches with kids and reaching out to kids, I
might reach out to my supervisor a bit more. I invest my energy into making
sure lesson plans seem good or ‘can you come observe?’ I don’t take kids out
into the hallway to reset them. I did a lot of that last year. I also think I just
had a higher needs group of kids in terms of behavior last year – I really did
have to make them my focus in ways that I don’t this year.
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I asked him if he thought he sacrificed something with that choice – if his relationships
with the kids were different or better or stronger after that choice. He replied:
I’ve definitely sacrificed relationships with the students this year, um, but
even like…. I’m a really gregarious person, so even with the students, I still
have relationships with them – just not to the same level I did last year. It
doesn’t necessarily look like, wow, I have no relationship with the students.
Also, I like older kids more, I relate to them better. But yeah, I feel like I’ve
definitely sacrificed some of those relationships and some of that relationship
building just because I wanted to be respected as a teacher. I feel like I’m
closer to it now than I was. I’m on my way. But yeah, I wouldn’t say it’s
perfect.
I asked him why that was his focus when he started teaching. He responded:
I mean, I thought, that’s what I went into it for. It sounds really idealistic but
my goal was to inspire them, to challenge them, to instill in them a sense of
pride in being Black and all sorts of things. I feel like there is a lot of push
back, especially when you’re part of TFA, from other members of the
education community. You just want to come in here and give me your “lean
on me” speech and then you want to leave. I felt pressure to tone that rhetoric
down and amp up my teaching.
I was struck by how Garreth addressed the issue that so many people I have spoken to
about their experience have with the TFA program – many, both in and outside of
academia, consider it a ‘hit and run’ arrangement for 2 years, and I am struck how the
cohort members were surely aware of this thought that shadows the program, and how
Garreth had chosen to address it. I also believe that there is significant issues underscored
in the last four responses about roles or priorities of being a teacher; and what is
encouraged and the was is considered problematic by teachers and administration. For
Garreth specifically there is the problematic around what he believes is a “sacrifice” in
relation to limiting particular connections with students and what the administration will
value. This resounds with Alex’s philosophical take on teaching and what he terms as
“playing school”; do these comments from Garreth not also seem as a performance that is
put on show for the administration so that you can be deemed as a successful teacher.
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Ricky’s interaction with colleagues and students was different, and as he had
already pointed out, he was one of three Black men at the school and definitely had a
sense of support and camaraderie with his peers at his school. Although it was Ricky’s
goal to eventually open his own school and be principal, his intention was to remain at
his school for a few more years so that he could build his experience and hone his
leadership and teaching skills. Ricky highlighted a change in perspective from when he
started teaching and how it had influenced his relationships with the students he taught
and inevitably how it influenced how he viewed his role as educator. He described:
The power of reading; teaching students who are in the fourth grade that are
having a really tough time with reading content or even grasping the content
of the book and seeing the statistics about test scores and how successful a
student will be based on test scores and reading level. So if you really want to
be a teacher and you want to impact those teaching levels, you have to be a
great teacher. You have to form their mind. I once saw somewhere that a
leader is someone in the classroom, leadership is getting a group of people to
do something they have never done before and help students do things they
have never seen. It flipped my whole perspective on why teaching. But
thinking about teaching, especially if I want to know how to manage
teachers, I need to know how to be an exceptional teacher.
As each of them responded to that first question, it was apparent that they had all
considered the nature of the relationships with other people and themselves. They may
not have had the answers, but there was a measure of growth in their own interactions
and the reflections on them.

Reflections on TFA
I asked the participants to think specifically about how the TFA program had either
supported or not offered support to them. I was interested in Alex’s response as to why he
agreed to participate in this study; he said: “I almost said no because TFA sent the
information. Not another one of your things, TFA!” He giggled as he said it, explaining
that they get a plethora of emails from TFA or through TFA, and that many times he
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doesn’t even pay attention – as if TFA really wants to further their own agenda and not
really work on supporting the teachers in the corps. Jay spoke about the fellowship group
he had started to attend. He had both positive and negative feelings toward it:
The stuff they are doing at TFA now is like they encourage you to be
yourself. At least there is a part of TFA that definitely seems like a shift. The
fellowship is more of harping on the ‘negatives’ – a bunch of people in my
cohort are teachers in charter schools so they just talk about charter school
stuff and they really focus on a lot of the negatives of a charter school.
On many levels it sounded like a place to vent – but still it was a place to do so within a
circle of peers.
When Alex spoke about the level of workplace politics at his school, his face spoke
volumes, too. I could feel his disappointment – in himself, in his colleagues, and in the
TFA structure. He looked tired and worn out by a layered system where he felt
unsupported, and he said he was not sure he would return after the two required years he
signed up for.
Garreth highlighted the struggles TFA teachers have sometimes with their
colleagues’ perceptions of what TFA teachers are or are not doing in the schools.
I feel like there is a lot of pushback, especially when you’re part of TFA,
from other members of the education community. [I think they think] “You
just want to come in here and give me your ‘lean on me speech’ and then you
want to leave.” I felt pressure to tone that rhetoric down and amp up my
teaching.
I asked if he felt pushback from people who were not TFA members because they had
their perceptions of TFA. He responded: “Oh definitely. And all TFA-ers want to come
in and be super kumbaya and not do their actual jobs.” Garreth went on to say how he
didn’t think TFA realized or supported those struggles in that as an organization TFA
sometimes gets defined in a negative light, and those members in the corps have to work
through those perceptions but are not given the opportunity or space to have these
conversations. I took a moment to pause myself, as I had never really considered what
that meant for corps members who may find the need either verbally, or by their actions,
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to defend an organization about which they may be dubious. I’m not sure how I feel
about this, and what the implications would be on the teaching lives of the men in my
study. It is definitely a consideration to explore further.
Ricky was more concerned about his legacy as an educator. He said he was not
trying to make a name for himself nor to be known as a great educator in the realms of
TFA. He said he was not concerned with the publicity around TFA, but that his mission
was to be able to start his own school for boys of color. He said: “I can speak for myself
that I couldn’t care less; it’s not high on my priority list to impress them. If I don’t have
time for TFA, I don’t have time for TFA.”

Their Role of Disciplinarian
Ricky and Jay mentioned earlier how they think the Black men in schools are often
used as the ones who mete out discipline in the schools. I was interested to see the issue
of discipline raised again by each of the participants as they reflected on their time of
active teaching.

Why Participate in This Study?
Because the study was voluntary and the request for participants was done through
the New York City TFA office, I was curious to know why they had decided to
participate. I wanted to know what had drawn them to offer their time and stories when
they were not being paid for their trouble and had to sacrifice time out of their busy
schedules. Jay said he participated because:
It sounded interesting, and working at a school with very few Black people,
like I’m the only Black male there, I thought that if I could offer something
or give a different opinion, that you were looking for, because there is no
support for that at my school. At a more personal level, giving me an outlet
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on what it’s like working at that school and things I can’t talk about with
anyone in the school. It gave me an outlet.
I asked if he thought there wasn’t enough of a space or an outlet for that. He responded:
At least for me, because there are no Black males at the school, I don’t have
anyone to get together and talk to. The other two Black male teachers left,
one’s TFA commitment was over, the other had been there for three years
and wanted a change … he wanted to go do something in Mississippi.
Jay said he was really looking forward to coming together with everyone else and hearing
what they had to say, and to see how that dialogue would go, because he was excited for
having talks with a different group of Black males he didn’t know, and that it would be
interesting to hear all the different perspectives. I mentioned to him that I was surprised
that all my participants were in the same cohort, yet they didn’t know each other. It
seemed strange to me that TFA had not made a concerted effort to get them all together.
Jay mentioned that he thought they were trying to, or that he had heard that there was talk
about it.
Alex stated:
I know there are a few of us Black males and I thought it was awesome that
someone cared enough to interview us. Since I was asked, I just said “hey,
okay!” I almost said no because TFA sent the information. Not another one
of your things, TFA! But I was like, it found me and I believe I overlooked it.
So when I saw it again, I thought it was valuable information and I thought
about the way that I interact with the kids and the fact that the kids are
comfortable with me – not that they aren’t comfortable with other teachers.
But the fact that we can have discussions that other people outside the
community don’t have with them. And the fact that being a male, I think has
helped in terms of my management and showing other males that there are
definitions and narratives of manhood and I thought that would be important.
Of course that’d be important the second time.
Reflecting on how we are viewed by society, it’s not that teaching is the
worst job in the world, but if you survived elementary school and high
school, it’s very rare that teaching is what you’re going to do. You can’t have
a family on a teacher salary. And the pressure that society puts on males to
provide and have this family and so forth; what do you do? Because a teacher
salary doesn’t cut it. It doesn’t cut it for me and I don’t even have a family.
Much less the time. I don’t have time to do anything.
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Clearly the reason for joining TFA and teaching was not to make money, and in his
response, Alex also highlighted some of the reasons why teaching is not lucrative and
viable for a man who wants to have a family. Something else he mentioned to me was
that having earned his degree from NYU, his family and friends were perplexed about
why he would enter teaching, knowing full well the struggle he had to get to where he
was after graduation; also knowing that if he had not chosen to be a teacher, he would
earn more money and live a life of financial ease compared to his life as a second-year
teacher. There is definitive resistance to TFA from the individual participants. Alex both
acknowledges that he is happy to have gotten into teaching through the program, but that
he also feels that he has not received adequate support – financial and emotional –
support from the TFA program.
Garreth wanted to teach – he was cognizant of his decision and had not changed his
mind even after he started and was challenged by his first year of teaching. He decided to
participate in this study because he felt that it was important to hear the voices and stories
of Black men who teach in the school system. Eventually he wants to be a professor at
university level and believes questioning his practice will help him improve as he
progresses.
Ricky says he signed up because:
I definitely think thinking back to why I want to teach, why I do what I do.
And thinking about that why is something that you constantly have to think
about because it’s the gasoline to keep you going. This job is not an easy job,
and it’s easy to get caught up and to feel you aren’t good at it and you want to
quit. But if you keep that ‘why?’ it always builds. The why definitely pushed
my thinking to seek my purpose in education.
Although there were various reasons for agreeing to participate, all the participants
spoke to the interest of being able to meet other Black men in the TFA cohort, and all of
them expressed an eagerness to meet their cohort members. To me it was startling that
they had never met, that there was no deliberate move on the part of TFA to have them
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meet at the beginning of the TFA commitment and that there was no specific support or
monitoring for these men, especially as they were in such a minority.

The Way Forward
I asked all of the participants what they enjoyed or disliked about the study thus far
and what they might want to see done differently. Jay stated:
I think nothing is dislikable. It’s all pushed me to think about them,
things I’ve thought about but I’ve never been able to articulate. So a lot of the
things you’ve asked me, I’ve thought about them but putting it into words is a
whole different thing. I’m really looking forward to coming together with
everyone else and hearing what they have to say. And see how that dialogue
goes, because now it’s like a different group of Black males I don’t know, so
it’d be interesting to hear all the different perspectives.
Alex felt that it had been therapeutic for him. He explained that it put many things into
conversation that he had been thinking about in his head.
I’ve really valued it. I’m really glad that you care enough to hear these
anecdotes and stories. I always leave feeling encouraged that someone is
listening and being able to share that and hoping that someone is able to share
that.

Chapter Summary and Reflections at the End of the Third Round of Interviews
As I contemplate this last round of individual interviews, I consider it my hope that
I can make some small changes in the way teacher preparation programs look at support
of their Black male teachers. If a teaching institution can set some precedent around the
support of Black male teachers, given the fact that they make up roughly 2% of the
teaching corps, I am curious about what that would do in terms of encouraging others
both into the profession and retaining them in their positions. For me this is especially
pertinent in the socio-political setting in which we are living in the US and in the world at
this time.
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People in South Africa were asking me about the legal system in this country in
light of seeing no indictments of the police officers who had killed so many boys and
men of color across the USA.
I wonder if the world has lost its mind. It seems as if killings do not matter, as
people can get killed on video and it won’t help. When Eric Garner was killed on 17th of
July, 2014, I remember that I was sitting in my mom’s house in South Africa, and I kept
saying ‘oh my god!’ over and over, and I started crying. I raise two Black boys in the
USA and specifically in NYC. It could be either one of them. It could be the teachers I
work with. I’ve grown so attached to my four participants and they are all Black men. It
could be any of them at any point. My mom didn’t understand why I was so very upset,
and I started explaining the significance of the deaths and what it could mean to Black
boys and Black men. And then I explained to my mom that the police left young Michael
Brown’s body in the street in Ferguson for four hours in full view of his family. Even in
death, he was not afforded human dignity. In an interview, the officer who killed him,
Darren Wilson, said he would do it again. He described the young man as a beast rushing
him as his defense for killing him. Wilson said he felt “like a 5-year-old holding onto
Hulk Hogan” (2014). It was later ascertained that they were the same height and build,
and the cop was not indicted.
As I continued to think on this, I questioned how these teachers must feel in this
political climate and how they navigate their understandings of the world they live in
with the very practical aspect of having to teach in schools and classrooms that serve
predominantly students of color. It warmed my heart when Alex said that our talks and
discussions offered solace and some source of encouragement. It is a concept I want to
return to in my final reflections and recommendations from this study.
Themes that emerged strongly in this chapter were:
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•

Familial and Familiarity within the relationships with colleagues and with the
students themselves.

•

The politics of education and the politics of the TFA program; as well as critique
from the participants in the TFA program. Within these critiques there are
significant issues that are underscored by role or priorities of being a teacher and
what is encouraged, and what is considered problematic by the teachers
themselves, the program and the school administration.

•

The participants speak of growth – and my question to that would be how they
measured their own growth – both externally and internally as teachers.

•

TFA program goals and especially in relation to the teachers’ individual goals as
well as TFA as an organization.

•

Teacher understanding of teaching practices as representatives of the TFA
program, and as teachers what their complex ideas and feelings about this
connection.

•

There is also the individual, almost personable aspect of resistance to TFA. What
does the look like for the individual and for the program as a whole.

•

Alex talks about the financial consideration of being a teacher and how one may
better provide for you family if you were not a teacher. This is directly linked to
the contextualization of Manhood and provider, and in this case specifically Black
manhood.

As we move into the final and group interview I am serious to know which themes come
in to the group protocol and how the participants talk back to themes as they emerge.
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Chapter VII
FOCUS GROUP

We are inevitably our brother's keeper because we are our brother's brother.
Whatever affects one directly affects all indirectly. – Martin Luther King, Jr.

Introduction to the Chapter
In this chapter I describe the group protocol. It focuses on the participants’
interaction with each other; what their initial meeting looked and felt like, and also what
themes were apparent in the individual interviews and how we revisited them as a group.

When We Get Together…
I remember being super-excited and anxious that Saturday morning in January. We
were doing the group protocol that day, and I was unsure what to expect and how the men
I had come to know would react to each other. We were meeting in my home; I wanted to
offer a part of myself, and this was how I knew how to do that – to invite them into my
space. Seidman (2013) said to trust the protocol, but I was nervous, wondering if my
participants would be open to share of themselves with each other as they had done with
me in our one-on-one interviews.
What if they closed up and refused to talk; what if all of it felt contrived and
fabricated? All four of these men were in the same cohort of the 2013 TFA group, yet
they had never met each other, and they were a little more than a year and a half into their
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teaching experience. I recall them all coming in individually and being very stoic and
polite when being introduced; a firm handshake and a deep look in each other’s eyes; as
well as both wary and simultaneously hopeful that they would see each other reflected. I
remember feeling pride and a sense of accomplishment for getting them all together in
one space, and even though I was anxious, there was a nervous excitement that permeated
the air. As we sat and informally introduced each other and looked at menus for ordering
takeout, I could literally feel a sense of the walls coming down as the men started saying
where they were from, what they had studied, and spoke of people in the cohort they may
have known in common. I deliberately had set this up over lunchtime so that we would be
able to settle in over food and drink and the young men could generally ease into the
conversation. When we officially started, I asked them to introduce themselves, say
where they were born and raised and where they were teaching. As I started the first
question and asked them to jump in as they felt moved, the barriers of reservation and
shyness fell away quite rapidly and genuine dialogue and narration started to unfold. I
was overwhelmed as I watched them start to just talk and realized that perhaps a space
such as this was what was longed for and what was needed. In the next section, I share
and highlight the most common themes that emerged as the conversation unfolded.

The Edge and the Dap – Recognizing Each Other’s Presence and Humanity
I started the conversation by asking them to reflect on an incident in the past year
and a half that spoke to the significance and impact of their presence as a Black male
teacher at their school. There was this silence that I allowed to stretch for a moment as
they sat there in their reverie; I wanted them to take a moment; there was no rush, no
pressure.
Garreth started us off with an anecdote he had previously shared in an interview
where a parent who had the reputation of being aggressive approached him at the
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beginning of the school year and asked him how he was going to ensure that her son was
not going to end up as part of the school-to-prison pipeline. He said that he was
completely taken aback by the question as it was literally his second week of teaching.
He explained that as he started to speak with her and tell her his experiences – where he
was raised and where he went to school – a change in her demeanor occurred. He stated:
I think that a big part of it was she trusted me on a deeper level because I was
a Black male and some of the experiences I brought to the table as a Black
male, and throughout the year she was a more difficult parent with a lot of the
other teachers, but we were able to foster a good relationship and it worked
sometimes with her son, but ultimately she trusted me a lot more than I think
she would have had I not been a Black male.
As he talked, there were nods of assent from the other three, and it became apparent that
this was an understanding of experience that the others could speak to as well.
Alex added that he couldn’t think of one single incident but that he thought that in
general the way he interacted with the kids at his school made him feel like his presence
was a little different than just being their teacher; that there was something familial about
the interactions, where he could easily be a dad or big brother. He said:
It’s that family relationship where you can be mad at one another and still
have respect for one another outside the context of the classroom. It’s a tough
thing for me because I’m trying to be the teacher and they don’t always want
me to be that and they want me to be something else and if they feel like I’m
being too teachery, they let me know.
Ricky started talking, and as usual I was struck so deeply by his passionate stance.
He literally vibrated with passion as he talked. He informed the others that he worked at a
school where 98% of the population were Black boys and that he was one of three Black
men on the teaching team. He said he wanted to be able to create a perfect balance;
keeping a strong relationship with students and meeting academic excellence. His voice
broke a bit when he said that he was trying to grow as much as he could professionally
and “without taking out the edge and rawness [he] came in with.” I thought as he said this
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whether or not he was unwittingly thinking of himself as what O’Neal (2014) terms a
“thugniggaintellectual.”1 He continued:
It’s tough because my colleagues in higher positions don’t like it, of course
not; because it isn’t what the mode is. But I’ve come to realize that I really
don’t care because they won’t mess with you when you are getting the results
– they won't mess with you – and that is something that I’m trying to
push myself to do right now is to become the best teacher I can possibly be in
this system, in any system, and don't keep … don’t lose that realness and
edge that I have.
I was so profoundly touched, and for a minute I felt like a protective mother needing to
comfort this young teacher, because I saw his anxiety and his worry that he would lose
his edge; and get caught up in a system that doesn’t value him. “Talk more,” I said to
him, to them, “I see you shaking your head … and there is a lot of shaking of heads and
head nodding as he [Ricky] is talking; because I think you are talking about the same
thing. Talk more about what that edge is,” I almost begged. He looked to them as he
started to answer … and they nodded to him. An affirmation, a head nod; the dap.2 They
saw him. They saw themselves. Ricky explained:
The edge is an unspoken respect or unspoken vibe almost, that we have. The
kids know, it's like when I see another Black man in a setting where we are
not the majority and we are the minority – we always connect. If I see you
walk past, I’m going to say ‘what's up’ – I give you a head nod. I give you
the dap. We know what it is. It's the same with the kids. It's like a special
power and it's a gift – at first I thought it was a gift and a curse, but it can't be
a curse because it can only help you push the students where they need to be
academically – it works hand in hand. Other people are great teachers and I
can't take that away from them and others are great at this subject and that
subject but I’m great at what I do. It flows professionally and into the
professional realm of our career.
1According

to O’ Neal (2014), someone who credibly navigates a life of the mind and the life of

the street.
2The

Dap - An elaborate gesture of greeting developed by African American soldiers during the
Vietnam War, usually consisting of a hand shake and other maneuvers such as hand slaps and a
fist bump.
Or just a fist bump.
Or quite simply a head nod of acknowledgement.
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When he was done talking, we were silent, all of us were caught in a moment of
reverence. Ricky had articulated beautifully this connection we feel as Black educators,
as Black people, and I know I was not the only one in the room encouraged to hear it
described as a ‘gift’ and a ‘special power.’
Jay reiterated that being Black is enough sometimes – that being the only Black
male on the teaching staff is enough and that kids sprint out of their lines to greet him or
to hug him, and that he knows that it’s an acknowledgement of self.
Alex recalled a time when he traveled to Spain with his undergraduate class and
how he hadn’t seen another Black face for two weeks; they were in a bar one night and
another Black man walked in, and the two of them introduced themselves and chatted
like long-time friends. When Alex was asked by a peer if he only connected like that
because the other man was Black, he was surprised to answer her in the positive. He said
that he realized then that
it was equally as shocking for me in retrospect to realize how much the Black
nod is really like a real thing. I think it happens in school as well. Even when
you are surrounded by other Black people, it is like it still exists. The kids are
looking for you to affirm their existence and their reality as well as, you sort
of realize – you look to them too for what's up, how you doing? That's the
reality … yeah – that's how we roll you know – it's not like us to ignore each
other’s existence.
That last statement of Alex’s resonates with me. As an educator, I am especially
determined to acknowledge students and fellow academics of color. As with all of the
stories shared, we sat a moment in silence. It seemed that a natural silent moment at the
end of a sharing had become how this group gathering would move forward. I enjoyed
the feeling because I thought that even in these silences we saw and recognized each
other.
The next question led us to talk about the leadership in their respective schools.
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School Leadership and Students’ Humanity
The group engaged in discussion around the way the students at the school are
treated by other teachers or the administration. Garreth shared:
I'm just really frustrated with the administration that doesn't get it and with an
administration that thinks that school is strictly academic rigor. And you
know, I had a situation where I emailed my assistant principal and said,
“…part of the reason we are having behavioral issues is because we have
teachers calling the kids animals; we have teachers treating the kids like
animals. You all came with the expectation that they are going to be thieves
and then you're surprised when they steal.” Basically when I’ve pointed out
the fact that a lot of that is racist or a micro-agression and that none of that
will change in our students until we change our mindset and mentality, I’m
constantly met with “well you know our primary focus right now is academic
rigor.”
There were nods of agreement and murmurs of assent. Three of the four
participants had administrations made up mostly of White women, and each of the
participants spoke to this. Garreth said:
It's all White women – and I think that when you're in a space in education
where the administration looks so vastly different and has such a different
experience and background from the students, there is constantly going to be
problems because you have to have somebody that understands the students
and understands where they are coming from or a piece of it.
Jay expressed:
I think that my biggest problem is that our administration is all White, three
White women and a White guy, and the principal is a Black woman but she is
more or less a puppet for the White people above her, to be frank. And on the
first day of training and it is you and all these White girls from the suburb
who have probably never been in a room with that many Black people before
– that is probably twice as many Black people as they've ever been in a room
with in their lives. They throw all these negative statistics at you, which are
true, but I feel like they do it to paint this image of that not having time to get
to know these kids on a personal level; you just need to teach them and they
need to learn how to read and write and nothing else matters. So now it gives
all these people who have never had a connection with a Black community, it
gives them a good excuse to not connect on a personal level.
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Jay’s frustration was evident; he looked around the room at the other men, and I knew he
was encouraged to know he was not alone because they were nodding and murmuring in
understanding. He continued:
So now they are being treated like animals and yelled at like animals; the
teachers and administration feel justified because they have to erase or turn
the negative statistics around, but it’s crazy because as a Black male I came
through the same system and nobody treated me like an animal, and yet here I
am. That's the frustrating part – the administration paints a huge picture and I
seem silly telling these people that the problem is serious but you don't need
yelling and treating them like animals and containing them and having them
sit still all day, that's not going to fix it. If anything, it'll make it worse.
Especially when you are the minority in that viewpoint where everyone feels
like I’m out there on an island of what I’m thinking – it's really a pressure. I
definitely feel that while I’m not always right and not just because I’m Black,
it's not a trump card, but I know the students’ situation better than these
people who came from the suburbs, so that is where the pressure from me
comes from. And yeah, we're the number one school in the city two years in a
row. That’s the hardest part – okay, the kids are learning but you taught them
how to take a test, big whoop. These kids can't talk to each other, they are
rude as shit, they can't talk to an adult. They are mean.
So much frustration was expressed by Jay. Of the participants, he was the most isolated
as the only Black male on his school’s staff, and it showed when he shared as he blended
so many issues into one speaking turn. As I watched the process, I saw how he hung back
and waited until others had spoken and then offered his opinion, as if he could not believe
he had the space to speak without being judged and to be really heard by his peers. He
went on to tell us more of his experiences, and I sat in silence, pained listening to him –
for him and for the children he taught:
But sometimes in the hall, our schools are wild and it's just one room in the
school where they take these kids in there and yell at them like wild. All in
their personal space, which goes against everything that science says about
being in a kid's space. You’re in this kid's personal space yelling at the top of
your lungs – sheesh this kid must've stabbed someone with a pencil and then
they say something about folding hands. Like what are you afraid of? Other
small things that kids are going to do, kids from the UES and UWS are
probably doing the same thing. I don't know why these White people are
afraid of letting these kids be themselves, but I see what they are doing.
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Ricky raised perspectives around race and teacher education, in addition to what Garreth
and Jay had shared:
Another point that I thought about was that going back to how we train our
teachers – and TFA is a great organization and I'm for it, more power to
them, but it's just like you bring these people in who have nothing to do with
the community and you have a Black person give them an inspirational
speech like 'you are going to change the world.' And it brings certain people
to tears – and then that flips to yelling at these kids – and you feel the need to
let the administration know that you are the person that is changing their life
right now, but my thought is: no, you're just a teacher. They might have a lot
of people who care for them – you don't need to take that ownership.
Ricky raised such thought-provoking points:
I talked to a White male teacher about this one time; we are fearing them
[White people] from a young age. You have a kindergartener who is being
screamed at by a White male, and that is his first interaction with a White
man. It's so deep that people don't think about it and people don't want to talk
about it; maybe I'm crazing or maybe they are tired of hearing me beat this
dead horse. I feel like I can't go into certain neighborhoods and be leaders in
those schools and completely change and rip out what those students, I can't
go in there and impose my will on what I think they need. That won't happen
around the corner or in Westchester.
To which Jay added:
Which is crazy because you see all these White people that can't connect to
the Black community and these Black schools – no one bats an eye – but if
someone put us in a private school, they would not know what we were there
to do. The parents would go crazy if a whole bunch of Black teachers went to
these schools, which is wild because we have the same credentials that the
White teachers have, but just because we came from a different community,
we would be seen as not able to relate to the kids – which is the exact same
thing which happens in our schools, but why is it considered fine to do?
We sit there in awe as we digested these words. I didn’t know about the others, but
I had never really deeply considered the reversed picture Jay was painting. I think I had
always thought of why Black students were taught by White teachers and had hoped to
increase the presence of Black teachers in such classrooms and had not given any time or
consideration to the implications of the possible narrative if the roles were reversed.
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When Alex started talking, I was struck by how well he knitted the issues of race and
class together and how he transitioned us into ways in which we “play the game”:
I'm sure if it was Cornel West and he were dropped off at a prep school, they
would not know who his was. That’s the thing with White supremacy, White
normalcy is that it presumes that they are the only people who can do what
they do and the reverse couldn't happen or make any sense, and I think that I
come from a school where leadership is two Black males and a Black female,
and again White supremacy dictates that instead of honing in on embarking
on an unique experience or an experience that we know would be more
resonant for the students, we are under the charter pressure so we gotta
tighten up and do all these things to stay afloat or make sure that our school
model looks like the most highly achieving or producing school models. The
administration is doing the best they can – they are playing the game and it
trickles down to us playing the game. White female teachers are constantly
edified and meanwhile they are there to prove something to the world and of
course they will use all their money to buy all these resources and of course
they are going to translate this five different ways, whatever. It becomes a
pressure for everyone else that the older women and the older Black women
who I see and have been doing this work for so many years who are the target
of all this stuff have a pressure on them because these little suburban women
come in with all the time in the world without other stuff, and as the
principal, I can see how you value that person who stays till 9 and does
everything.
He was touching on the depth and power of institutionalized Whiteness when he spoke
about how the Black administration valued most the work of the White teachers. He also
raised the issue of access and economic privilege. He continued:
But that isn't everyone's reality; but the system leads to edifying that
person and wanting more people to that. Even outside the leadership of White
authority, there is still this way [of thinking] that what White America is
doing is where we need to be. I don't know, but I think it comes to me as
doing what works for them, and it becomes like 'OK, you're the rogue or you
seem that way or you're not crossing your i's or dotting your t's regardless of
if you are or not. It becomes you have dreads or whatever stupid thing…’ but
that White normalcy exists even in other spaces, so you know it's a larger
conversation as well about what is happening about education.
As Alex talked about Whiteness, he focused the discussion’s attention on the broader
system of education, not just at their individual schools, but also the administrative ranks
of schools in New York City.
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The Game: Keeping it Real; Keeping (it) Cool and Navigating White Normalcy
Ricky spoke about the system in his school and how he tried to conceptualize all of
it for himself.
I feel like for me, the system is the rules created around certain schools and
they were only created to help White women feel comfortable in rooms full
of Black children. You think about where these charter schools are rooted,
they were rooted in White women who are the driving force behind it and for
white Women who haven't been in a room with 30 Black boys, of course you
will be uncomfortable so of course you have to have crazy rules where even
if he twitches wrong and you take him to a dean because he might do
something wrong and he won't unfold his hand again. This system is for us
but not created by us and I think that's the problem I have.
The other men were nodding in assent, and there was a moment of palpable despair. It
seemed like the questions and responses had taken us down an abyss of darkness, and I
tried to redirect the questioning. As much as I tried to shift it, the men brought it back to
the issues that had no doubt been troubling them. They spoke some more about the
apparent fear White teachers have of their Black students and how this fear manifests
itself in rules and regulations that hold the students and them metaphoric hostages in a
system not built to allow them academic freedom. All of this is closely linked to the
greater societal narrative of Black male bodies as threatening and potentially violent; and
in this case, specifically towards white women teachers. The participants’ consideration
of this indicates a very conscious understanding of their own presence within this context
of prejudiced thought and conception.
With all of the rules at the schools and the quest for academic excellence, there is a
need for levels of discipline, whether that be in an academic sense or behavioral sense
with regard to classroom management. In both of the cases above, my participants spoke
to moments where they had encountered the Black male teacher as the enforcer of rules;
and as a correctional agent.
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Black Males as Discipline Enforcers
From what my participants shared, they had a common understanding of what was
happening in their schools in terms of discipline. All of them reported that they were
often called upon to enforce discipline; that there was an unwritten understanding in their
schools that as the Black males they would discipline the Black students. Ricky spoke up:
I sometimes question how we are forced to be enforcers and it’s like you're
just the garbage man, you go into the room and you send him out to the
White lady, so I think [in the schools] with the Black males it’s not the
intellect that is appreciated, or the Black male is only looked at as this vehicle
– we can build relationships but that is why as far as I know, the furthest a
Black male can go in my network is a principal, and even that is like you are
pushing.
Ricky highlights the issue they each had spoken to in their individual interviews –they
feel like the roles they have at schools are different from their peers; that they are the
ones the “bad” kids get sent to in order to be disciplined and that that ultimately they
don’t have high-ranking positions in the school administration. They have pointed out
that the role is militaristic even, or (especially) when they are attached to titles such as
Dean of Students. Each of my participants described ways in which they tried to reach
out more to the Black students. Jay said that he tried to reach out and talk to them when
they were lining up for class or when he saw them before or after school. Jay was very
adamant about how even though he didn’t teach all of them, he wanted them to know
they were important and he “wanted to connect with them on a personal level.” As the
men showed their agreement by nodding to this statement, it was apparent that they all
agreed with this but were frustrated that there was not enough time in the day for them to
actually have an impact in terms of really getting to know the children. They were also
really frustrated that they got burnt out too – that their responsibilities, both as teachers
and life in general, hindered that progress; and moreover, it was a continuous struggle of
recognition for themselves and also for the students they taught. This is a really
significant theme regarding the representation of Black men as disciplinarians and
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enforcers in an educational context. This is then indicative of how Black manhood is
linked to this role and then also, how my participants perceive themselves within
framework.

Reactions to Black Masculinity Reflected by Day-to-Day
Interactions and in Mainstream and Social Media
As the men were thinking about the order and hierarchy in their schools, they
started asking each other what the reactions were at their schools around issues like the
killing of Eric Gardner, Tamir Rice, and other Black men who died as a result of police
brutality. As they shared out, they realized that none of their schools took up a discussion
or made mention of the events to the students or the teachers. Garreth explained why he
was so dismayed and frustrated by his administration:
When the Charlie Hebdo situation happened in France, we talked about it [at
school] the next day because it's important for students to know about
freedom of speech. This is in France, but we can't talk about what is
happening in our city. The freedom to live. Because we don't have that
freedom to live. We had a conversation one day when we were saying 'these
students need to' if a student cusses me out, they need to have an automatic
suspension. The White teachers said no, and we were like out in the real
world, you cuss out a cop and you're gone. The White people said that was
not even a little bit true. And I said, ‘For you, maybe.’
They all agreed that there is such a disconnect in what the lives of the students are and the
lives of the White teachers who teach them, that it is not addressed by school
administration, and students are asked to leave that part of themselves behind or at the
door when they enter the classrooms as if these are not the current conversations in their
homes or communities. Ricky, who was usually very articulate, struggled to express
himself here.
My AP was going on about how valuable [their] lives are, and I was just
sitting there laughing. Thinking: Stop. You're playing games with my
emotions, and I am trying to not act all crazy around you and I lose my job.
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Garreth told us how he wrote an email to his fifty colleagues in which he explained
his frustration, asking them for advice on how to address the killing of Tamir Rice with
his students. He only got back two written responses, and the principal never
acknowledged his email. What he did get was two Black colleagues who asked him the
next day if he was now the angry Black man. Alex interjected and says that it’s hard to
have an impact when they think you’re the crazy person – the angry Black man. Jay
responded that his principal said something about it in school assembly three weeks later.
He recalled that he sat in the back watching his White female principal “crying real
tears,” thinking that this was one of the silliest things he had seen. He confirmed that it
was not a discussion, but just a single point of view, and he was so frustrated by watching
it unfold. He went on to explain:
And then the tragedy.... I'm the only Black dude in school, and I’m not
drinking the Kool-Aid. I got called an angry Black man because of the
non-indictment of Pantaleo3 – no conversation. My skin crawled. Not saying
something about the non-indictment is what my administration refers to as
not being too political – but my thing is – look who you are talking to, or not
talking to. You don't have a choice. You can't do that anymore.
His frustration was echoed by the group with their grave head nods. Jay said he liked to
flip the script on this. He said that his administration and his students know that he is part
of a new generation of Black men, and that although the stereotype is that Black men are
dangerous, he spins that word "dangerous” differently and feels that even though there is
just over 2% of Black males in the classroom he says it’s enough, and more are coming.
There is beauty in the struggle that we have, and there are many people out
there and many Black people who realize that we have power and let's use it
and flip it. And it's a beautiful thing and it scares them and that's why they
'water us down' almost. They get a few ones and they water them down and
they get that drink and that Kool-Aid. But there are more of us. And many
more of us not drinking the Kool-Aid.

3NYPD

officer Daniel Pantaleo placed Eric Gardner in a fatal chokehold on July 17, 2014.
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The experiences of these teachers were so similar in this regard, from referencing
the ‘Kool-Aid’ to being called a rebel or an angry Black man if they speak up against an
oppressive system – both locally at their schools or in the broader society. We sat in
silence for a few moments, pondering. And as an aside, or perhaps as an affirmation, Jay
said, “They can’t pretend this is not political. You teach Black males – that’s political. In
itself it’s political.” When thinking of Blackness and politics in an educational sphere,
there is a need to return to Du Bois’s concept of double consciousness.

Duality … Back to the Double Consciousness
Jay talked about how his classroom practices were morphing:
I like that this year I've turned into a super rebel. My kids, as long as they are
learning, I don't care what they do. As long as they aren't distracting anyone,
you do you homie. But the administration doesn't feel that one. One way I
had a conversation with the class, when the principal walks in, you gotta look
like this. If they see you looking any other way, they will think I'm not doing
my job and we are going to get in trouble and it's not going to be good. So I
said let's practice. Do you and oh! So and so walked in. And they go and act
like that. And then one day it actually happened and they shot straight up and
got it together, to me I’m teaching two things: one: coaching in a way, two: if
it was up to me they wouldn't have to be a different way and they are only six
years old so it goes over their heads. So they start to see we can do something
in front of me but not in front of her – why is that? So I don't know, that's
how I go about it. Not heading a big issue, but that is how I manage my room
on a most basic level.
I was shocked and said that it was a little crazy that he was training six year olds to play
the game.
Sometimes they do it without training. I had my instructional coach walk in
and it's not like until half way through, I told myself I don't care what they
see. Cause I'm not putting on a pony show from them. I've tried to ensure that
all the tenants are there so that it can't be you're not doing anything. But my
guy from TFA and Matt came in and it wasn't until half way through that I
realized 'what's going on?' and I realized, oh he is here and that's why the
kids. And I realized the kids were you know. That particular class isn't
particularly rowdy but they were so engaged and I was flowing in teacherness
and this doesn't usually happen. And then I realized "oh!" so even without
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telling them, they have your back so they will actually, you know, raise my
hand and do actual talking to my partner in partner work or whatever it is
they don't like doing. They caught me one time, and I had to appreciate it and
acknowledge it. I feel you on that. On not wanting to nag them every step of
the way and, um, still wanting them to you know, know when to and there is
something to that as well. I tell my kids as well sometimes they talk a certain,
well, Mr. Alex knows what you're saying when you say that but in another
space you have to say this. And I make sure that they understand and when
we are talking you can say that, but when you walk into class you have to use
“paycheck English.” I try to take those teachable moments and those are
rewarding.
I was surprised that the participants relayed that they sometimes actively taught the
duality of being to students as young as 6, but what really made me both saddened and
emboldened was that many of the young students already knew how to change between
different selves. It made me question who they saw reacting like that, or where they had
learned to be conscious of their duality in society.

Job Security
Another theme that emerged in the conversation was that of being secure in one's
job. In their individual interviews and in the group process, the men mentioned that they
worried that if they spoke up, especially against the administration, they would lose their
jobs. They spoke about this in terms of feeling isolated and alone, because as Black men
they don’t have an economic or class heritage that privileges them. Garreth said that as a
college student at Stanford, he was encouraged to speak up against injustices and that he
had noticed that as folk at his school settled into a family life that the mindset of playing
the “game” for the check at the end of the day became more prevalent. He said he could
not say this with actual hard evidence, but it was the impression he got and that it “adds
to my feeling of being the only one or on an island by myself – that people won’t speak
up because they are afraid of being fired.”
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Recruitment/Retention
The theme of recruitment and retention runs through my research questions and
much has been spoken about in the media and written in the academy around each of
those topics with regard to Black male teachers. Jay started our conversation on this topic
by talking about the interviewing for jobs that happened at his school.
A trend is, we see everyone coming to interviews [at my school] because
they do it during the day. I've given the Black nod like once. I'm thinking
'sheesh' it's not like they aren't any [Black males]. Maybe four or five Black
females. Over fifty-some candidates and it's crazy – that’s why I know that
our principal requests certain types of people from a recruiter; but why isn't
she requesting Black people? I could be totally wrong but I feel like she does
it because Black males and Black females can be a little more headstrong
than these White girls in the suburbs. They aren't going to be so submissive
to everything you do – there will be some pushback. So it's going to be really
hard to get some instant results with people who will give you pushback. If
my principal knew who I really was at an interview, I wouldn't even be there.
So it's a lot easier for me because I'm a single guy. It's weird … actually, it's
not weird, it makes sense, it's frustrating that she targets a certain group of
people and the rationale behind it makes it so much worse. So it's not an
accident that I'm the only Black male and there are four Black females.
As Jay spoke, the others nodded their heads in agreement and there were finger
snaps from Alex and Garreth to show their agreement to this statement. Within this
excerpt, Jay illustrated again what it means to play “the game” – that there is a duplicity
of character; or a duality, in that as Black male teachers, to survive there is a need to
present parts of themselves at different times. Jay alluded to the fact that if the principal
thought he was someone who would push back, she wouldn’t even have hired him in the
first place. Ricky added to the conversation when he said he feels there is a trend that
works almost like a spot check – whereby principals can say their schools are diverse if
they have a few Black people on their teaching staff.
Alex was really much more disillusioned; he said:
My mindset has unfortunately changed and I am still trying to reserve the
passion and revolutionary in me for instances where I feel like it's valued or
where I can really push something because my leadership is Black but I don't
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feel like anything – they are a puppet, I'm a puppet, it's all a puppet show.
Um you know and what is difficult for me is that I would do this for free,
signing up for TFA is something I would've done for free. The money helps
because I'm a young man in New York City, but the reason I came to it
wasn't because of finances or to have a job. That means what I’m looking for
isn't to be in corporate America. I had to realize that this is a job. Some
people in TFA try to convey this (that it’s not, that…) I'm here to make an
impact with kids and I'm here to help them learn and I'm here to give my best
to them, my most collaborative and entrepreneurial to, and I’ve had to check
myself to realize that this is a job. This is corporate America in another form.
In saying this, Alex was speaking to the mission of TFA and why he joined the
organization. He thought that he was on a noble course, but instead he felt isolated and
disillusioned. He continued:
You have to line up all the x's and y's and do things the way they want you
to. The lack of me having impact is something that I've come to really
understand as why I'm not that happy; because it's not about anything for me
except having impact on the students. What is scary is that like my school has
had the impact and I feel like my understanding point is that we are the
complete opposite. You all went from impact to viewing it as a job. Whereas
last year I got the results and I was really striving to help my kids achieve and
now what I had to do that made me uncomfortable so now I'm trying to
loosen the reigns and be more personal. It's scary because now like both ways
– I tried it that way and it was uncomfortable, I tried it this way and was
uncomfortable. And none of us are happy in either one of those two
situations. I don't know.
The disillusionment was palpable, and each of the rest of us tried to encourage him as we
knew best. We nodded our heads, we gazed in his eyes, and Alex dolefully said: “We
don’t fit.” I was saddened as he said it because in that moment I had no answer and no
comfort. Garreth reiterated the sentiment when he added:
We are the puppets – we are in these structures that weren't made for us nor
made for us to have an impact. [It is] made to improve test scores. I don't
know, I guess this to me gets at a different point. TFA is known for having
high turnover of teachers. You do it for two years while you figure out what
you really want to do before you move on and do that. I'd be interested to see
what the commitment is like amongst Black men. And why Black men who
didn't stay left. Was it because they were frustrated like us? Or was it because
for them they were figuring it out before their lives? I'm also interested in
knowing what is keeping the four men here as a representative sample of the
Black men from TFA from bridging off and starting our own you know
whatever it is and creating our own structure.
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The men here were talking about the spaces wherein they fit; and also the spaces
they are considered (un)fit for. I heard much frustration around the topic of conversation,
but by the same token, there was also a silver lining. Garreth talked about the positive
outcomes in the roles we hold. He stated:
But I'm really hoping to see, you know, a deeper commitment to education
from Black men. Because I feel like we are going to be the ones to change it
and you know, it's so frustrating to me. I don't know about you all, but my
family has been like, when are you going back to grad school? Like that sort
of thing. And they view this as my service and put in two years of service and
you're out. I think a big part of that is that we have a narrative of struggle as
Black people, and parents provide and do the best they can for you so you
don't have to be a part of that narrative. I think they hear education and they
automatically equate that with struggle. I think that working in education, if it
isn't a financial struggle is a struggle one way or the other.
At this point he was speaking to the reasons why Black males leave and why he thinks
they stay. I was intrigued to hear that his family members equated working in an
educational field as a struggle, and he led us to the question of what motivates us and
how do we move forward. It was interestingly Alex, despite all his frustrations and deep
sense of disillusionment, who brought us to a point of self-value when he stated:
It starts with the acknowledgement of something that isn't taking place,
which is that Black males are valuable to this space in so many ways. If you
are thinking of the prison industrial complex and missing men in the
community, even TFA or teaching fellows or a plethora of programs should
think differently of how they want to integrate Black men into the space.
When they accept Black males into the program, I don't think they should
hide the stories from us, but there should be a different role. Have a
conversation with us about the meaning and people that want a revolutionary
attitude. Sometimes it is tough love. Sometimes we can be ten times firmer
than a White lady can, but the kid won't walk away feeling defeated. At the
same time, the male presence means something, especially kids in a hypermasculine society. My kids will not try to cuss me out. They might mumble
something under their breath, but they aren't in my face or throwing things at
me. I can only assume that happens because of our relationship but also
because I am a grown man. [As a child] I'm not going to challenge a grown
Black man because it is too real and I'm afraid of that repercussion.
I think a part of it is that if we've made it this far in our communities, if we've
survived – I take it for granted because my mom did a great job of sheltering
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me – I was always at church or whatever, so I didn’t spend a lot of time in
other spaces, especially growing up. I was very busy. But those of us who
have survived in our environments or not even that; if you lived in the ghetto
but you still have passion and joy and spirit; if we've made it to this point,
teaching and we can attest to the experience, teaching is like you're in the
classroom and back to your spirit being bottled up again.
Alex may not have realized it, but his talking gave encouragement to the group. As
the conversation reached its conclusion, Garreth very philosophically brought our
attention to a book called The Pact about these three young Black men growing up in the
inner-city that made a pact to be successful. It's about their journey to success and
surviving. Garreth said:
I think that there is this visage of survival where we are right now, but is all a
facade if we are kept at arm's length and aren't really allowed to penetrate the
upper echelons and stay in our place and I think that it's almost just as
needed; a pact amongst our generation at that level to say you know we are
going to be committed to our work and create our own thing because all of
our White female colleagues will be running their own networks in 10 years.
The thing is, because they have a system and a cohort that believe in them.
We don't have that and we gotta make that for ourselves. And so that is
something that I appreciate – the space – and I'm interested and excited and
curious to see what this space will yield and produce.

Chapter Summary and Reflections on the Group Interviews
The conversation and time together ended with a sense of hope, offering
encouragement to all of us – to them as teachers in the field and to me a teacher educator
trying to create the spaces for dialogue and change. One idea they all expressed at the end
was an appreciation for the space created – a space to talk, to share, to be vulnerable; and
as the gathering concluded, I was left with the definitive understanding that for teacher
training and support of Black teachers, we first have to create the space to gather; a place
to have the voices heard. As basic as that seems, I believe it is at the epicenter of
successful retention of these Black male teachers in the classrooms. The 2 hour long
session with these men was in many ways the model teacher educators could follow in
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creating those spaces for talk and communion. Tafari (2013) suggests that we don’t have
to “give voice” to black male teachers; “they already have voices” (p. 56). We only have
create the spaces and help process what comes out of those conversations. This study
created this space for the participants; for them to articulate their thoughts and feelings in
individual interviews as well as in a collective with other Black male teachers. Within
this chapter there are very important considerations of racial, gendered and classed
dimensions and the way this intersects within the stories and commentaries the
participants share. The most pertinent of themes in this chapter are the notions of
manhood and discipline and the way in which the participants contextualize and sense the
acknowledgement of self – both as men, but more specifically, as Black men. This
recognition; or as Neal states: “legibility”, represents a tangible expression and
affirmation of humanity and value, especially important given the history of Black people
in the USA.
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Chapter VIII
SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPLICATIONS

We must learn to live together as brothers or perish together as fools. —
Martin Luther King Jr
When the men leave my office that Saturday afternoon after the group meet and
interview, I sit in my chair for a moment; I lean my head back and take a deep sigh. I had
completed the interviews but came to realize that the work was yet to begin. I remember
their faces as they left; they had exchanged numbers and other contact information and
left very differently than when they first arrived at that meeting space. They had entered
hesitantly and when they started speaking, with feelings of frustration.
When they left, their steps were emboldened, and there was renewed light in their
eyes. I am not vain enough to think that it was me, nor that somehow I had orchestrated
it. They were renewed for each other; renewed by each other. The most repeated thanks
that day had been an ode to creating the space to talk. In its simplicity the aspect that had
been the most appreciated throughout the process was the space and time created to speak
about concerns and joys and to begin to plot ways in which to address them. It is my
understanding the men started to recognize that they had so many shared experiences,
which left them feeling less vulnerable and alone. This understanding for me reflects
Bristol’s (2012) work with loners and groupers, in that three of the men display as loners
at their schools, but within this space they were experiencing their understanding of each
other as groupers. The space and time created were really fundamental and the promise of
continued connection infused the men with hope and possibility. As they left, they were
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discussing that they could possibly continue talking online through shared platforms like
group chats or Google documents; in order to share resources and information.
Love one another with brotherly affection. Outdo one another in showing
honor. — Romans 12:10
In my introductory chapter, I spoke about my fears of being on the outside and
wondering how I would counter those feelings. As I think about it, I know that I am able
to relate to the participants in my study precisely because as teachers of color we share a
common understanding of having all felt like outsiders before. I can understand the fear
and frustration, the constant dread of failure, and the lack of support within an
educational setting — especially as a teacher who was educated and who taught in
Apartheid South Africa, and how those feelings of fear and frustration (re)emerged in my
academic career again as a doctoral student. In my years in my doctoral program, I was
often the only Black person in the class or one of two or three. I felt a lot of internal
pressure to perform; to do well because I felt like I was representing more than just
myself.
As I sat with my participants that Saturday, I was fortified, too, by their lives as
Black men, by their lives as teachers, and I regained the enthusiasm I had when I started
this study. I know that this work is valuable; that it adds to the growing scholarly voices
that speak about and on behalf of the lives of Black men in the classroom.

Summary of Findings
With the start of this dissertation, I wondered what brought Black males to this
journey of teaching. What led them to TFA? How did these men experience both their
day-to-day lives as teachers, and then as teachers in the TFA program? Going back to the
research questions, I attempt to shed some light on the participant responses to each of
them.
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The first question was: What are the lived experiences of four Black men in the
2013 Teach for America corps in New York City? For each of the men, their race plays a
pivotal role in their experiences in the lives they navigate as a general part of the
populace, but specifically as part of the city’s teaching body. They are influenced by the
broader societal perception of what it means to be Black men, or Black students. They are
often described in the minds and words of others as minorities and feel that there are
spaces in broader society, as well as within their schools, where they don’t have the voice
or spaces to speak or be themselves, or where they cannot be their complete selves with
the students they teach. On separate occasions in their stories and commentaries, they
shared moments that illustrate that silencing or lack of agency in the educational spheres
they navigate.
The second research question was: Who and what influences them as Black male
teachers? Taking into consideration that the group of participants was small, I have come
to understand this as such an individualistic question in that some of them were heavily
influenced by religion or family or their academic drive to impart knowledge on students.
The answers given to this question are not meant to be representative of all of the Black
men in the study. The participants have definitely all been influenced by the escalation of
violence and death on Black bodies; they have personally struggled with the lack of
indictments, as well as what that looks like when they engage or don’t engage about these
issues with the students they teach. They are also heavily influenced by whether they feel
supported at their schools – both by fellow teachers and by administration. Alex is
challenged as to whether he will stay within the profession. He is particularly despondent
about the lack of administrative support at his school. That, coupled with financial
constraints, makes him want to leave the profession. He said he really lives the clichéd
hope of buying his mom a house and moving her out of the Bronx where he grew up; on
a teacher’s salary he would not be able to, so that influences his decision whether or not
to stay.
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The last research question really to me is the reason I believe qualitative narrative
data are so important in this field: How can their experiences inform practices around
recruitment, support, and retention of Black male teachers in the New York City
classroom? Even though some similar themes run through each of the participants’
stories and commentaries, there is nothing about this research that is generalizable. They
have all spoken to issues of race, the criminalization of the Black body, having been
silenced or marginalized in educational institutions – both as students and teachers; and
how they have been positioned in schools as the teachers who are supposed to mete out
discipline. Each of them has spoken to these points from their own unique and individual
experience. This is why it is essential that more of these types of spaces need to be
created where we listen to the experiences of Black men in the teaching profession.
In this study their narrations definitely have the power to influence thought around
creating supportive spaces for Black male teachers, and also allow teacher trainer
practitioners to really listen to the words of these teachers so that we can learn to create
and sustain these spaces. It has important implications for schools and school districts.

Limitations of Study
One challenge of this study was my feeling very connected to my participants by
race and experience as a minority. I had to constantly check that I did not construct their
stories around my own stories, and I worry that in some instances the lines may be
blurred. I was always constantly worried that I would lead their stories by how I framed a
question, or my own commentary on their initial answer to a question. My aim was to
create a respectful space for interaction with my participants, but there was always the
nagging worry that they would feel led on by me or my reactions to their responses.
There was also the flip side of this in the sense that I was a Black, older woman. So not
only was there a difference in gender but also in age, which offered a role of pseudo-
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motherhood. I felt like in some ways it allowed a trusting relationship in that the
participants could relate to me on that level; but there was also clearly the understanding
that although we had common experiences as Black students and educators, I was not a
man and so I could not relate to them and their experiences on that level.
Being in a doctoral program – added to my age and experience – also made me
wonder if I positioned, or if I was positioned by them, as some kind of expert of the
narrative, and so I made very pertinent deliberate points of saying that out loud to them
during different times in the study that I was no more expert than they were, and that they
were the only ones who could offer the voice for their experiences.
The biggest limitation of this study is the small sample size. Although this study
allowed for really deep, intimate conversations and an in-depth knowledge of the four
participants, the data revealed cannot be generalized. Each of my participants is a unique
individual, and their experiences are understood and navigated by each of them in
different ways. There is need for more voices to be amplified. The need for spaces to hear
those voices is necessary as well, as each of these voices will shed that much more light
on the issues and challenges at hand – and the more stories we hear, the more we can pull
common threads from the rich tapestry of these teachers’ experiences.

Implications of the Study
Kee (2012) examines the level of preparedness that teachers in alternative
certification (AC) programs feel in their first year of teaching. She finds that alternatively
certified teachers are found to feel somewhat less well prepared than traditionally
certified teachers. The results also indicate that first-year teachers who have fewer types
of education coursework and shorter field experiences will feel less well prepared than
teachers whose pedagogical preparation is more complete. Her results suggest that AC
programs that recruit teachers and offer condensed pre-service education, but do not
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continue the initial teacher education into the 1st year, will yield beginner teachers who
do not feel well prepared. In the findings and implications of her study, she states that the
challenge is to determine how teacher educators can design programs that offer sufficient
preparation so that novice, alternatively certified teachers will feel well prepared to teach
in the schools where they are needed most, while the programs also offer the expedited
entry into the profession that is one of the strengths of AC. Our response, as teacher
educators, to this challenge has the potential to improve the retention of alternatively
certified teachers in the profession and to improve the learning of the children they serve.

Implications for TFA
As I was making final edits to the dissertation, I spoke with the Diversity Officer at
the NYC TFA program in March of 2016. I asked how the TFA program has sustained
and or increased its capacity for support and further training of its corps members. He
pointed out that at the NYC office they had Diversity and Equity fellowships where
teachers of color were invited to participate in discussion forums and active workshops
around preparation and practice, as well as concerns they may have around diversity
issues at their schools. Two of my participants had attended such sessions and remarked
that they had found them useful to some degree, but both lamented that they didn’t often
have the time to attend all the sessions, which then made them less effective for them.
We discussed how his role as Diversity Officer was shifting and he was having
more deliberate and explicit conversations around culturally responsive teaching and
what that looks like for their partner schools. He could not speak to the depth of impact
TFA has had on their partnering schools but said that because the TFA demographics
have shifted significantly in recent years, this has prompted the conversations. According
to the numbers, the NYC TFA corps was 50% people of color in 2015 and 60% people of
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color in 2016. He also confirmed what has been cited in the newspapers recently: that the
numbers in the NYC Corps have declined over the last years. Strauss (2016) reports:
The long-popular organization, which won millions in federal funds from the
Obama administration and much more in private philanthropy, has had
trouble meeting recruitment goals in the face of growing criticism of its
longtime practice of recruiting new college graduates, giving them five weeks
of summer training and placing them in classrooms in some of America’s
most needy schools.
Table 3. Black Males in Teach for America – New York City
School Year

Black Males

Total members in NYC

%

2008- 09

13

1002

1.30%

2009- 10

15

808

1.86%

2010- 11

11

512

2.15%

2011- 12

18

531

3.39%

2012- 13

26

686

3.79%

2013- 14

27

799

3.38%

2014 -15

31

790

3.92%

2015 - 16

23

577

3.98%

From the above table, it can be noted that the total teachers in the NYC corps in
2016 is nearly half of what it was in 2008, yet as the Diversity Officer points out, the
percentage of Black men in the NYC corps has steadily increased over the last year and
surpasses the national average.
The last thing we talked about was the future of TFA in NYC in light of the
dwindling recruits. He shared with me that TFA is partnering with the NYC Teaching
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Fellows to support the NYC Department of Education’s NYC Men Teach Initiative.1 He
explained that TFA’s part will focus on recruitment and that the Black men they recruit
will in fact be a part of the TFA cohort AND a part of the Men Teach Initiative and as
such will be able to access both programs’ support and resources. He is excited about the
possibilities of what this means for the 2016 TFA corps in NYC and says that he
welcomes the collaboration so that the students in NYC reap the benefits of having more
Black men in their classrooms.
Just a day after speaking to the NYC Diversity Officer, a headline grabbed my
attention in the news: “Teach for America drops Diversity Office.” I was stunned
because, even though I had heard that TFA was cutting 15% of its administrative body, I
had no idea that this cut included the national Diversity Office. According to Deruy
(2016), “The organization [TFA] was able to attract a diverse set of teachers in part
because it specifically prioritized adding ethnic and racial minorities to its ranks. Exactly
what the pending restructuring will have on the diversity of recruits is unclear.”

Implications for Researchers, Policymakers, and Teacher Educators
For institutions and programs for teaching, teachers, and teaching preparation, this
study is an indication that the time for conversation is now; that there is a strong need to
document the lived teaching experiences of teachers in the racial and ethnic minorities so
that we can better support and sustain retention in our school systems. Terrenda White
(2016) warns of the “displacement” of Black teachers in urban schools:

1This initiative is a partnership between the mayor's office, CUNY, the New York City Department of

Education (DOE), and New York City’s “Young Men’s Initiative” (YMI). This initiative aims to
address the large gap between the diversity in the NYC student population and the teacher population,
especially among minority male teachers. Reports by the New York Department of Education have
revealed that while 45% of students are males of color, only 7% of the teachers are men of color.
NYC MEN TEACH seeks to address this by putting an additional 1,000 minority males on course to
be teachers in NYC Public schools, over the next three years.
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Despite national calls for diversity, thousands of Black educators have been
displaced from urban public schools in the past decade (ASI, 2015; U.S.
Department of Education, 2011). I use the term displacement, rather than
decline, to signal the systemic and involuntary aspects of teachers’ departures
from urban schools due to federal, state, and district school reforms,
including school turnaround efforts. School turnarounds are interventionist
school-level reforms tied to national high-stakes accountability policies that
are intended to improve low-performing schools through top-down,
prescriptive mandates. These reforms often fail to engage community
members, parents, students, and teachers in reorganization plans and rely
instead on mandatory school closures, mass layoffs, or charter conversions
(Trujillo & Rénee, 2012; Trujillo, in press). They have been found to
contribute to the racial segregation of some of our most struggling schools
and communities (de la Torre & Gwynne, 2009a, 2009b; Journey for Justice,
2014; Lipman & Haines, 2007; Trujillo, in press). These reforms also result
in large numbers of teachers being fired or removed from their jobs,
particularly teachers of color who work disproportionately in schools serving
low-income students and students of color (Buras, 2015; Frankenberg, 2009).
In this vein, Black teacher displacement refers to an acute racialized impact
of policies on Black educators in low-income communities (Cook & Dixson,
2013; Dixson, Buras & Jeffers, 2015; see also Mitchell, 2015 and Chicago
Teachers Union, 2012). Displacement also takes the form of barriers to
employment in newly created schools such as charter schools. This type of
displacement is evident in the low rates of Black teacher hires in charter
schools in several urban cities relative to their existing share of the teaching
force in those same cities (ASI, 2015). These trends are often concurrent with
disproportionately high rates of White teacher hires in charter schools. (ASI,
2015)
This warning needs to be heeded if teacher preparation programs are to be successful in
the recruitment, support, and retention of Black males in our classrooms.

Coming Full Circle with my Participants
My advanced seminar committee members advised that I reach out to my
participants so that I could offer them some of my writing to read and offer commentary
on as a way to “member check” in qualitative research that I have accurately represented
them and for me to be held accountable by my participants. I reached out to them by
phone and follow-up email and asked them to read parts of what I sent, and if they had
commentaries or queries, to please pass them on to me. To say that their responses
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overwhelmed me is an overstatement. All of them felt I had represented them well. In
writing this dissertation, I was anxious to be true to them, and each of them was
appreciative of the work and for creating a space for them to speak and share experiences.
Among all of the responses, there was the very strong call to have more sessions and
more spaces for conversation, and to be able to read what others had said in their
individual interviews. When Alex wrote back: “I celebrate you, mother!” I sobbed
uncontrollably that he saw me in a role of (hopefully) nurturing and caring for them –
both as teachers, but also as fellow humans. Something my advisor and I have spoken
about is my continuing to work with my participants – presenting at conferences with
them and collectively writing for publication about their teaching lives – so that they truly
speak for themselves. Each of them has expressed an interest in continuing the
relationship and expanding their own voice and stories. I am excited at the prospect.

Final Thoughts
Whilst doing this study, I was challenged by the following question by a professor
in my department:
What makes the experience of Black men teachers so different – if at all –
from other first-year teachers and their initial struggles within teaching?
The question bothered me at first because I intrinsically knew there was a difference, but
I struggled initially to articulate why. I am grateful to say that listening to and hearing
from my participants, they have given me the ability to answer the question with a sense
of ease and sincerity.
When then Secretary of Education Arne Duncan (2010) urged black men to “step
up” and “be part of the solution” in the schooling system, his call to the chalkboard was
indicative of the double talk and understanding where Black males are positioned as both
the problem and the solution (Jackson et al., 2013, p. 123). Looking at the data in this
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study, we see that when young Black males are considered the problems, they are often
sent to or referred to Black male teachers or administrators, who play into the role of
correctional adults. The role of the Black male teacher is a complex one. Marvin Lynn’s
(2006) article, “Dancing Between Two Worlds,” captures the educational stories of Black
male teachers’ complex arrangements in society, where to teach is to create an
opportunity to equalize the racial inequality that young Black students encounter.
However, Lynn says that the process of becoming teachers often “devalues their way of
knowing, being, thinking, feeling and acting” (p. 238). I agree with this paradoxical
understanding and, as Lynn argues, I recognize that Black men remain excluded from the
classroom because of the socio-historical arrangement of schools and the societal
expectations for Black men. There is an understanding of being doubly burdened – being
both Black and Male – in an arena dominated by White women. Lynn says that these men
“operate on a continuum between resistance and accommodation to White patriarchal
norms and practices as a way in which to survive the profession” (p. 250). It would
appear that the popular understanding in dominant discourse is that Black men are
solutions to Black male student problems because they share a personal history of lived
experience and cultural knowledge. Hill-Carter (2013) states, “Cultural identity is one of
the ways students of color can identify and acculturate in difficult education arenas” (p.
113). However, the complexity also is heightened when Black men are not hired in the
schools; when the question of their identity is also linked to their employability. My
participant, Jay, shared that there were always positions open at his school, and even
though he had seen Black men come for interviews, none were employed in his time at
the school. This speaks to White’s (2016) notion of displacement of Black teachers in
urban schools.
Lynn (2006) addresses the positioning of Black men in the discourses around
teaching recruitment and retention that is consistent with the societal perceptions of Black
masculinity:
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Black men represent irrationality, disorder, hypersexuality, and economic
depravity in a society where manhood is conceptualized through a
Eurocentric conception of gender, [one that] represents order, rationality and
economic, social and political dominance. (p. 238)
Jackson et al. (2012) echo my thinking that Black men are positioned as deficient – both
in their presence and in their capabilities – in teacher recruitment and retention discourse.
This opinion is pervasive and damaging and is highlighted more and more in the
academic scholarship that highlights Black male teachers.
What makes this study important, and specifically relevant, is the fact that it adds
to the value of the body of work emerging in the field. As educational institutions and
programs for teacher preparation move forward, there is a need for continued extensive
and long-term efforts to qualitatively examine the experiences of Black male teachers in
pre-service programs and in the field, and of those who have left the profession. There is
much we can learn from their stories and commentaries about their experiences as we
continue to debunk, interrupt, and deconstruct the dominant stereotype of Black maleness
as they navigate their roles in the teaching profession.
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Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT
Teachers College, Columbia University
525 West 120th Street
New York NY 10027
212 678 3000
www.tc.edu
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH:
You are invited to participate in a research study on the narratives of Black Male TFA
Corps members in New York City. You will be asked to describe your experiences as
teachers, as Black males and TFA corps members in TFA in New York City. You will be
ask a range of scripted questions over 3 interviews and have 1 group protocol gathering.
Your responses will be audio taped and transcribed for the purpose of the research only.
Should you decline to be audiotaped during the interviews the researchers will take
handwritten notes. If you decline to be recorded during the focus group, only participants
who consent to be audio-recorded will be permitted to be in the focus group.
The principal researcher, Marcelle Mentor, will conduct the research. The research will
be conducted at an agreed upon location between the participant and the researcher.
RISKS AND BENEFITS:
The risks associated with this study are:
• A possible emotional discomfort in talking about Race, Gender and Culture. You
can decline to answer any question you wish or stop the study at any time without
penalty.
• A possible discomfort or emotional discomfort or tension when speaking
specifically about race and gender in relation to the Teach for America Program
and /or the schools you teach at.
• Given that there is a very small sample of subjects (4 people), it is easier to be
identified by each other.
• There is an inherent risk to subject confidentiality in the focus group given that
subjects will know who is participating and what is being said, and subjects may
share this information with others outside of the study and group, even though
they will be asked to keep information shared confidential.
There are no direct benefits to subjects for participating in the study.
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DATA STORAGE TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY:
The data collected is confidential and will be saved on password-protected computers and
hard copies will be kept in locked cabinets in the researcher’s office.
TIME INVOLVEMENT:
Your participation will take place over (3) 90-minute interviews and (1) 90-minute group
protocol, ie, 360min (6 hours) in total.
HOW WILL RESULTS BE USED:
The results of the study will be used for:
•
•
•
•

The dissertation in completion of the PhD
Subsequent academic conferences and presentations
Publication in peer-reviewed journals and/ or scholarly articles
Educational purposes only.

The NYC TFA office will have access to the results of this study through the dissertation
materials gathered. TFA will access the results by reading my reports - which are written
based upon the confidentiality procedures discussed in my application.
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Appendix B
PARTICIPANT'S RIGHTS
Teachers College, Columbia University
525 West 120th Street
New York NY 10027
212 678 3000
www.tc.edu
Principal Investigator: Marcelle Mentor
Research Title: Black Male Teachers Speak: New York City Narratives of Corps
Members in the Teach for America Program
•

I have read and discussed the Research Description with the researcher. I have
had the opportunity to ask questions about the purposes and procedures regarding
this study.

•

My participation in this research is voluntary. I may refuse to participate or
withdraw from participation at any time without jeopardy to future medical care,
employment, student status or other entitlements.

•

In addition to my participation the researcher will also receive access to data from
the TFA Diversity Initiative in the TFA NYC office. This information will solely
be about recruitment strategies for the NYC program by the Diversity Initiative. It
will not be linked to any particular corps member as this data will describe HOW
the New York Program recruits, and NOT about specific corps members. The
information will include internal emails, memos and notes around the recruitment
strategies for the NYC program only.
Because the data will not be collected anonymously, care will be taken to ensure
that individuals are not identifiable.
The researcher will use pseudonyms, composite vignettes, and remove identifying
markers in written material, to purposely keep the data confidential.
All names of participants will be replaced by pseudonyms.
All names of schools and districts will be removed.
Only the researcher will have access to the data collected and will do her own
transcriptions.
All data will be kept on password-protected computers and any hard copies will
be locked into closets in the researcher’s office.
Because the study participants are a small group (4 participants) there is the
possibility that participants may be identifiable – despite the researcher’s best
intent to keep the data confidential.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The researcher may withdraw me from the research at her professional discretion.
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•

If, during the course of the study, significant new information that has been
developed becomes available which may relate to my willingness to continue to
participate, the investigator will provide this information to me.

•

Any information derived from the research project that personally identifies me
will not be voluntarily released or disclosed without my separate consent, except
as specifically required by law.

•

If at any time I have any questions regarding the research or my participation, I
can contact the investigator, who will answer my questions. The investigator's
phone number is (646) 339 5264.

•

If at any time I have comments, or concerns regarding the conduct of the research
or questions about my rights as a research subject, I should contact the Teachers
College, Columbia University Institutional Review Board /IRB. The phone number
for the IRB is (212) 678-4105. Or, I can write to the IRB at Teachers College,
Columbia University, 525 W. 120th Street, New York, NY, 10027, Box 151.

•

I should receive a copy of the Research Description and this Participant's Rights
document.

•

As audio taping is part of this research, I ( ) consent to be audio taped. I (
)
do NOT consent to being audio taped. Only the principal investigator will review
the written and audio taped materials.

•

Written, and audio taped materials (
) may be viewed in an educational setting
outside the research / ( ) may NOT be viewed in an educational setting outside
the research.

•

I understand that the NYC TFA office will have access to the results of this study
through dissertation materials gathered. NYC TFA will access the results by
reading the researcher’s reports - which are written based upon the confidentiality
procedures discussed with me.
My signature means that I agree to participate in this study.

•

Participant's signature: ________________________________ Date:____/____/____
Name: ________________________________
Investigator's Verification of Explanation
I certify that I have carefully explained the purpose and nature of this research to
__________________________________ (participant’s name) in age-appropriate
language. He has had the opportunity to discuss it with me in detail. I have answered all
his questions and he provided the affirmative agreement (i.e. assent) to participate in this
research.
Investigator’s Signature: _________________________________________
Date: ______________________
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Appendix C
LETTER FOR PARTICIPATION INVITATION
Dear 2013 TFA Corps Members
Invitation to participate in a study of Black (non-Latino) Male TFA Corps
Members’ Life Narratives
What:
I am researching for my dissertation the narratives of Black (non-Latino) Male TFA
corps members as both NYC TFA corps members and Black men. I believe it is
important to research how we recruit and retain Black Males and I believe that your
engagement with your own narratives and your insights will offer valuable information in
to how TFA recruits Black male teachers and what continued retention and support could
and should – in your opinion –look like.
Please note: That I am interested in issues concerning race and gender, and, as such, will
be asking you to reflect upon your racial and gender identities.
ALL PARTICIPATION IS VOLUNTARY.
Who do you teach?
According to the statistics on the NYDOE sites the enrollment for 2013 -2014 shows:
567489 Males in NYC public schools - which is 51.4% of the total enrolled students in
NYC.
312434 Black Males (non-Latino) which 28.3 % of all enrolled students in NYC BUT is
55% of all the males in NYC public schools – More than half of the boys in NYC public
schools are Black (non-Latino).
Why your voice is important:
Currently, in 2014, about 2% of the USA teaching corps is made up of Black male
teachers. In 2011 U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan launched his “Black Men to
the Chalkboard” campaign which arose from the dearth of black male teachers, especially
in urban areas. The aim of this campaign is to recruit 80,000 new black male teachers by
2015.
Bearing in mind that the media the Black male image is often criminalized and
demonized it is important that you speak for yourself and pave the way.
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What the participation will look like:
I will do 3 (90minute) interviews and a group protocol session (90 minutes) – so a total of
360 minutes / 6 hours of your time at an agreed upon time and place that suits you and
your schedule.
Payment: There is unfortunately no payment attached, all participation is voluntary
If you are interested or have questions or concerns in participating please contact me at
mmentor@gmail.com
646 3395264
Many thanks for your time and energy.
Marcelle Mentor
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Appendix D
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL (Seidman, 2012)
3 interview protocol AND 1 focus group protocol questions:
First in-depth interview protocol
I. Background and entry into teaching through TFA
.

1) Please provide your name and contact information.

.

2) How old are you? Where are you from?

.

3) What was your undergraduate institution(s) and major(s)? What was your
graduate institution(s) and field(s)? Was it always your intention to teach? When
did you decide to join TFA? What made you decide to choose the TFA route of
certification?

.

4) Have you pursued any other careers besides teaching? If so, what careers, and
when?

.

5) How long have you been teaching? What grades and subjects have you taught?
In what geographic locations and at what school have you taught? Have you
assumed responsibility for any extracurricular activities? Do you have, or have
you had, any administrative experiences or responsibilities?

.

6) When did you first consider teaching as a career? At that time, what messages
had you received about teaching as a profession, and how did those messages
affect you?

.

7) Why did you ultimately decide to become a teacher? What responses did you
receive from others when you decided to become a teacher?

.

8) What do you enjoy about teaching, and what do you not enjoy?

.

9) How would you describe your current school and students to an outsider?
II. Identities (Probe for stories, situations, etc., to illustrate themes.)

.

10) While this research focusses on the experiences of Black male teachers in the
NYC TFA cohort, I do not want to assume that all participants identify
themselves with labels like “Black” and “male.” How do you identify yourself
racially? Do you also claim an ethnic identity that is different from or more
specific than your racial identity?

.

11) How do you identify in terms of gender?
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.

12) How would you describe the relationship between these identities for you
personally? Are they intertwined, or do you ever “experience” each identity
separately? Is one more important to you than the other?

.

13) What messages did you receive as a child about what it meant to be
[race/ethnicity] and [gender]? As a teenager? As a young adult? Where did those
messages come from?

.

14) How has being [race/ethnicity] and [gender] shaped you as a person? Do
these identities shape your view of the world? Your relationships with other
people? Your daily life? Your self-image?

.

15) So far I have focused on race and gender. Are there other identity categories
that play a major role in how you define yourself and/or how you see and
experience the world? (Use #13 and #14 to tease out responses to this.)

.

16) Is there anything I didn’t ask you about the topics of this interview that you
think I should consider?

Second in-depth interview protocol
.

1) In what ways, if any, did being [race/ethnicity] and [gender] influence your
decision to become a teacher?

.

2) How, if at all, has being [race/ethnicity] and [gender] influenced your:
•

teaching practices (pedagogical stance, curriculum design, classroom
management, instructional techniques, etc.)

•

relationships & interactions with students (by gender, by race, by grade,
etc.)

•

relationships & interactions with colleagues

•

relationships & interactions with parents

.

3) Do you consider yourself a role model as a [race/ethnicity] and [gender]
teacher? If so, for whom and in what ways? If not, why? Do you consider yourself
a father figure? Explain.

.

4) Are there other ways in which being [race/ethnicity] and [gender] has shaped
your experiences as a teacher? Are there other moments when you feel the impact
of being a [race/ethnicity] and [gender] teacher? Does being a [race/ethnicity] and
[gender] teacher ever work in your favor? Does it ever work to your
disadvantage?
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.

5) What types of support networks did you have access to as a teacher-intraining, and were they able to provide support that addressed your needs as a
[race/ethnicity] and [gender] teacher in TFA? Explain.

.

6) What types of support networks do you presently have access to as a teacher,
and are they able to provide support that addresses your needs as a [race/ethnicity]
and [gender] teacher in TFA? Explain.

.

7) Are there support networks or structures not currently in place that you would
like to see established for [race/ethnicity] and [gender] teachers in TFA? Explain.

.

8) Is there anything I didn’t ask you about the topics of this interview that you
think I should consider?

Third in-depth interview protocol
.

1) What stands out for you in your teaching experience at the end of your first
year? Can you offer anecdotes to illustrate those issues?
2) Why did you agree to participate in this study? What led you to volunteer your
participation?

.

3) Which aspects of this study did you find most engaging, thought-provoking,
and/or enjoyable? Why?

.

4) Which aspects of this study could have been conducted differently? What
suggestions do you have for how follow-up studies on this topic should be
pursued?

.

5) What do you hope will come of this study? Who should be the audience for
this study, and what do you hope that audience will gain?

Focus group protocol
1) Context: I’m going to raise some of themes that have emerged during the oneon-one interviews that I’ve conducted for this research. These themes revolve
around the significance of being a Black male teacher in the NYC TFA corps. Not
only will this focus group give you a chance to revisit some of the issues from the
earlier interviews, but it will also give you an opportunity to listen and respond to
each other. In fact, the main goals of this focus group are to allow all of you to
discuss the importance of being a Black male teacher in the NYC TFA with other
Black male teachers in the NYC TFA and to see what insights are generated
when Black male teachers collectively examine their experiences.
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• Please

Note: Please Note: I would like to remind participants that because the
study participants are a small group (4 participants) there is the possibility that
participants may be identifiable – despite the researcher’s best intent to keep the
data confidential. And because of this you are requested to keep those who are
in the focus group and the focus group discussion private. There is an inherent
risk in all focus groups, that subjects may speak to people who are not subjects
about who is in the group and/or what is said during the group, and as such, I
would want to warn all participants of this potential second risk to
confidentiality.

2) Introductions: Please state your name and describe something you plan to do
this summer.
.

3) Describe one incident from the past year that speaks to the significance and/or
impact of your presence as a Black male teacher in the NYC TFA. This can
involve students, colleagues, parents, etc., and it can be something that took place
in school or outside of school.

.

4) How would you compare or contrast the relationships you have with Black
male students to the relationships you have with other students?

.

•

Do you feel pressure and/or a responsibility to pay particular attention to
Black boys? If so, where does this pressure and/or sense of responsibility
come from? Do you think this is fair?

•

How much time and energy are devoted to Black boys versus other
groups?

•

Are interactions with Black male students a source of fulfillment? A
source
of stress? Is there some other way to characterize these interactions?

5) To what extent do you feel like you are expected as a Black male teacher to be
a father figure and/or a disciplinarian?
•

Is this expectation higher of Black male teachers than of other teachers in
the schools in which you teach? If so, is this fair?

•

How do you deal with discipline? What are your strategies?

•

How (if at all) do you approach being a father figure?

•

Are these roles sources of fulfillment? Sources of stress? Is there some
other way to characterize these roles?
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.

6) What are your relationships like with other adults at your school? Are there
any trends that stand out based on race, gender, subject matter, level of authority,
etc.?

.

7) How can urban schools recruit, retain, and support Black male teachers?
•

Can you remember any recruitment strategies that appealed to you? Can you
think of any strategies that might appeal to Black men at various career
stages?

•

When/where

•

What types of supports are in place now? What supports work? What supports
don’t work? What new supports can you imagine?

should

recruitment
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begin?

Who

should

do

it?

